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SUMMARY 
A computer code for predicting the performance of an axial-flow 
compressor with water ingestion has been developed at Purdue University 
under the NASA Grant NAG 3-62 and presented along with a test case that 
illustrates the use of the Code. The Code employs the same procedure 
and architecture as the NASA-STGSTK Code. The Code uses a meanline 
stage stacking method; stage and cumulative compressor performance is 
calculated utilizing representative triangles located at rotor inlet 
and outlet mean radii. 
The aero-thermo-mechanical interactions arising during air-water 
droplet mixture flow are taken into account in terms of four processes: 
(i) changes in blade performance parameters (deviation and efficiency), 
(ii) centrifugal action due to flow rotation, (iii) heat and mass trans- 
fer processes between the gaseous and liquid phases and (iv) droplet 
instability and break-up. The latter three are introduced at the exit 
of each blade row. The aerodynamic performance of a stage is based on 
estimated rules for deviation and efficiency with air-water mixture 
flow. The nature of such rules is discussed in detail. 
The Code provides options for the calculation of performance with 
(a) mixtures of gases such as air and water vapor and (b) air-water 
droplet mixtures with different water content. 
The Code is useful in obtaining preliminary estimates of overall 
performance of compressors with water ingestion given the design point 
details corresponding to air flow and the nature of corrections for air- 




Water ingestion into jet engines may arise due to various circum- 
stantial reasons: high humidity in air resulting in condensation of 
water at the inlet, tire-generated spray entering the air stream during 
take-off and landing on rough runways with puddles of water, and flight 
through rain storms. It has been found that such water ingestion can 
lead to a loss of performance, engine mismatch, and loss of surge mar- 
gin, and in some cases causes undesirable mechanical and aerolastic 
effects. Both steady state and transient performance are affected and 
the operational margins in the control system also become affected. 
With ingestion of large amounts of water, water may flow through the 
engine at low power settings and a flameout may arise at higher power 
settings. From the point of view of criticality of changes in the 
performance of different engine components, the compressor presents 
unique problems and is in many ways central to the performance of the 
engine (References 1 and 2). 
The air-water mixture ingested into a compressor is characterized 
by the water content, the droplet size distribution and the vapor con- 
tent. The mixture may enter the compressor nonuniformly in the circum- 
ferential and radial directions. In the case of rain water ingestion, 
the water content may range from 2.0 percent to 15.0 percent or more. 
The water droplet size variations in rain and mist are presented in 
Figure 1. Water vapor content in the atmosphere varies with the degree 
of saturation and the altitude. Figure 2 presents the variation of 
water vapor content corresponding to the saturation state as a function 
of altitude. Some typical values of vapor content corresponding to the 
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saturation state under different temperature and pressure conditions 
that are of interest in aircraft operation are given in Table 1. 
At the end of each stage, and therefore also at the exit of a 
multistage compressor, the characteristics of the air-water mixture 
undergo modification: water, vapor and air become redistributed; the 
work done on the gaseous phase and efficiency become affected; and the 
stalling characteristics of stages undergo changes. 
The performance of a compressor stage at a given speed and flow 
coefficient undergoes a change during water ingestion, compared to the 
performance with air flow, on account of a combination of processes 
associated with droplet-laden air flow: 
(i) change in airfoil performance; 
(ii) centrifugal action causing motion and accumulation of water 
and vapor towards the tip and hub sections, respectively; and 
(iii) heat and mass transfer between the two phases. 
These processes become further complicated due to: 
(a) droplet impact and rebound at the blades and casing, 
(b) droplet reingestion from blade surfaces into wakes, 
(c) droplet break-up to remain under the critical size and 
(d) droplet size distribution. 
For a given compressor with spec 
(i) blade and blade-load 
(ii) aspect ratio and 
(iii) interstage spacing 




rformance in terms of two major 
(a) changes in aerodynamic performance and 
(b) characteristic times available for centrifugal action and 
heat and mass transfer processes. 
The changes in a given compressor depend upon the following: 
(i) operating speed and throttle setting; 
(ii) water and water vapor mass fractions in the air-water mixture 
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TABLE 1 
SATURATION VALUES OF UATER VAPOR 




PRESSURE I\IATER VAPOR 
(psi) 
59 14.696 0.011 0.011 
86 14.696 0.027 0.026 
I 104 14.696 0.049 0.047 
A 125.4(l) 22.402(') 0.060 0.057 
I 155.8(') 76 16 22.402(4) ") 1 648 6 0.275 14802 0.129 2160 4
212 15.698 9.124 0.901 
212 15.494 11.459 0.920 
212 15.365 13.661 0.932 
---___-- ------- -.- 
Note: Condition corresponding to 
(1) Mach number = 0.8 when T = 59'F 
(2) Mach number = 0.8 when T = 86'F 
(3) Hach number = 0.8 when T = 104'F 
(,,) Mach number = 0.8 when p = 14.696 psi 
(5) Hach number = 0.B when T = 5.55'F 1 15,000 ft. altitude (G) Hach number = 0.8 when p = 8.298 psi 
flow at entry; and 
(iii) water droplet size distribution. 
In order to determine the performance of an axial flow compressor 
based on the aforementioned physical model, a three-dimensional flow 
calculation procedure is eventually desirable. However there are at 
present considerable uncertainties in regard to the various two phase 
flow processes associated with droplet-laden gas flow in general and 
in axial-flow compressors in particular. It is therefore considered 
that a parametric mean-line (one-dimensional) model should be developed 
in the first instance for determining the overall performance of a com- 
pressor stage with water ingestion. Such a calculation scheme requires 
incorporation of a stage-stacking procedure for use in multi-stage 
machines. 
The current report describes such a calculation procedure written 
in the form of a computer code named the NASA-WISGSK Code. It is 
similar to the NASA-STGSTK Code (Reference 3) written for the purposes 
of calculating the off-design performance of axial-flow compressors 
given the details of the design point. 
1.1 Background 
A model for the calculation of overall performance of a multi-stage 
axial-flow compressor was developed based upon a mean-line, stage- 
stacking procedure (Reference 4). The model incorporates all of the 
essential features of droplet-laden air flow: 
(i) droplet motion during ingestion, 
(ii) droplet-blade interactions, 
(iii) blade performance changes, 
(iv> centrifugal action, 
(v) heat and mass transfer processes and 
(vi) droplet break-up. 
Two limiting cases have been considered: 
(i) droplets generally following the air flow path and 
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(ii) droplets having equal probability of motion in all directions. 
Figure 3 illustrates the latter case which applies to large droplet 
sizes. The calculation procedure adopted with the model is 
(a) to calculate a blade row (rotor or stator) performance for 
two phase flow and 
(b) to "correct" the exit conditions for centrifugal action and 
heat and mass transfer based upon the (characteristic) times 
available for those processes, and for droplet size changes 
based on the concept of a critical diameter. 
In order to calculate the transport and accumulation of water radially 
outwards, the flow is divided into ten streamtubes along the span and 
the calculations are carried out in the time domain over the available 
time (across the blade row). Water on the surface of blades is dis- 
tinguished from that in the blade passages. The corrected conditions 
constitute the inlet conditions for the next blade row, and so on for 
various stages in a multistage machine. The calculation procedure, the 
associated computer code, namely the PURDU-WICSTK Code, and an illus- 
trative case are presented in Reference 5. 
the details of the blade section are available. 
design and at off-design conditions, the deviat 
a blade section and the efficiency of the blade 
directly for given initial flow conditions. 
The foregoing calculation procedure permits determination of the 
aerodynamic performance of a chosen section (such as the mean section), 
a compressor stage at given initial and operating conditions provided 
In other words, at 
luid flow over 
are determined 
ion of f 
section 
The calculation procedure also permits such a direct determination 
of blade performance at other spanwise locations of a stage provided 
that, once again, details regarding the section under consideration are 
available. Such a calculation is again performed on a one-dimensional 
basis. It is, of course, necessary to account for the redistribution 
of water and water vapor due to centrifugal action across the span of 
the compressor. Thus, in most cases the hub sections may become 
depleted of water but repleted with water vapor, and there may arise 
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an appreciable accumulation of water in the tip sections. In the case 
of a compressor with many stages, there may also arise a change in the 
condition of the fluid mixture at the mean section of a stage. 
The calculation procedure can be utilized for any specified inlet 
mixture of air, water and water vapor. When calculations have been 
performed for a compressor stage under a variety of conditions, one of 
the interesting results that can be obtained is a set of correlation 
rules for 
(a) diffusion factor and 
(b) efficiency for the particular type of blading in terms of 
flow coefficient and mass fraction of water content. 
Such correlation rules may then be used to obtain off-design performance 
of the compressor utilizing a considerably simplified procedure such as 
for example the procedure of the NASA-STGSTK Code. 
It will be recalled that the blade outlet conditions obtained on 
the basis of droplet-laden air flow over a blade section need to be 
"corrected" for (a) centrifugal action, (b) heat and mass transfer 
processes between the gaseous and the liquid phases and (c) droplet 
size adjustment according to the PURDU-WICSTK Code procedure. The 
corrected values then represent the final outlet conditions from a 
stage and thus the initial conditions into a following stage, if any. 
The correlation rules for diffusion factor and efficiency are 
therefore of use only to obtain the initial aerodynamic performance of 
a blade section with two phase flow. The correlation rules will apply 
to the compressor for which they have been obtained utilizing the 
PURDU-WICSTK Code. 
By performing such calculations on a number of compressors with 
different types of blading it is expected that distinct trends can be 
established in the correlation rules. It is then possible to utilize 
the generalized correlation rules for specific types of blading and 
thus to calculate the off-design performance of compressors. 
The NASA'WISGSK Code, described in this Report, has been 
designed assuming that such correlation rules are available. 
1.2 Illustrative Example 
The utilization of the NASA-WISGSK Code is illustrated here 
utilizing the design details for a small 6-stage axial-flow Test 
Compressor consisting of the axial stages of a T-63 engine. Details 
regarding the Test Compressor are provided in Appendix 1. 
It is of interest to point out that a series of tests has also 
been conducted on the Test Compressor with water ingestion, and the 
results of such tests have been reported in References 6 and 7. 
1.3 Outline of the Report 
Chapter II of the Report is devoted to a description of the overall 
program. The subroutines and external functions are listed in Chapter 
III. A listing of the input data and the output obtained in the code 
are given in Chapters IV and V respectively. In Chapter VI, an 
illustrative test case is presented along with a discussion on the 
utilization of the code. 
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CHAPTER II 
OVERALL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The NASA-WISGSK Code is based on two earlier studies: 
i) the development of the PURDU-WICSTK Code for the calcula- 
tion of the performance of multi-stage compressors with 
water ingestion (Reference 5); and 
ii) the NASA-STGSTK Code for the determination of the off-design 
performance of axial-flow compressors (Reference 3). 
2.1 Description of the PURDU-WICSTK Code and the NASA-STGSTK Code 
2.1.1 The PURDU-WICSTK Code 
The one-dimensional flow equations for two phase flow in axial 
compressors have been derived in detail and presented in Reference 4. 
Those equations are suitable for the calculation of performance of any 
chosen section along the span of an axial compressor blade row. The 
PURDU-WICSTK Code is based on those equations. For given initial 
conditions at the entry to a stage, the outlet conditions can be cal- 
culated using those equations. 
The PURDU-WICSTK program deals with a fluid that may consist of 
(a) a mixture of three different gases and (b) a mixture of two types 
of water droplets, distinguished by size. The mixture of gases may 
consist of air and water vapor along with another gas when necessary. 
The water droplets may be either "small" or "large" diameter droplets 
or a mixture of small and large droplets. Small droplets are defined 
as those that follow the gas flow path and hence, absorb work input 
into the compressor along with the gaseous phase. Large droplets are 
assumed to move largely independently of the gas phase, with equal 
probability of motion in all directions, and without absorbing work 
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input but introducing drag losses. Currently one can only choose 
the sizes for small and large droplets in an arbitrary fashion; for 
example if small droplets are assumed to be of mean diameter equal to 
O(10 pm) large droplets may be assigned a mean size of about 1,000 pm 
in diameter. In a general two-phase mixture that is utilized as the 
working fluid in a compressor, the proportion of various constituents 
(namely, differnt gases and two types of droplets) may be chosen as 
desired in the initial conditions assumed for a calculation. Thus, to 
consider humid air carrying large droplets, the content of small drop- 
lets is set equal to zero while water vapor content is related to 
humidity. 
The performance of a stage of a compressor is based in the PURDU- 
WICSTK Code on five physical models as follows: 
(1) Model for the calculation of stage performance with respect to 
the gaseous phase and water droplets. 
(2) Model for droplet motion across a blade row from a chosen 
upstream location to a designated downstream location. 
(3) Model for centrifuging ofwater droplets. 
(4) Model for heat and mass transfer processes between the two 
phases; and 
(5) Model for droplet break-up and equilibration with respect 
to size. 
The foregoing five models have been described in detail in Reference 
5. The performance of a stage is calculated for given initial and 
operating conditions with respect to the gaseous phase and the water 
droplets. Regarding small droplets, any fraction of their total number 
may be taken into account depending upon assumptions relating to droplet 
impingement and rebound processes. Then, at the exit of a blade row, 
the three major processes, namely (1) centrifugal action on droplets, 
(2) heat and mass transfer processes between the two phases and (3) 
droplet size adjustment, are taken into account. When the stage per- 
formance parameters are "corrected" for the afore-mentioned three 
processes, one obtains the final outlet conditions from a stage. The 
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outlet conditions from a stage are modified, to account for geometry 
of compressor, in order to obtain the initial conditions for the next 
stage, where such exists. Calculations are repeated for subsequent 
stages based on the well-known concept of stage-stacking. The Code 
can be used to predict the design point performance as well as 
off-design performance of a multi-stage compressor. 
2.1.2 The NASA-STGSTK Code 
The details regarding the NASA-STGSTK Code are given in 
Reference 3. 
2.2 Correlations of Performance Parameters with Water Ingestion 
The two principal performance parameters for axial-flow com- 
pressor blading are (i) the stage pressure-rise coefficient and (ii) 
the aerodynamic efficiency of a blade row. These may be expressed as 
functions of flow coefficient for air flow and air-watermixture 
flow through the compressor. The stage pressure-rise coefficient can 
be obtained from a knowledge of deflection of the working fluid over 
a rotor blade row or from a knowledge of blade metal angles and 
incidence and corresponding deviation angles. 
The methods of obtaining correlations for (i) deviation of the 
working fluid over a blade, (ii) the stage pressure-rise coefficient 
and (iii) the aerodynamic efficiency of blade rows are described in 
the following. 
2.2.1 Deviation Angle 
A general rule for deviation may be written as follows 
(Reference 9). 





where 6 and D 
eq 
are the deviation angle and the equivalent diffusion 
ratio, respectively; ( )* denotes values at the reference point; and 
k is a (porportionality) constant. According to Lieblein (Reference 8), 
the equivalent diffusion ratio can be written as follows: 
n 
COSB2 vz I-- 
= -- . + l.12+0.0117(i-i*)1'43 + 








the equivalent diffusion ratio at the reference point can be obtained 
by setting i=i*. Thus, Equation (2.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
6-6* = 1.12k [(5/w,) - (W1/W2)*1 
+ 0.0117 (i-i*)1'43 k (W1/W2) 
+ 0.61 k (sin E - sin E*)/u (2.3) 
Assuming that the second and third terms on the right-hand side can be 
incorporated into the first term, one can write the following equation. 
6-B* = K [(W,/W,) - (W,/W,)*1 (2.4) 
where K is referred to as the deviation constant. The deviation con- 
stant can be related to the amount of diffusion in a blade passage in 
the case of gas (single phase) flow through a compressor. In the case 
of droplet-laden gas flow, it is assumed that the deviation constnt 
can still be related to the diffusion in a blade passage utilizing 
the water content in the mixture as a parameter. One can then obtain 
the deviation angle for given operating conditions and hence the 
corresponding blade outlet flow angle. 
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2.2.2 Correlations for Stage Pressure-Rise Coefficient 
The stage pressure-rise coefficient for a compressor stage may 
'.be defined as follows. 
$ - nCpATcJ 
U2 
where Q : stage adiabatic efficiency 
c : 
P 
specific heat at constant pressure 
AT0 : rise in stagnation temperature across a stage 
u : rotor whirl speed 
The stage pressure-rise coefficient can be related to the stage flow 
coefficient utilizing water content. 
2.2.3 Correlations for Efficiency 
The adiabatic efficiency of the compression processes in a stage 
may be defined as follows: 
p&d >h- 1 
n=TR-1 
where PR and TR are the stagnation pressure ratio and the stagnation 
temperature ratio across a stage, and y is the ratio of specific heats. 
The stage adiabatic efficiency can be related to the stage flow 
coefficient utilizing water content as the parameter. 
2.2.4 Procedure for Obtaining Correlations for Deviation Angle, 
Pressure-Rise Coefficient and Efficiency 
It is common practice in compressor analysis to obtain correla- 
tions for the deviation angle, pressure-rise coefficient and efficiency 
for different classes ofblading through cascade or compressor tests. 
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Such correlations with respect to flow coefficient are well-known in 
literature for air or other (single-phase) gaseous fluids. Similar 
correlations are not available for droplet-laden flows from experimental 
results. 
One method of generating such correlations is by the use of the 
PURDU-WICSTK Code. The performance of a series of typical compressors 
can be calculated utilizing that code and from such performance calcu- 
lations, the variation of the parameters of interest can be extracted 
for different classes of blading in those compressors while operating 
with two-phase fluids. The parametric variations may then be related 
to blading design and operational conditions. Thus, based on the per- 
formance results obtained on any compressor utilizing the PURDU-WICSTK 
program over appropriate ranges of initial and operating conditions, one 
can generate correlations for deviation angle, pressure-rise coefficient 
and efficiency in terms of the following. 
(i) Values of deviation constant, K, as a function of the 
diffusion of the working fluid; 
(ii) Values of pressure-rise coefficient as a function of the 
flow coefficient; and 
(iii) Values of efficiency as a function of the flow coefficient. 
The correlations are obtained for each class of blading or stage with 
water content at entry to that blading or stage as one parameter and 
the operating speed as the other parameter. Those correlations can 
then be utilized in the NASA-WISGSK Code for obtaining the performance 
of a similar compressor under desired operating conditions. When a 
series of such correlations have been generated for various classes of 
blading and for various operating conditions, several classes of 
axial-flow compressors can be analyzed on this basis in order to 
determine changes in performance with water ingestion. 
In order to illustrate the'nature of correlations that can be 
obtained utilizing the PURDU-WICSTK program and that are suitable for 
incorporating into the NASA-WISGSK program,a series of correlations 
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have been obtained for the 6-stage axial-flow Test Compressor, re- 
ferred to in Section 1.2 of the report, utilizing the PURDU-WICSTK 
program. 
Some examples of such correlations have been obtained under the 
following conditions. 
Operating speed . . . 90 percent design speed. 
Droplet size . . . 600 pm (referred to as large). 
Water content as mass 
fraction of water 
in the mixture . . . 0.000, 0.025, 0.075, 0.125, 
and 0.150. 
The correlations are presented in three parts, namely (i) for the 
deviation constant, (ii) for the pressure-rise coefficient and (iii) 
for the efficiency. In each case, the correlations have been given for 
different stages of the compressor. According to the basic design of 
the compressor, the type of blading employed in the different stages 
can be grouped as follows. 
a) blading in stage 1; 
b) blading in stage 2; and 
c) blading in stages 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
From the point of view of blade loading, it appears that it is 
necessary to distinguish further between stage 3 and stages 4, 5 and 6. 
The correlations for deviation constant have been presented in the 
following figures. 
Figure 4(a): Deviation constant vs[@,/W,) - (W,/W,)*J 
(Stage 1) 
Figure 4(b): Deviation constant vs [(W2/W,) - (W,/W,)*] 
(Stage 2) 
Figure 4(c): Deviation constant vs [(W,/W,) - (W2/Wl )*J 
(Stages 3, 4, 5, 6) 
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The correlations for pressu-r-e-rise coefficient corresponding to 
the afore-mentioned examples of correlations for the deviation constant 
have been presented in the following figures. 
Figure 5(a): a/$* vs $/I$* (Stage 1) 
Figure 5(b): Q/Q* vs $/+* (Stage 2) 
Figure 5(c): $/a* vs $/$* (Stage 3) 
Figure 5(d): $/a* vs $/$* (Stages 4, 5, 6) 
In these correlations, the stage pressure-rise-coefficient and stage 
flow coefficient are normalized with respect to the design point values. 
A set of examples of correlations for the adiabatic efficiency 
of different stages have been presented in the following figures. In 
all of the cases again only large droplets have been considered. The 
adiabatic efficiency is again normalized w ith respect to the design 
point value. 
Figure 6(a): Q/Q* vs $/$* 
Figure 6(b): a,/$* vs I$/$* 
Figure 6(c): IJ/$* vs $/I$* 
Figure 6(d): $/IJ.J* vs $I/$* 
It is of interest to observe the 
presented. 
(i) The correlations for both K 
similarity in regard to the 




(Stages 4, 5, 6) 
ollowing from the correlations 
and n show that there is some 
r variation with water content 
(ii) The variation of K with respect to diffusion is rather 
severe for flow diffusion values in the vicinity of the 
design point, especially at the higher values of water content 
in the entry mixture. At large values of diffusion, the water 
content does not seem to have a significant effect. 
It is of importance to note that the nature of variations of K and 
n may be different at other operating speeds. However, it is assumed 
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that such variations are small and that similar variations can be 
assumed over appropriate ranges of flow coefficients at other speeds. 
Nevertheless, the correlations presented should be considered as 
applicable only to the type of blading and blade-loading in the 
Test Compressor. 
Other aspects of predictions of the Test Compressor performance 
utilizing the PURDU-WICSTK program can be found in References 6 and 7. 
2.3 Modification of NASA-STGSTK Code to NASA--WJSGSK Code for 
Use with Two-Phase Flow 
The NASA-WISGSK Code for use with two-phase flow has been obtained 
by modifying the NASA-STGSTK Code in two respects. 
(i) Introducing the stage characteristics for two-phase fluid 
flow in place of the stage characteristics utilized 
originally for air flow through the compressor; and 
(ii) Incorporating various two-phase fluid associated processes 
at the stage exit in order to obtain the final state of the 
fluid at that location. 
The principal stage characteristics are the efficiency and the 
pressure-rise coefficient. They are obtained at a reference operating 
speed, usually the design operating speed although another operating 
speed may be utilized. 
The two-phase fluid flow effects of major interest are (i) the 
redistribution of water due to centrifugal action, (ii) the heat and 
mass transfer giving rise to a change in the temperature and mass 
fraction of the mixture constituents and (iii) the change in droplet 
size. 
2.3.1. Efficiency Variation with Respect to Flow Coefficient 
The reference curves for the variation of efficiency with respect 
to flow coefficient, obtained at the reference speed for various values 
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of water content in the entry mixture, for a particular compressor 
stage are adapted for use at other operating speeds in the 
NASA-WISGSK Code in two steps as follows. 
(i) First, the reference curve for the case of air flow (and 
no water in the mixture) is shifted as illustrated in 
Figure 7 for use at the desired off-reference operating 
speed over the appropriate range of flow coefficient. 
(ii) Next, the reference curve is modified for the presence of 
water following the correlations obtained for different 
water contents in the mixture at the reference speed. This 
part of the procedure is also illustrated in Figure 7. 
2.3.2 Pressure-Rise Coefficient vs Flow Coefficiency 
In the NASA-STGSTK Code, the pressure-rise coefficient is calcula- 
ted in the subroutine CSPSI (Reference 3). In that subroutine, the 
pressure-rise coefficient is calculated based on the deflection of air 
flow over a rotor blade which in turn depends upon the blade outlet 
flow angle and hence the deviation angle. The blade deviation angle 
is estimated utilizing the following rule. 
6-6* = K [(W2/Wl) - (W,/W,)*] 
with K = -10 for the case of air flow. In the case of operation with 
air-water mixture flow, the deviation constant, K, is a function of 
water content and amount of diffusion. 
Utilizing the appropriate values of K, based, for example, upon the 
type of correlations presented in Figure 4, the pressure-rise coefficient 
can be obtained at the reference speed and at off-design speeds for 
various values of water content in the entry mixture as a function of 
flow coefficient. 
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2.3.3 Correction for Two-Phase Effects. 
The NASA-WISGSK Code incorporates the following new features in 
order to correct the blade outlet conditions that are obtained based 
upon stage characteristics for the following two-phase fluid flow 
effects: 
(i) droplet size adjustment; 
(ii) centrifugal force action; and 
(iii) heat and mass transfer. 
The details regarding modelling of these processes can be found in 
Reference 5. 
2.4 The General Procedure for Utilization of the NASA-WISCii Code __- _~. -~_ 
It is expected that for the compressor under consideration, the 
following stage characteristics are available for each stage of the 
compressor at a convenient reference speed over a range of mass flows. 
(i) Adiabatic efficiency as a function of gas phase flow 
coefficient for various values of mass fraction of water 
in the mixture; and 
(ii) Deviation factor as a function of diffusion of the working 
fluid for various values of mass fraction of water in the 
mixture. 
Utilizing the latter, the pressure-rise coefficient characteristics 
for different stages can be obtained as a function of flow coefficient 
utilizing the mass fraction of water in the entry mixture as a 
parameter. 
As stated earlier (Section 2.3.1) the efficiency curves may need 
to be shifted for use at off-reference operating speeds. The 
pressure-rise coefficient characteristics are treated as applicable at 
all values of operating speed, at least over a substantial range of 
speeds. 
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It can be visualized that the efficiency and the pressure-rise 
coefficient characteristics may be available at discrete values of 
mass fraction of water. Since the mass fraction of water changes along 
a compressor flow path in different ways along different streamlines, it 
is useful to devise rules for interpolating the stage characteristics 
for various values of mass fraction of water. 
The water vapor in the mixture at entry to a compressor stage 
is taken into account in the form of mass fraction of vapor for the 
purposes of determining the thermodynamic properties as a part of the 
gas phase in the mixture. 
The initial and operating conditions to be specified in utilizing 
the NASA-WISGSK Code are the following: 
(i) the operating speed; 
(ii) the mixture mass flow; 
(iii) the mixture composition including the droplet size; and 
(iv) the ambient conditions in the mixture entering the 
compressor. 
The calculation procedure may then be divided into three parts as 
follows: 
(i) calculation of performance of compressor at reference and 
off-reference speeds with air flow only; 
(ii) calculation of performance of compressor at reference speed 
and different values of mass flows with various values of 
water content; and 
(iii) calculation of performance of compressor at off-reference 
speeds with various values of mixture flows and mass 
fractions of water. 
In each case, calculations may be performed along any streamtube 
selected in the compressor with specified (a) mass flow and mixture 
composition at entry, (b) area change and (c) work input at appropriate 
rotor locations. It may be recalled that the calculation procedure is 
based on a one-dimensional formulation. 
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.2.4.1 Calculation with Air Flow 
The performance calculation with air flow at the reference and 
the off-reference speeds is intended to establish (a) the extent to 
which the stage efficiency curve needs to be adjusted by shifting over 
the desired range of flow coefficient (utilizing the procedure de- 
scribed in Section 2.3.1) and (b) the ranges of flow coefficient that 
can be covered in the performance calculation at different operating 
speeds utilizing the available stage characteristics. When the com- 
pressor performance is available from another source at different 
operating speeds, one can compare such performance parameter values 
with those obtained utilizing the NASA-WISGSK Code. Utilizing a 
trial-and-error procedure, any small differences in performance at 
off-reference speeds can be adjusted through modifying the stage 
characterisitics available at the reference speed for various 
off-reference speeds. However, such modifications need to be introduced 
with considerable judgement. 
The calculation procedure for given (a) ambient conditions, (b) 
operating speed and (c) air mass flow may be summarized as follows. 
(i) The flow coefficient is determined at the compressor 
inlet. 
(ii) The stage efficiency can be obtained directly from the 
efficiency vs flow coefficient curve for the stage when 
the operating speed under consideration is the same as the 
reference speed. If the operating speed is different 
from the reference speed, the efficiency-flow coefficientcurve 
has to be shifted appropriately (Section 2.3.1) and the 
efficiency then obtained for the value of flow coefficient 
specified. 
(iii) The stage pressure-rise coefficient characteristic is 
utilized for obtaining the value of pressure-rise coefficient 
at the specified value of flow coefficient. 
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(iv) The stage pressure ratio and temperature ratio are 
calculated as follows: 
U2 PR=l.O+r @ 
P 01 
TR = 1.0 + (PR '-"' - 1.0) n 
(v) The resulting stage outlet conditions become the inlet 
conditions for the next stage, if any. The procedure given 
under items (i) to (iv) is then repeated for each of the 
stages until the compressor outlet station is reached. 
(vi) The performance of each stage of the compressor as well as 
the overall performance of the compressor can then be 
obtained from the predictions for the given operating 
conditions. 
(vii) The entire procedure may be repeated at the desired 
operating speeds and mass flows. 
2.4.2 Calculation with Air-Water Mixture Flow at Reference Speed 
At the reference speed, the available stage characteristics 
(pertaining to efficiency and pressure-rise coefficient) areusable 
directly. 
The procedure for calculation of performance at various values of 
mixture mass flow (or gas phase flow coefficient and liquid phase mass 
fraction) is identical to that described in Section 2.4.1 except for 
the following: (i) the efficiency and pressure-rise coefficient values 
should be chosen for the local value of water content in the entry 
mixture for each stage and (ii) the stage outlet conditions have to be 
corrected for two-phase flow effects. 
The primary purpose of the calculation of performance at the 
reference speed is to establish the applicability'of the available 
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stage characteristics for the ranges of water content that are 
likely to arise in different stages under different conditions. Since 
centrifugal action is only a function of the rotation in the flow 
field, by performing calculations at the reference operating speed, the 
effect of water content and the applicability of the available stage 
characteristics can be examined in the different stages of a com- 
pressor. If the general trend of performance changes is acceptable, 
the pressure-rise coefficient information can be utilized with some 
confidence at off-reference speeds. 
2.4.3 Calculation with Air-Water Mixture Flow under 
General Conditions of Operation 
At off-reference operating speeds, the efficiency-flow coefficient 
curves need to be shifted to become applicable over the, relevant range 
of flow coefficient in each stage of a compressor. 
The calculation procedure for obtaining the performance is then 
identical to that described in Section 2.4.1 except for the following: 
(i) the efficiency and pressure-rise coefficient values should be chosen 
for the local values of water content in the entry mixture for each 
stage, (ii) the efficiency curves should be moved as required to 
become applicable over the relevant range of flow coefficient at the 
operating speed specified and (iii) the correction of stage outlet 
conditions for two-phase flow effects. 
The stage outlet conditions are corrected for the following 
effects associated with two-phase flow: 
a) Droplet size adjustment; 
b) Centrifugal force action; and 
c) Heat and mass transfer. 
The stage outlet conditions are then obtained in terms of mixture com- 
position, gas phase properties and liquid phase properties, including 
the droplet size. 
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CHAPTER III 
SUBROUTINES AND EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS 
The following is the list of subroutines and external functions 
used in the NASA-WISGSK code. The subroutines and external functions 
consist of two parts as follows: Part I of the subroutines and external 
functions is the same as those in PURDU-WICSTK code (Reference 5) 
and Part II of the subroutines and external functions closely follows 
those in NASA-STGSK code (Reference 3). Only brief descriptions of 
these subprograms are given here. A more detailed description of each 
subprogram is presented in Appendix 3. 
PART I 
Subroutine WICSPC: calculation of stage performance based on the 
analytical/correlation method for large droplet. 
Subroutine WICSPD: calculation of design point performance. 
Subroutine WICSCC: calculation of the equivalent pressure ratio, 
equivalent temperature rise ratio, and stage adiabatic efficiency 
for a particular stage based on the inputed stage characteristic 
curves. 
Subroutine WICGSL: calculation of single-phase (gas) flow loss. 
Subroutine WICSDL: calculation of loss for small droplets on account 
of the change in momentum thickness of boundary layer due to the 
presence of such droplets. 
Subroutine WICSTL: calculation of loss due to Stokesian drag of large 
droplets in the free stream of blade passage. 
Subroutine WICFML_: calculation of loss due to film formed on blade 
surface when large droplets are present either by themselves or 
along with small droplets. 
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Subroutine WICRSL: calculation of loss due to the rough surface when 
large droplets are present either by themselves or along with 
small droplets. 
Subroutine WICVT: calculation of components of velocity triangle and 
an-gles. 
Subroutine WICCEN: calculation of swanwise displacementof droplets due 
to centrifugal action. 
Subroutine WICDMS: calculation of amount of small droplets which are 
centrifuged. 
Subroutine WICDML: calculation of amount of large droplets which are 
centrifuged. 
Subroutine WICDRG: calculation of drag force on large droplet. 
Subroutine WICMAC: calculation of Mach number. 
Function WICASD: calculation of acoustic speed in two phase flow. 
Subroutine WICBOA: calculation of blade outlet angle. 
Subroutine WICEDD: calculation of equivalent diffusion at design point. 
Function WICED: calculation of equivalent diffusion. 
Function WICMTK: calculation of dimensionless momentum thickness. 
Function WICLOS: calculation of total pressure loss coefficient. 
Subroutine WICIRS: calculation of droplet impingement and rebound in 
rotor for small droplet. 
Subroutine WICIRL: calculation of droDlet impingement and rebound in 
rotor for large droplet. 
Subroutine WICISS: calculation of drop let impingement and rebound in 
stator for small droplet. 
Subroutine WICISL: calculation of drop let impingement and rebound in 
stator for large droplet. 
Subroutine WICWAK: calculation of water reingestion into wake. 
Subroutine WICHET: calculation of heat transfer between gaseous phase 
and droplets. 
Subroutine WICMAS: calculation of mass transfer between gaseous phase 
and droplets. 
Function WICMTR: calculation of mass transfer rate. 















calculation of new trial value in the interative 
calculation of the value of tangent function. 
calculation of boiling point. 
calculation of specific humidity. 
calculation of nominal droplet size. 
calculation of flow properties for gaseous phase. 
calculation of specific heat at constant pressure 
calculation of specific heat at constant pressure 
calculation of specific heat at constant pressure 
PART II ----- 
Subroutine NASA: subroutine which correspondstoMAIN program of 
NASA-STGSTK code. 
Subroutine CSINPT: -------_-- reads and writes the Part II of input data. 
Subroutine CSPREF: calculates parameters at design speed and design 
flow conditions. 
Function CPFM: calculates specific heat at constant pressure from 
static temperature using fifth degree polynomial. 
Subroutine CSETA: calculates adiabatic efficiency versus flow coeffi- 
cient. 
Subroutine CSPSI: calculates pressure coefficients for inputed flow 
coefficients 
Subroutine CSDEVS: calculates stator deviation angle for small droplet 
calculation. 
Subroutine CDEVSL: calculates stator deviation angle for large droplet 
calculation. 
Subroutine CSDEV- -- calculates rotor deviation angle for small droplet 
calculation. 
Subroutine CSDEVL: calculates rotor deviation angle for large droplet 
calculation. 
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Subroutine CSETAl: calculates adiabatic efficiency for small droplet 
calculation. 
Subroutine CSETAL: ctilculates adiabatic efficiency for large droplet 
calculation. 
Subroutine CSPSD: alters pressure coefficient for off design speeds. 
Subroutine CSPAN: alters flow coefficient and pressure coefficient 
for blade reset. 
Subroutine CSOUPT: calculates and prints out stage performance for 
small droplet calculation. 
Subroutine COUPTZ: calculates and prints out stage performance for 
large droplet calculation. 
Function DELK70: alters diffusion constant for 70% rotor speed. 
Function DELK80: alters diffusion constant for 80% rotor speed. 
Function DELKlO: alters diffusion constant for 100% rotor speed. 





The following is a list of the input data as they are read in the 
NASA-WISGSK code. All input data that are needed to use the code are 
described herein. The input data consist of two parts as follows: 
Part I of the input data is the same as those in the PURDU-WICSTK code 
(Reference 5), and Part II of the input data follow very closely 

















number of stage 
hub radius at Ith stage rotor 
inlet. I = 1 Q NS 
Unit: inch or cm 
chord length of Ith stage rotor 
I 1 ‘L NS 
Unit: inch or cm 
number of blade for I th stage 
rotor. I=l%NS 
staggerangle for Ith stage rotor 
I 1 ‘L NS 
UnYt: degree 
hub radius at Ith stage stator 
inlet. 
I 1 r\,NS, I 
Un;t: 
= NS + 1 for IGV 






































chord length of Ith stage stator 
I 1 %NS, 1 
UnYt: 
= NS + 1 for IGV 
inch or cm 
number of blade for Ith stage 
stator. 
I = 1 QNS, I = NS + 1 for IGV 
solidity of,Ith stage rotor 
I = 1 Q NS 
solidity of Ith stage stator 
I = 1 2r NS, I = NS + 1 for IGV 
absolute flow angle at Ith stage 
stator outlet 
I = 1 'L NS, I = NS + 1 for IGV 
fraction of design corrected 
rotor speed for a particular 
speed 
initial water content 
(mass fraction) of small 
droplet 
index for centrifugal calculation 
of small droplet 
ICENT = 1 when XDIN = 0.0 
otherwise ICENT = 2 
initial water content 
(mass fraction) of large 
droplet 
index for centrifugal calculation 
of large droplet 
IICENT = 1 when IDDIN = 0.0 
otherwise IICENT = 2 
total temperature of gas phase 
at compressor inlet 
Unit: Rankine orKelvin 
temperature of droplet at 
compressor inlet 
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total pressure at compressor F 7.2 
inlet 
Unit: lbf/ft2 or N/m2 
initial diameter of small droplet F 6.1 
Unit: pm 
initial diameter of large droplet F 6.1 
Unit: pm 
rotor corrected speed at design 
point 
Unit: RPM 
compressor inlet temperature 
at design point 
Unit: Rankine or Kelvin 
compressor inlet pressure 
at design point 
Unit: lbf/ft2 or N/m2 
initial methane content 
(mass fraction) 
initial relative humidity 
Unit: per cent 
molecular weight of air 
molecular weight of steam 
molecular weight of methane 
percent of water droplet 
that rebound after impingement 
on blade surface 
maximum diameter for small 
droplet 
Unit: pm 
stagger angle for Ith stage 
stator 
















21 GAPR( I) 
22 GAPS(I) 
23 RRTIP( I) 









gap between Ith stage rotor 
and (I - 1)th stage stator 
I 1 s r4.s 
UnYt: inch or cm 
Format 
F 7.5 
gap between rotor blade 
and stator blade for 
Ith stage 
I 1 % r4.s 
UnSt: inch or cm 
F 7.5 
blade tip radius at Ith stage 
rotor inlet 
I 1 ‘L NS 
Unft: inch or cm 
F 6.3 
blade tip radius at Ith stage 
stator inlet 
1 = 1 s r4s 
Unit: inch or cm 
F 6.3 
index for radius at which calcu- I7 
lation is carried out 
IRAD = 1: performance at tip 
IRAD = 2: performance at mean 
IRAD = 3. performance at hub 
rotor inlet radius at which tip F 5.3 
performance calculation is 
carried out 
I = 1 %J NS 
Unit: inch or cm 
rotor inlet radius at which F 5.3 
mean line performance calculation 
is carried out 
I 1 'L NS 
UnYt: inch or cm 
rotor inlet radius at which hub F 5.3 
performance calculation is 
carried out 
I = 1 % NS 


























stator inlet radius at which 
tip performance calculation is 
carried out 
I 1 'L NS 
UnYt: inch or cm 
F 5.3 
stator inlet radius at which 
mean line performance is 
carried out 
I 1 'L NS 
UnYt: inch or cm 
F 5.3 
stator inlet radius at which 
hub performance calculation 
is carried out 
I 1 % NS 
Unit: inch or cm 
F 5.3 
blockage factor for 
Ith stage rotor 
O<BLOCK(I)<l 
F 5.3 
blockage factor for 
Ith stage stator 
O<BLOCKS(I)<l 
F 5.3 
blade metal angle 
at Ith stage rotor inlet 
Unit: degree 
F 5.2 
blade metal angle 
at Ith stage rotor outlet 
Unit: degree 
F 5.2 
blade metal angle 
at Ith stage stator inlet 
Unit: degree 
F 5.2 
blade metal angle 
at Ith stage stator outlet 
Unit: degree 
F 5.2 
mass flow rate at design point F 10.6 
Unit: lbm/s or kg/s 
total pressure ratio for the Ith F 5.3 




































total pressure ratio for Ith 
stage 
adiabatic efficiency for Ith 
stage rotor 
stream tube area 
Ith stage rotor inlet 
Unit: ft2 or m2 
stream tube area for 
Ith stage stator inlet 
Unit: ft2 or m2 









title card on which any 
alphabetical data can be used 
12A6 
the number of stages F 10.0 
always 1.0 F 10.0 
number of points used to F 10.0 
describe the stage characteristic 
compressor inlet total pressure F 10.0 
Unit: lbf/ft2 
compressor inlet total temperature F 10.0 
Unit: Rankine 
design rotative speed 
Unit: RPM 
F 10.0 





























molecular weight of air 
molecular weight of methane 
molecular weight of steam 
mass fraction of dry air 
mass fraction of methane 
mass fraction of steam 
index to alter pressure coeffi- 
cient for off-design speed. 
Pressure coefficient is altered 
for off-design speed if 
SPDPSI = 1.0; otherwise not. 
index to alter flow coefficient 
for off-design speed. 
Flow coefficient is altered for 
off-design speed if 
SPDPHI = 1.0; otherwise not. 
index to alter rotor deviation 
angle for blade reset. 
Rotor deviation angle is altered 
for blade reset if 
DRDEVG = 1.0; otherwise not. 
index to alter rotor deviation 
angle for off-design speed. 
Rotor deviation angle is altered 
for off-design speed if 
DRDEVN = 1.0; otherwise not. 
index to alter rotor deviation 
angle for off-design flow 
coefficient. 
Rotor deviation is altered for 
off-design flow coefficient if 
DRDEVP = 1.0; otherwise not. 
always 0.0 
coefficients for polynomial of 
specific heat at constant 























coefficients for polynomial of 
specific heat at constant 









52 RT2( I) 
coefficients for polynomial of 
specific heat at constant 
pressure for steam 
rotor inlet tip radius at Ith 
stage 
Unit: inch 




54 RT3(1) rotor outlet tip radius at Ith 
stage 
Unit: inch 
rotor outlet hub radius at Ith 
stage 
Unit: inch 
55 RH3( I) 
56 BET2M( I) rotor inlet absolute flow angle 
at mean line radius at Ith stage 
Unit: degree 
57 CBZM(1) change in rotor inlet absolute 
flow angle at mean line radius 
at Ith stage 
Unit: degree 
58 CB2MR( I) change in rotor inlet relative 
flow angle at mean line radius 
at Ith stage 
Unit: degree 
F 10.0 
59 CB3MR( I) change in rotor outlet relative 
flow angle at mean line radius 
at Ith stage 
Unit: degree 
F 10.0 
60 RK2M( I) rotor inlet blade metal angle 



































rotor outlet blade metal angle 
at mean line radius at Ith stage 
Unit: degree 
rotor blade row solidity at Ith 
stage 
stator inlet blade metal angle 
at mean line radius at Ith stage 
Unit: degree 
stage pressure ratio at design 
point for Ith stage 
stage adiabatic efficiency at 
design point for Ith stage 
flow coefficient at design stage 
for Ith stage 
value of rotative speed expressed 
as a decimal fraction of design 
speed 
ratio of adiabatic efficiency at 
design speed to adiabatic 
efficiency at speed corresponding 
to PCTSPO 
amount of bleed 
Unit: lbm/sec 
stage flow coefficient at design 
speed 
stage pressure coefficient at 
design speed, when input PR is 
not zero, then PSIDES must be zero 
stage adiabatic efficiency at 
design speed, when input ETAINP is 
not zero, then ETADES must be zero 
initial flow coefficient 
K = 1 CL CHAPTS 


















The output generated utilizing the NASA-WISGSK code is described 
here. The output consists of five parts as follows: 
(1) output of the input data; 
(2) output of design point performance; 
(3) output of stage characteristic; 
(4) output of stage performance; and 
(5) output of overall performance. 
These five parts are described in the following. 
5.1 Output of Inputed Data 
All of the data inputed can be printed out at the beginning of 
output. 
5.2 Output of Design Point Performance 
5.2.1 Compressor Inlet (Design Point Performance) 
At the compressor inlet, the following properties can be printed 
out for the design point performance: 
(1) total temperature at compressor inlet: (R) or (K) 
(2) total pressure at compressor inlet: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
(3) static temperature at compressor inlet: (R) or 6) 
(4) static pressure at compressor inlet: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m') 
(5) static density at compressor inlet: (lbm/ft3) or (kg/m3) 
(6) acoustic speed at compressor inlet: WA) or (m/s> 
(7) axial velocity at compressor inlet: W/s) or h/s) 
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(8) Mach number at compressor inlet 
(9 stream tube area at compressor inlet: (ft2) or (m2) 
(10) flow coefficient at compressor inlet 
5.2.2 Stage Performance (Design Point Performance) 
At the end of each stage, the following properties can be printed 


























total temperature: (R) or (K) 
total pressure: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
static temperature: (R) or (K) 
static pressure: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
static density: (lbm/ft3) or (kg/m3) 
axial velocity: W/s) or (m/s> 
absolute velocity: W/s) or (m/s> 
relative velocity: (ft/s) or (m/s) 
tangential component of absolute velocity: (ft/s) or (m/s) 
tangential component of relative velocity: @t/s) or (m/s) 
rotor wheel speed: (f-W or h/s> 
absolute Mach number 
relative Mach number 
total temperature based on relative Mach number: (R) or (K) 
total pressure based on relative Mach number: (lbf/ft2) or 
(N/m2) 
absolute flow angle: (degree) 
relative flow angle: (degree) 
stream tube area: (ft') or (m') 
radius at which calculation is carried out: (ft) or (ml 
flow coefficient 
stage total pressure ratio 
stage adiabatic efficiency 
rotor total pressure ratio 
rotor adiabatic efficiency 
stage total temperature ratio 
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5.2.3 Overall Performance (Design Point Performance) _~-_-_- 
After all of stage performance is printed out, the following 










compressor inlet total temperature: (R) or (K) 
compressor inlet total pressure: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
corrected mass flow rate: (lbm/s) or (kg/s) 
overall total pressure ratio 
overall total temperature ratio 
overall adiabatic efficiency 
overall temperature rise: (F) or (C) 
relative flow angle at rotor inlet: BETlSR(1) (degree) 
relative flow angle at rotor outlet: BET2SR(I) (degree) 
(10) incidence for rotor: AINCSR(1) (degree) 
(11) deviation for rotor: ADEVSR (degree) 
(12) absolute flow angle for stator inlet: BETlSS(1) (degree) 
(13) absolute flow angle for stator outlet: BET2SS(I) (degree) 
(14) incidence for stator: AINCSS( I) (degree) 
(15) deviation for stator: ADEVSS(1) (degree) 
(16) stage inlet temperature: TD(1) (R) or (K) 
(17) total pressure loss coefficient for stator: OMEGS(1) 
(18) total pressure loss coefficient for rotor: OMEGR(I) 
5.3 Output of Stage Characteristics 
The inputed and/or computed stage characteristic can be printed 
out. The flow coefficient, pressure coefficient and adiabatic effi- 
ciency for each stage are printed out. This part of output is the same 
as one in NASA-SGSTK code (Reference 3). 
5.4 Output of Stage Performance 
The performance of a stage is calculated for given initial and 
operating conditions with respect to the gaseous phase and the water 
droplets. At the exit of a blade row, the four major processes 
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associated with two phase flow, namely (a) droplet impingement process; 
(b) centrifugal action on droplets; (c) heat and mass transfer processes 
between the two phases; and (d) droplet size adjustment are taken 
into account. When the stage performance parameters are corrected for 
the afore-mentioned four processes, then one obtains the outlet condi- 
tions from a stage. The output of stage performance consist of two 
parts. First the following properties can be printed out before the 
afore-mentioned four processes are taken into account: 
(1) stage total pressure ratio 
(2) stage total temperature ratio 
(3) stage adiabatic efficiency 
(4) stage flow coefficient 
(5) axial velocity: (ft/sec) or (ni/sec) 
(6) rotor speed: (ft/sec) or(m/sec) 
(7) total pressure: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
(8) static pressure: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
(9) total temperature of gas phase: (R) or (K) 
(10) static temperature of gas phase: (R) or (K) 
(11) static density of gas phase: (lbm/ft3) or (kg/m3) 
(12) static density of mixture: (lbm/ft3) or (kg/m3) 
(13) axial velocity: W/s) or (m/s) 
(14) absolute velocity: W/s) or (m/s> 
(15) relative velocity: (ft/s) or (m/s) 
(16) blade wheel speed: (ft/s) or (m/s) 
(17) tangential component of absolute velocity: (ft/s) or (m/s) 
(18) tangential component of relative velocity: (ft/s) or (m/s) 
(19) acoustic speed: (ft/sec) or (m/s) 
(20) absolute Mach number 
(21) relative Mach number 
(22) flow coefficient 
(23) stream tube area (ft2) or (m') 
(24) absolute flow angle: (degree) 
(25) relative flow angle: (degree) 
(26) incidence: (degree) 
(27) deviation: (degree) 
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After the stage parameters are corrected for the afore-mentioned 
four processes, the following second part of output of stage perform- 





























stage total pressure ratio 
stage total temperature ratio 
stage adiabatic efficiency 
water vapor content: XV 
water content of small droplet: XW 
water content of large droplet: xww 
total water content: XWT 
mass fraction of dry air: XAIR 
mass fraction of methane: XMETAN 
mass fraction of gaseous phase: XGAS 
mass flow rate of small droplet: WMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
mass flow rate of large droplet: WWMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
total mass flow rate of droplet: WTMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
mass flow rate of dry air: AMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
mass flow rate of methane: CHMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
mass flow rate of water vapor: VMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
mass flow rate of gaseous phase: GMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
mass flow rate of mixture: TMASS (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
specific humidity: WS 
density of air: RHOA (lbm/ft3) or (Kg/m3) 
density of mixture: RHOM (lbm/ft3) or (Kg/m3) 
density of gaseous phase: RHOG (lbm/ft3) or (Kg/m3) 
temperature of gaseous phase: TG (R) or (K) 
temperature of small droplet: TW (R) or (K) 
temperature of large droplet: TWW (R) or (K) 
pressure: P (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
boiling point: TB (R) or (K) 
dew point: TDEW (R) or (K) 
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5.5 Output of Overall Performance 
At the end of compressor, the overall performance can be printed 
out. The properties to be printed out are as follows: 
(1) initial flow coefficient 
(2) corrected speed of compressor and fraction of design cor- 
rected speed 
(3) initial water content of small droplet 
(4) initial water content of large droplet 
(5) initial total water content 
(6) initial relative humidity 
(7) initial methane content 
03) compressor inlet total temperature: (R) or 6) 
(9) compressor inlet total pressure: (lbf/ft2) or (N/m2) 
(10) corrected mass flow rate of mixture: (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
(11) corrected mass flow rate of gaseous phase: (lbm/s) or (Kg/S) 
02) overall total pressure ratio 
(13) overall total temperature ratio 
(14) overall adiabatic efficiency 
(15) overall temperature rise of gaseous phase: (F) or (Cl 
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CHAPTER VI 
TEST CASE AND DISCUSSION 
The performance calculation procedure is illustrated in the case 
of the Test-Compressor (referred to in Section 1.2) utilizing the 
correlations of performance parameters presented in Section 2.2 and 
the procedure for performance calculation presented in Sections 2.3 and 
2.4. 
The detailed printout of the input and output of the NASA-WISGSK 
Code is presented in Appendix 4 for the following two cases at a 
chosen value of inlet flow coefficient. 
1) Test Case No. 1: Operation with air flow at 100 percent 
of the design speed at the meanline section of the 
compressor. 
2) Test Case No. 2: Operation with air-water mixture con- 
taining large droplets (with a mass fraction of 0.040 
of water) at 100 percent of design speed at the meanline 
section of the compressor. 
Utilizing the same procedure, the performance of the Test Compressor 
has been determined at a number of operating conditions given in Table 
2. The results of performance calculations have been presented in the 
following figures. 
Figure 8(a): Overall stagnation pressure ratio as a 
function of gas phase corrected mass flow rate 
at tip section. 
Figure 8(b): Overall stagnation temperature ratio as a 
function of gas phase corrected mass flow rate 
at tip section. 
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Figure 8(c): Overall adiabatic efficiency as a function 
of gas phase corrected mass flow rate at 
tip section. 
Figure 9(a): Overall stagnation pressure ratio as a function 
of gas phase corrected mass flow rate at 
mean section. 
Figure 9(b): Overall stagnation temperature ratio as a 
function of gas phase corrected mass flow rate 
at mean section. 
Figure 9(c): Overall adiabatic efficiency as a function of 
gas phase corrected mass flow rate at mean 
section. 
Figure 10(a): Overall stagnation pressure ratio as a function 
of gas phase corrected mass flow rate at hub 
section. 
Figure 10(b): Overall stagnation temperature ratio as a 
function of gas phase corrected mass flow rate 
at hub section. 
Figure 10(c): Overall adiabatic efficiency as a function of 




The NASA-WISGSK Code provides a means of calculating the overall 
performance of an axial-flow compressor with water ingestion at 
selected spanwise sections utilizing a one-dimensional calculation 
procedure. The principal inputs to the Code are the following at a 
particular spanwise section. 
(i) The design point details of the compressor; and 
(ii) The stage characteristics at a selected speed of 
operation with air flow and air-water mixture flow, the 
latter over the desired range of water mass fraction 
in the mixture. 
The stage characteristics are then approximated at other values of 
operating speed and at other spanwise sections. 
During the calculations of performance for the cases given in 
Table 2, the stage characteristics have been assumed for operation at 
90 percent design speed and at the meanline section of the compressor. 
It can be seen from Figures 11(a) and 11(b) that the meanline predicted 
performance for the case of operation with air flow at 90 and 80 
percent design speed values corresponds very nearly to the experimental 
data (Reference 6) obtained at that spanwise section and speed. At 
100 percent design speed, it can be observed from the same figure that 
some difference arises between predictions and experimental data, 
although the general trend of performance is obtained qualitatively 
correctly. 
By means of a trial and error procedure for adaptation of stage 
characteristics for each of the stages in the compressor, it is 
possible to obtain a prediction that is close to experimental data to 
any desired degree of agreement at any speed and at any section of the 
compressor. However, this involves considerable empiricism in the 
adaptation of stage characteristics for different operating conditions 
at different spanwise sections. 
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TABLE 2 
Operating Conditions of Test Compressor 
(Utilized in the Illustration of 
Performance Calculation Procedure) 
Parameter 
1) Compressor speed 
2) Mass fraction of water 
in the mixture 
3) Mixture mass flow 
rates 
Range of Values 
80, 90 and 100% design speed 
0.000, 0.030, 0.040, 0.080 
and 0.150 
At least five values at each 
speed 
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During water ingestion; the basic performance of a stage is 
again obtained in the NASA-WISGSK Code utilizing the stage character- 
istics estimated for one selected speed and one spanwise section at 
all other speeds and spanwise sections. Thus only the general trends 
in performance changes can be established. 
A further limitation of the NASA-WISGSK Code procedure is that 
the ranges of mixture mass flow and water mass fraction over which 
predictions can be obtained become restricted to different extents 
at different speeds and at different spanwise sections. Thus, in the 
present case, the stage characteristics with water ingestion are 
estimated first at 90 percent design speed and at the tip section. 
They are then adapted for use at other speeds and spanwise sections. 
It is then found that depending upon the mass fraction of water at the 
entry section of the compressor the prediction of performance at the 
tip section for high water mass fraction values at a higher operating 
speed (say, 100 percent design speed) may only be carried out for a 
small range of mixture mass flows, considerably less than, for example, 
at the mean and hub sections of the compressor. 
It may be pointed out that no general conclusions may be drawn 
at this stage of utilization of the Code regarding its applicability to 
various compressors of different design and operating conditions. At 
the same time, it is clear that (a) the trend of performance changes 
can be established utilizing the Code and (b) the limitations in 
applicability arise in regard to the ranges of (i) speed, (ii) mixture 
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Reference Mean Droplet 
Velocity Vector in 
Sector (2) 
Vgl: blade relative velocity at 
inlet 
V g2: blade relative velocity at 
outlet 
4 
: blade relative flow angle 
at inlet 
: blade relative flow angle 
at outlet 
Figure 3: Model for Large Droplet Motion 
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Figure 4(b): Deviation Constant vs Diffusion (Stage = 2) 
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Figure 8(a): Predicted Overall Stagnation Pressure Ratio as 
a Function of Gas Phase Corrected Mass Flow 
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Figure 8(b): Predicted Overall Stagnation Temperature Ratio as 
a Function of Gas Phase Corrected Mass Flow Rate 
at Tip Section 
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APPENDIX 1 
DET?_ILSpF,.COMPRESSOR USED FOR DEf9ONSTRATION OF CODE _. _ _ _ ., ..- . . ._-- _---- .---- --- 
The compressor utilized for demonstrating the application of the NASA- 
b!ISGSK Code is the so-called Test Compressor consisting of the six axial- 
flow stages of the ALLISON T63-A-5 engine compressor. The Test Compressor 
has been designed and built such that various stages of the compressor can 
be assembled and tested. Thus the first two, the intermediate two or the 
last two stages can be tested if desired, as well as the unit with all of 
the six stages. Only the 6-stage unit has been used in the current tests. 
The first stage of the Test Compressor is preceded by an inlet guide 
vane row which imparts swirl to the inlet air. The relative Mach number of 
the incoming air at the rotor inlet is thereby reduced as far as permissible 
without causing inlet blockage. The axial componet features unshrouded 
rotors, cantilever stators, and double circular arc blading in all stages. 
The values of T-63 compressor design velocity diagram are presented in 
Table A.1.1. Table A.1.3 and A.1.4 present the hardware geometry and aero- 
dynamic design data for rotor and stator, respectively. 
Figure A.l.l. to Figure A.1.6 show the stage performance characteristics 
of Test Compressor supplied by the manufacturer. In each of the figures, the 
equivalent pressure ratio, $ , equivalent temperature ratio, T , and stage 
adiabatic efficiency, n , are presented in terms of flow coefficient, 4 . 
The definitions of these parameters are as follows: 
(i) flow coefficient: @ 
@ = Vz/Uf--p 
(ii) equivalent pressure ratio: Jo 
$f)D ‘e Y-1 1 1 
Y -  
Y -1 + 1 v-1 
75 
(iii) equivalent temperature ratio: 
T = 
('tip 2 
T ) 01 D * 
(iv) stage adiabatic efficiency: 
where AT0 is stage total temperature 
peratures, V, axial velocity, Utip b 
ratio. The subscripts 1 and 2 mean 
design value. 
rise, PO total pressure, To total tem- 
lade tip wheel speed, y specific heat 
inlet and outlet, respectively, and D 
Figure A-l.7 shows overall performance characteristics of Test Compressor 
supplied by the manufacturer. The performance parameters are the following: 
(1) Corrected mass flow rate = Ly 
where m = mass flow rate 
P 01 = compressor inlet pressure 
TOI = compressor inlet temperature 
8 = To,/Tref 
6 = POl/Pref 
Tref = 58.7'F (15.2'C) 
'ref = 14.7 psi (1.0132 x 105N/m2) 
(2) Correct 
where N = rotor 
(3) Overall 
N ed speed = - 
a-- 
speed (RPM) 
total pressure ratio = Po2/Po1 
where Pol= compressor inlet total pressure 
Po2= compressor outlet total pressure f 
(4) Overall adibatic efficiency = n = & 
i 
Y-1 1 -- - 
(e) y 
1 
where To1= compressor inlet total temperature 
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ATo = compressor total temperature rise 
PO2/POl = overall total pressure ratio 
Y = ratio of specific heats 
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TABLE A.l.1. 
TEST COMPRESSOR DESIGN VELOCITY DIAGRAM VALUES 
-___-___ c-_~- ----~----.------~--.i -~ 


























































338.4 333.2 Rotor Outlet 
48.7 49.2 
31.7 31.5 
9.665 0.706 0.698 0.680 0.660 
0.643 0.574 0.552 0.528 0.506 
5 6 
Note: Symbols for Table A.l.1 are provided in Table A.1.2. 
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TABLE A.l.2 















Rotor speed at R, ft/sec. 
Air axial velocity, ft/sec. 
Air absolute tangential velocity, ft/sec. 
Air relative tangential velocity, ft/sec. 
Air absolute flow angle, degrees 






_-._ . __- _ _“. -~-_- --.. -.---I - _ , - - - _-- c_ ---I- 
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TABLE A.l.3 
TEST COMPRESSOR DESIGN DATA (ROTOR) 
Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Radius R 2.161 2.161 2.161 2.161 2.161 2.161 
Chamber Angle 8 22.6 15.9 18.0 19.7 20.9 22.0 
Stagger Y 46.1 42.3 36.5 36.1 36.0 36.3 
Incidence i 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Deviation 6 7.3 5.4 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.2 
Chord C 0.605 0.554 0.534 0.510 0.483 0.456 
Solidity u 0.713 0.815 0.787 0.941 0.997 1.075 
Fax. Thickness t 0.036 0.039 0.037 0.036 0.034 0.032 
Thickness-Chord Ratio t/c 0.060 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070 
No. of Blades n 16 20 20 25 28 32 
- - - - -  ~ -  ____ Lack 
Note: R, c, t in (inches) and 8, y, d, i in (degrees) 
TABLE A.1.4 
TEST COMPRESSOR DESIGN DATA (STRATOR) 
-____ ------- 
Stage IGV 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Radius R 2.161 
Camber Angle 8 31.7 
Stagger Y -15.9 
Incidence i 0.0 
Deviation 6 6.7 
Chord C 1.395 
Solidity u 0.719 
Max. Thickness t 0.170 
Thickness-Chord 


















































No. of Blades n 7 14 26 28 32 36 30 
- - ---- _-~- .---- _ -__. --_- _--.-~--- .- --- 
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Figure A.1.7 Overall Performance of Test Compressor 
APPENDIX 2 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES 
AND EXTERNAL FUFJCTIOf6 
Each of the subroutines and external functions is presented as 
follows: (1) D escription, (2) Input variables, (3) Output variables, 
and (4) Usage. 
SUBROUTINE WICSPD 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine WICSPD is used for the calculation of design 
point performance. The properties obtained in this subroutine 
become reference properties for calculation of off-design 
performance. 
(2) Input Variables: 
AMASS mass flow rate 
I STAGE stage at which performance calculation is 
carried out 
(3) Output Variables: 
none 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICSPD (AHASS, ISTAGE) 
SUBROUTINE WICCEN 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine WICCEN is used for the calculation of spanwise 
replacement of droplets due to centrifugal action. 
Three forces act on a droplet moving through a fluid: 
(1) the external force consisting of gravitational and 
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centrifugal forces; (2) the buoyancy force, which acts 
parallel to the external force, but in the opposite direc- 
tion; and (3) the drag force , which appearswhenever there is 
relative motion between the droplet and the fluid, and acts 
parallel to the direction of motion but in the opposite 
direction. In the present case, the direction of motion of 
a droplet relative to the fluid is not parallel to the direc- 
tion of the external and buoyant forces, and therefore the 
drag force makes an angle with the other two forces. How- 
ever, under the one-dimensional approximation, the lines of 
action of all forces acting on the droplet are co-linear and 
therefore the forces may be added in obtaining a balance of 
momentum, as follows: 
m d”-F -F -F -- 
ccdt e b D 
where F , Fb and FD are the external, buoyance and drag 
forces Fespectively. 
The external force can be expressed as the product of mass 
and acceleration, a e' of the droplet due to this force, and 
therefore 
Fe = : 
C 
ae. 
In the present case, because of the iarge rotor speeds, the 
centrifugal acceleration is far larger than the gravitational 
acceleration. Thus 
a e = rw2 
where r is the radius and w, the angular velocity. The 
acceleration can also be written as follows: 
a e = Vi/r 
where VO is the circumferential velocity of the droplet. For 
droplets passing through a rotor blade passage, the 
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circumferential component of the relative velocity, W,, should 
be used in place of V,. When there is a large change in 
whirl velocity between the inlet and outlet of a blade row, 
a mean value of velocity may be more applicable. 
The buoyancy force is, by Archimedes' Principle, the product 
of the mass of the fluid displaced by the droplet and the 
acceleration from the external force. The mass of fluid 
displaced is (m/pw)pg, where p, is the density of water and 
pg is the density of the surrounding fluid. The buoyancy 
force is then given 
Fb = mPgae/Pw!+ 
The drag ftrce is expressed by the relation, 
Fd = CDgA 
c p 
where CD is the drag coefficient and A is the projected 
P 
area of the droplet measured in a plane perpendicular to the 
direction of motion of the droplet. The drag coefficient 
CD can be expressed in a general form as follows: 
CD = bl/Ren 
where Re is the Reynolds number based on relative velocity 
between gas and droplet. The constants bl and n are as 
follows: 
bl = 24.0, n = 1.0 when Re < 1.9 
bl = 18.5, n = 0.6 when 1.9 < Re < 500 
bl = 0.44, n = 0.0 when 500 < Re < 200,000. 
The equation of droplet motion then becomes the following: 
du dt = A/r _ Bu2-n 
where 
A = (W&/e l (1 - Pg/PwC 
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B = 3unblp 
9 
'-"/4pwD1+", and 
D being the average droplet diameter. Over a small time 
interval, the equation of motion can be written as follows: 
Au = (A/r - Bu2-“)At. 
ial location of This equation can be used to determine the rad 









Select the initial values for u1 and rl. 
Calculate the Reynolds number to determine the values 
of bl and n. 
Calculate A and B. 
Calculate the change of u during time interval At. 
Calculate the new velocity u2. 
up = ul + Au 
Calculate the change in location of droplet in terms 
of Ar. 
Ar = (ul + u2)/2.0 - At 
Calculate the new radial 
r2 = rl + Ar 
location. 
Repeat the calculation for new value of u2 and r2 and 
progressively extend the calculation. 
The time interval should be sufficiently small in order to 
obtain reasonable accuracy. As stated in Section 2.1.3 in 
Chapter II of Reference 4,the length between the leading 
and trailing edges of a blade is divided into ten steps. The 
time interval At is then given by the relation, namely 
At = chord 
V 
where V is the velocity of mixture in the blade passage. 
(2) Input Variables: 
RZERO droplet spanwise location at rotor inlet 

















axial length of a stage 
average flow angle 
rotor blade rotational speed 
index for rotor or stator 
density 
radius at hub 
mass fraction of gas phase 
mass fraction of dry air 
mass fraction of vapor 
mass fraction of methane 
radius at blade tip 
(3) Output Variables: 
R2 droplet spanwise location blade outlet 
u2 droplet spanwise velocity at blade outlet 
ITIP index for droplet spanwise location 
VZTIME time in which flow pass through a stage 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICCEN (RZERO, VZERO, DD, VZ, DELZZ, ALFAAV, FM, IRS, 




The subroutine WICDMS is used for the calculation of amount 
of small dro plets which is centrifuged. 








index for printout 
index for spanwise location 
mass flow rate of water at rotor inlet 
mass flow rate of droplet 
mass flow rate of droplet 
droplet spanwise location rotor inlet 
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(3) 
R2 droplet spanwise location at rotor outlet 
STAREA streamtube area 
RSTAVE radius of streamtube at its center 
RTIP radius at blade tip 
Output Variables: 
DMIN amount of water that is centrifuged and enters 
into a streamtube 
DFIOUT amount of water that is centrifuged and leaves 
from a streamtube 
AMASW2 mass fraction of water at rotor outlet after 
correction for centrifugal action 
DELMAS net amount of water that is centrifuged 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICDMS (IPRINT, IRAD, AMASWl, AMASWT, AMASW, Rl, R2, 
STAREA, RSTAVE, RTIP, DMIN, DFlOUT, AMASW2, DELMAS) 
SUBROUTINE WICDML 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine WICDML is used for the calculation of amount 
of large droplets which is centrifuged. 
(2) Input Variables: 
IPRINT index for printout 
IRAD index for spanwise location 
AMASWl mass flow rate of water at rotor inlet 
AMASWT mass flow rate of droplet 
AMASW mass flow rate of droplet 
Rl droplet spanwise location rotor inlet 
R2 droplet spanwise location at rotor outlet 
STAREA streamtube area 
RSTAVE radius of streamtube at its center 
RTIP radius at blade tip 
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DM I N amount of water that is centrifuged and enters 
into a streamtube 
DHOUT amount of water that is centrifuged and leaves 
from a streamtube 
AMASW2 mass fraction of water at rotor outlet after 
DELMAS 
correction for centrifugal action 
net amount of water that is centrifuged 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICDML (IPRINT, IRAD, AMAsw~, AMASWT, AMASW, ~1, ~2, 
STAREA, RSTAVE, RTIP, DMIN, DMOUT, AMASW2, DELrlAS) 
SUBROUTINE WI CMAC 
(1) Description: 
Subroutine WICPIAC calculates the Mach number in the gas-water 
droplet mixture. First the acoustic speed in gaseous phase 
is determined by iteration as follows: 
(i> Assume Mach number and calculate static temperature 
and density. 
t = (1 + +12)-'Tol 
p = (i + X+M~)+(~-~)P~~/RT~~ 
(ii) Calculate acoustic speed in gaseous phase 
ag = (yRtgC)Os5 
(iii) Calculate the axial velocity 
Vz = th/pA 
(iv) Calculate absolute velocity 
v1 = VJcosct1 
(4 Calculate Mach number 
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(2) 
Compare the calculated Mach number with the assumed 
value in (i). Iterate steps (i) to (v) until the 
desired accuracy is obtained. After determining the 
acoustic speed in gaseous phase, Function WICASD is 
called to determine the acoustic speed in droplet- 
laden gas flow. 
Input Variables: 
I STAGE stage number 
AMASSM mixture mass flow rate 
TOlG total temperature of gaseous phase 
PRES total pressure 
XWl total water content 
ALFA stator outlet angle of the previous stage 
RMIX gas content of gaseous phase 
cm1 x specific heat at constant pressure for gaseous 
phase 
(3) Output Variables: 
M Mach number 
vz axial velocity 
C acoustic speed in mixture 
(4) Usage: 




Function WICASD calculates the acoustic speed in droplet- 
laden gas flow. The following equation is used (Ref. 10). 
where 
ag 
= acoustic speed in gaseous phase 
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aW 
= acoustic speed in water 
ps 
= density of gaseous phase 
PW 
= density of water 
*V 
= particulate iiquid volume fraction 
xW 
= particulate liquid mass fraction 
0 
V = $P,/lP, - X,(P, - P,H 
(2) Input Variables: 
XW total water content 
RHOG density of gas phase 
CG acoustic speed of gaseous phase 
(3) Output Variable: 
WICASD acoustic speed in gas-water droplet mixture 
(4) Usage: 
WICASD (XW, RHOG, CG) 
SUBROUTINE WICIRS 
(1) Description: 
Subroutine KICIRS is called at outlet of rotor and performs 
the calculation of droplet impingement and rebound in rotor 
passage for small droplet. 
(2) Input Variables: 
ISTAGE stage number 
RTIPIN blade tip radius 
XWl mass fraction of small droplet 
XG mass fraction of gaseous phase 
RHOGl density of gaseous phase 
BETA1 rotor inlet relative flow angle 
Wl rotor inlet relative velocity 
(3) Output Variables: 
WWl amount of water that impacts stagnation region 
of blade 
ww2 amount of water that impacts aft of blade 
ww total amount of water that impacts blade 
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(4) Usage: 
CALL WICIRS (ISTAGE, RTIPIN, xw , XG, RH~G~, BETAI, idi, wwi, 
WW2 , Wkf )
SUBROUTINE WICIRL 
(1) Description: 
Subroutine WICIRL is called at outlet of rotor and performs 
the calculation of droplet impingement and rebound in rotor 
passage for large droplet. 
(2) Input Variables: 
I STAGE stage number 
RTIPIN blade tip radius 
XWl mass fraction of large droplet 
XG mass fraction of gaseous phase 
RHOGl density of gaseous phase 
BETA1 rotor inlet relative flow angle 
Wl rotor inlet relative velocity 
(3) Output Variables: 
WWl amount of water that impacts upper surface of 
blade 
ww2 amount of water that impacts lower surface of 
blade 
ww amount of water that impacts blade surface 
(4) Usage: 




Subroutine WICISS is called outlet of stator and performs the 
calculation of droplet impingement and rebound in stator 
passage for small droplet. 
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(2) Input Variables: 
ISTAGE ,stage number 
RTIPIM blade tip radius 
XW mass fraction of small droplet 
XG mass fraction of gaseous phase 
RHOGl density of gaseous phase 
ALFA2 stator inlet absolute flow angle 
Wl stator inlet absolute velocity 
(3) Output Variables: 
WWl amount of water 
of blade 
wwz amount of water 
WW total amount of 
(4) Usage: 
CALL wrcrss (ISTAGE, TRIPIN, 
ww2, ww) 
SUBROUTINE WICISL 
that impacts stagnation region 
that impacts off of blade 
water that impacts the blade 
XW, XG, RHOGl, ALFA2, Wl, WWl, 
(1) Description: 
Subroutine WICISL is called at outlet of stator and performs 
the calculation of droplet impingement and rebound in stator 
passage for large droplet. 
(2) Input Variables: 
ISTAGE stage number 
RTIPIN blade tip radius 
XW mass fraction of 
XG mass fraction of gaseous phase - 
RHOGl density of gaseous phase 
ALFA2 stator inlet absolute flow angle 
Wl stator inlet absolute velocity 
(3) Output Variables: 





amount of water that impacts lower surface of 
blade 
total amount of water that impacts on blade 
surface 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICISL (ISTAGE, RTIPIN, xw, XG, RH~G~, ALFA~, wl, wwl, 
ww2, WW) 
SUBROUTINE WICWAK -- 
(1) Description: 
Subroutine WJCWAK is called at rotor outlet and stator outlet, 
and calculates the droplet size of water that is re-entrained 









Assume a value for a droplet diameter, d, that is 
re-entrained into wake. 
Calculate the stability number, SN. 
Calculate the critical Weber number 
We = 12 (1 + (SN)"'36} 
Calculate the largest stable droplet diameter 
d 'e age =- max p v' 
9 9 
Compare the assumed droplet diameter with the calcu- 
lated one. Iterate entire steps until the satisfac- 
tory agreement is obtained. 
Variables: 
density of gaseous phase 
velocity of gaseous phase for small droplet or 
relative velocity between droplet and gaseous 
phase for large droplet 
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(3) Output Variables: 
DWAKE droplet size that re-entrained at trailing edge 
in(ft3) 
DWAKEti droplet size that re-entrained at trailing edge 
in(uni) 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICWAK (~H00, v, DWAKE, DWAKEM) 
SUBROUTINE WICHET 
(1) Description: 
Subroutine WICHET is called at end of stage to perform the 
heat transfer calculation between water droplet and gaseous 
phase. The heat transfer rate can be determined from the 
following equation: 
dh=hA(T 4) 
dt h g w 
where hh is the heat transfer coefficient, A, the droplet 
surface area, Tw, the droplet surface temperature, and T , 
the temperature of the surrounding gas. The heat transfzr 
coefficient can be expressed as follows: 
hh = ka - l Nu 
Dd 
where ka is the thermal conductivity of air, and Nu, the 
Nusselt Number. The Nusselt number can be expressed in terms 
of the dimensionless groups as follows: 
Nu = 2.0 + 0.6 (Re)"'50(Pr)o'33 
where Re is the Reynolds number based on the relative velocity 
between the droplet and the surrounding air, and Pr is Prandtl 
number. 
After calculating the temperature rise of the water and gas 
phase due to the work done by the rotor, the heat transfer 











Calculate the average droplet diameter, Dd. 
Calculate the number of droplets, Nd. 
rid = mW AZ .- 
Pw$‘dDd/2) 3 ‘Z 
where mw is the mass flow rate of water phase, p,, 
the density of water, \Iz, the axial direction veloc- 
ity, and At, the axial length of one stage. 
Calculate the droplet surface area, A. 
Calculate the Nusselt number, Flu. 
Calculate the heat transfer coefficient, hh. 
Calculate the stage outlet temperature for droplet 
and gas without heat transfer, that is 
T =-r 
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g1 + (AT ) 
9 wk 
T 
w2 = Twl 
+ (ATw)wk 
where (ATg)wk and (ATw)wk are the temperature rise of 
gas and water due to work done by rotor. 
Calculate the amount of heat transferred from the gas 
to the droplet. 
AH = hhA (T 
Q2 - TW2) 
Calculate the temperature rise of the droplet and the 
temperature drop of the surrounding gas. 
(AHg)ht = AH/m C 9 s 
(AHw)ht = AH/mwCw 
where C, is the specific heat for water and C, is the 
humid heat for air-water mixture. 




=T g1 + (AT g wk - (ATg)ht ) 
T 
W-2 = Twl + (ATw)wk + (ATw)j-,t 
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(2) 
(4 Using the temperature calculated in step (ix), repeat 
the steps (vii) to (ix) until a desired accuracy is 
obtained. 
Input Variables: 
TGl temperature of gaseous phase at stage inlet 
TG3 temperature of gaseous phase at stage outlet 
l-W1 temperature of droplet at stage inlet 
TW3 temperature of droplet at stage outlet 
DAVEN2 droplet nominal diameter at stage inlet 
DAVEN droplet nominal diameter at stage outlet 
DELZI length of stage 
vz axial velocity 
WMASSl mass flow rate of water 
VMASSl mass flow rate of water vapor 
AMASS mass flow rate of dry air 
CHMASS mass flow rate of methane 
DPG specific heat constant pressure to gaseous phase 
CPW specific heat of water 
RE Reynolds number based on relative velocity 
between droplet and gaseous phase 
(3) Output Variables: 
DELIGH temperature drop in gaseous phase due to heat 
transfer between water droplet and gaseous phase 
DELTWH temperature rise in droplet due to heat transfer 
between water droplet and gaseous phase 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICHET (TGl, TG3, TW3, DAVEN2, DAVEN,DELZI, VZ, WMASSl, 




Subroutine I*!ICMAS is called at end of stage to perform the 
mass transfer calculation between water droplet and gas phases. 
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The mass transfer rate can be calculated by the following 
equation: 
dm 
3 = hmA cCwb - cw) 
where hm is the mass transfer coefficient, A, the droplet 
surface area, C wb, the water vapor concentration at droplet 
surface, and Cw, the water vapor concentration in fluid flow 
around droplet. 
Since the density represents the mass concentration, and the 
vapor is almost a perfect gas, the mass transfer rate can be 
expressed in terms of vapor pressure as follows: 
dm 
dt - = hmA ( P,b - Pw) 
or 
dm 'P wb pw 1' 
I ! 
--- .- 
dt = hmA Twb Tw Rv 
where Rv is the gas constant for water vapor, Pwb, the vapor 
pressure at droplet surface, Pw, the vapor pressure in fluid 
flowing around droplet, Twb, the vapor temperature at droplet 
surface, and Tw, the vapor temperature in fluid flowing 
around droplet. 
The surface area, A, for the droplet cloud is given by the 
relation, 
where Dd is the average droplet diameter, and Nd, the number 
of droplets. 
The mass transfer coefficient, hm, is expressed as follows: 
DV 
hm = D l Sh 
d 
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A semi-empirical equti-on for the diffusion coefficient in 
gases is given by the following: (Reference 11) 
T3/2 k 
D, = 435.7 
p(vA1'3 + vB1'3)2 
where Dv is in square centimeters per second, T is in degree 
Kelvin, p is the total system pressure in newtons per square 
meter, and VA and VB are the molecular volumes of constituents 
A and B as calculated from the atomic volumes. MA and MB are 
given as follows: 
VA = Vair = 29.9 
vB = llwater = 18.8 
MA = Flair = 28.9 
MB = Mwater = 18.0 
When the relative velocity between a single droplet and the 
surrounding fluid approaches zero, the following relationship 
is used to determine the mass transfer rate: 
Sh = 2.0. 
Mass transfer rates increase with increase in relative veloc- 
ity between the droplet and the surrounding air due to the 
additional mass transfer caused by the convection in the 
boundary layer around the droplet. The mass transfer coeffi- 
cient from a spherical droplet can be expressed in terms of 
dimensionless groups as follows: 
Sh = 2.0 + k (Re)X(Sc)Y 
where Re is the Reynolds number based on relative velocity, 
which expresses the ratio of inertial force to viscous force, 
and SC is the Schmidt number, which expressed the ratio of 
kinetic viscosity to molecular diffusivity. 
There is much discussion over the values of x, y, and k. The 
form most widely applied is the Ranz and Marshall equation 
which is 
Sh = 2.0 + 0.6 (Re)"'50(Sc)o'33 
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Calculate the Sherwood number, Sh. 
Calculate the diffusion coefficient, Dv. 
Calculate the average droplet size, Dd. 
Calculate the mass transfer coefficient, hm. 
Calculate the total number of droplets, Nd. 
Calculate the total surface area for all droplets. 
Calculate the water vapor pressure at droplet surface, 
P wb, based on the droplet surface temperature, T,. 
Assume the vapor pressure, p,, and set p, = (p,),. 
dm Calculate the mass transfer rate, rl+. 
Calculate the new value of water mEs flow rate. 
Calculate the new value of vapor mass flow rate. 
Calculate 
w = mv/ltla 
the specific hum i dity, W. 
where ma 
Calculate 
ow rate. is the air mass fl 
the vapor pressure. 
Compare the calculated value, (p,),, with the assumed 
value (P~)~. 
If (p,), agrees reasonably well with the assumed 
value (p,), proceed to step (xv). Otherwise, steps 
(viii) to (xiv) should be repeated. 
Using the determined p,, the mass transfer rate is 
calculated. Also, the specific humidity can be 
determined by the following equation: 
W = 0.6219 ppr p 
W 
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(2) Input Variables: 
HWl specific humidity at stage inlet 
-rWl temperature of droplet at stage inlet 
TW2 temperature of droplet at stage outlet 
PPl pressure of gaseous phase at stage inlet 
PP2 pressure of gaseous phase at stage outlet 
TGl temperature of gaseous phase at stage inlet 
TG2 temperature of gaseous phase at stage outlet 
DZ length of stage 
vz axial velocity 
DDAVEl droplet nominal diameter at stage inlet 
DDAVE2 droplet nominal diameter at stage outlet 
AMASS mass flow rate of air 
RE Reynolds number based on relative velocity 
between droplet and gaseous phase 
VMASSl mass flow rate of water vapor at stage inlet 
WMASSl mass flow rate of water droplet at stage outlet 
(3) Output Variables: 
HW2 specific humidity at stage outlet 
VMASS2 mass flow rate of water vapor at stage outlet 
WMASS2 mass flow rate of water droplet at stage outlet 
DFIDTAV average mass transfer rate across stage 
(4) Usage: 
CALL WICMAS (HWl, TWl, TW2, PPl, PP2, TGl, TG2, DZ, PWBl, 
PWB2, PWl, PW2, VZ, DDAVEl, DDAVE2, HW2, VNASSl, 
VMASS2, WFlASSl, WMASS2, DMDTAV, AMASS, RE) 
FUNCTION WI CMTR 
(1) Description: 
Function G!ICMTR is called in Subroutine WICMTR and calculates 
the mass transfer rate. 
(2) Input Variables: 










temperature of water droplet 
pressure of gaseous phase 
droplet nominal diameter 
axial velocity 
length of stage 
mass flow rate of mixture 
vapor pressure 
Reynolds number based on relative velocity 
between droplet and gaseous phase 
(3) Output Variable: 
DMDT mass transfer rate 
(4) Usage: 
WICMTR (TTG, T-I-W, PPP, DAVE, VZ, DZ, :IMASS, PW, RE) 
FUNCTION WICPWB ---_- 
(1) Description: 
Function WICPWB calculates the saturation pressure for water 
vapor as a function of temperature as follows: 
logloPs = A - B/T 
where units are (Kg/cm2) for p, and (K) for T. The values of 
constant A and B are given as follows: 
A = 5.97780, B = 2224.4 when 20°C < T < 1OO'C 
A = 5.64850, B = 2101.1 when 1OO'C < T < 200°C 
A = 5.45142, B = 2010.8 when 200°C < T < 35O'C 
(2) Input Variable: 
TWB temperature of gaseous phase 
(3) Output Variable: 






Function WICNEW is used to estimate the new trial value in 
the iteration procedure. 
(2) Input Variables: 
Xl first trial value 
Yl calculated value corresponds to Xl 
x2 second trial value 
Y2 calculated value corresponds to X2 
(3) Output Variable: 
bJICPIEW new trial value 
(4) Usage: 
WICNEW (Xl, Yl, x2, Y2) 
FUNCTION WICTAN 
(1) Description: 
Function LJICTAN(X) is used to obtain the ratio of SINE(X) to 
COSINE(X), that is, TAN(X). 
(2) Input Variable: 
X angle 
(3) Output Variable: 





Function WICBPT calculates the temperature at boiling point. 




(3) Output Variable: 
WICBPT temperature at boiling point 
(4) Usage: 
WICBPT (-KTAG, PSTAG) 
FUNCTION WICSH 
(1) Description: 
Function WICSH calculates the specific humidity. 
(2) Input Variables: 
l-STAGE temperature 
PSTAG pressure 
(3) Output Variable: 
WICSH specific humidity 
(4) Usage: 
WICSH (TSTAG, PSTAG) 
SUBROUTINE MICSIZ 
(1) Description 
Subroutine WICSIZ is called at outlet of rotor and stator to 
determine the nominal droplet sizes. It is assumed that two 
kinds of droplets exist at inlet of compressor; namely, small 
droplet and large droplet. However, at trailing edge of each 
blade, the new droplets are re-entrained into blade wake. 
The droplets which are larger than DLIMIT are treated as large 
droplets and droplets which are smaller than DLIFIIT are 
treated as small droplets. Each droplet size weighted based 
on its mass fraction in determining the nominal droplet size. 
Therefore, at outlet of each blade row, Subroutine WICSIZ 
gives two nominal diameters; one for small droplet and one 
for large droplet. It may be noted that only two classes of 
droplets are recognized in the model. 
(2) Input Variables: 












mass flow rate of small droplet 
amount of water which is to be re-entrained into 
wake, originally small droplet 
amount of water which is to be re-entrained into 
wake, originally large droplet and upper part 
amount of water which is to be re-entrained into 
wake, originally large droplet and lower part 
droplet nominal size for large droplet before 
impingement 
droplet nominal size for sma 11 droplet before 
impingement 
droplet size associated with AMINGl 
droplet size associated with AM1 NG2 
droplet size associated with AMING 
largest droplet diameter which can be treated as 
small droplet 
(3) Output Variables: 
AMSLL mass flow rate of small droplet after re- 
entrainment 






droplet nominal size for small droplet 
droplet nominal size for large droplet 
IZ (WMASSL , WMASSS, AM I NGl , AMING2, AMING3, DL, DS, 
Dl, D2, D3, DLIMIT, AMSLL, A!YILGE, DSLL, DLGE) 
SUBROUTINE WICPRP - 
(1) Description 
Subroutine WICPRP determines the flow properties such as gas 
constant specific heat ratio, and specific heat at constant 
pressure for the gaseous mixture. The working equations are 
as follows: 
R mix = x a l Ra + xv l Rv + xc l Rc 
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‘pmix = 'a l 'pa +x v l 'pv +x c l 'pc 
R 
ymix = (1.0 - mix 1 -1 
'pmixJ 
where 
'a = mass fraction of air in gaseous mixture 
X 
V 
= mass fraction of water vapor in gaseous mixture 
xC 
= mass fraction of methane in gaseous mixture 
X a +x +x V C =l 
Ra = gas constant of air 
RV 
= gas constant of water vapor 
RC 
= gas constant of methane 
R mix = gas constant of mixture 
'pa 
= specific heat constant pressure for air 
cPv 
= specific heat constant pressure for water vapor 
cPc 
= specific heat at constant pressure for methane 
'pmix = specific heat at constant pressure for mixture 
r mix = specific heat ratio for mixture 
(2) Input Variables: 
XAIR mass fraction of air in gaseous mixture 
XH20 mass fraction of water vapor in gaseous mixture 
XCH4 mass fraction of methane in gaseous mixture 
T temperature of gaseous mixture 
(3) Output Variables: 
RMIX gas constant of gaseous mixture 
CPMIX specific heat constant pressure for gaseous 
mixture 
GAMMA specific heat ratio of gaseous mixture 
Gl value for GAPIMA/(GAMMA - 1.0) 
62 value for (GAMMA - 1.0)/2.0 
63 value for -l.O/(GAMMA - 1.0) 
(4) Usage: 





Function WICCPA calculates the specific heat at constant 
pressure for air as a function of temperature as follows: 
(Reference 11) 
cP 
= (a + aT = CT' + dt3 + eT4)R 
where units are (J/kg-K) for c p, (K) for T, and (J/kg-K) for 
R. The values of coefficients a, b, c, d, and e are as 
follows: 
a = 3.65359 
b = -1.33736 x 10-l’ 
c = 3.29421 x 1o-6 
d = -1.91142 x lo-' 
e = 0.275462 x 10-l* 
(2) Input Variable: 
T temperature 
(3) Output Variable: 





Function WICCPH calculates the specific heat at constant 
pressure for water vapor as a function of temperature as 
follows: (Reference 11) 
cP 
= (a + bT + CT' + dT3 + eT4)R 
where units are (J/kg-K) for c p, (K) for T, and (J/kg-K) for 
R. The values of coefficients a, b, c, d, and e are as 
follows: 
a = 4.07013 
b = -1.10845 x 1O-3 
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C = 4.15212 x 1O-6 
d = -2.96374 x lo-' 
e = 0.807021 x 10-l* 
(2) Input Variable: 
T temperature 
(3) Output Variable: 





Function WICCPC calculates the specific heat at constant 
pressure for methane as a function of temperature as follows: 
(Reference 12) 
cP 
= (a + bT + CT* + dT3 + eT')R 
where units are (J/kg-k) for c p, (K) for T, and (J/kg-K) for 
R. The values of coefficients a, b, c, d, and e are as 
follows: 
a = 3.82619 
b = -3.97946 x 1O-3 
c = 24.5583 x lO-'j 
d = -22.7329 x lo-' 
e = 6.92760 x 10-l* 
(2) Input Variable: 
T temperature 
(3) Output Variable: 






The subroutine NASA corresponds to MAIN program of NASA-STGSTK 
program. NASA calls all of the major subroutines in NASA- 
STGSTK program. NASA first calculates the flow area at inlet 
and outlet of each stage. It next calls the subroutine 
CSPREF to calculate reference velocity diagrams at the speci- 
fied radius for each stage. Then NASA calls CSETA to calcu- 
late efficiency if it is not inputed. The pressure coeffi- 
cient is also calculated by calling CSPI. These computed 
characteristics for stage can be printed out in this sub- 
routine. 
(2) Input Variables: 
All input variables are specified in Common blocks. 
(3) Output Variables: 





The primary purpose of subroutine CSINPT is to read and write 
the input data which the program requires. For input of 
design stage performance, there is an option of either of the 
following input: (i) stage pressure ratio and adiabatic 
efficiency, or (ii) stage characteristics which consists of 
pressure coefficient versus flow coefficient and adiabatic 
efficiency versus flow coefficient. When either of the two 
above input options are used as input, the input parameters 
for the option not used are input as zero values. An example 
of input data is given in Chapter IV. 
(2) Input Variables: 
All input variables are specified in Common blocks. 
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(3) Output Variables: 





At design speed and flow, the subroutine CSPREF is coded to 
calculate: (i) 1 ve ocity diagram at the specified radius for 
each stage inlet and outlet, and (ii) selected performance 
parameter for each stage. Basically CSPREF perform a one- 
dimensional compressible invicid flow calculation at each 
rotor inlet and outlet to obtain the velocity diagram for 
design input conditions. 
(2) Input Variables: 
All input variables are specified in Common blocks. 
(3) Output Variables: 





The subroutine CPFM is used to obtain values of the specific 
heat at constant pressure, Cp, and ratio of specific heats, 
~1, as a function of static temperature, t. CPFM calculates 
the value of the specific heat at constant pressure, C 
P' 
from 








where the polynomial coefficients, Ci, are input data read by 
CSINPT. The value of the ratio of specific heats, Y, is then 
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calculated from the following relations: 
y = Cp/(Cp - R) 
where R is gas constant. 
(2) Input Variable: 
TS static temperature for which the specific heat 
at constant pressure is determined 
(3) Output Variable: 





The subroutine CSETA is called by the subroutine NASA when 
values of stage adiabatic efficiency versus flow coefficient 
at design speed are not usable input (i.e. values of 0.0 for 
adiabatic efficiency are inputed). CSETA obtains values of 
adiabatic efficiency for each stage at the various input flow 
coefficient for the stage. 
(2) Input Variables: 
All input variables are specified in Common blocks. 
(3) Output Variables: 





The subroutine CSPSI is called by the subroutine NASA when 
values of stage pressure coefficient versus flow coefficient 
at design speed are not usable input (i.e. input values for 
stage pressure coefficient equal 0.0). The subroutine CSPSI 
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obtains values of stage pressure coefficient at the various 
input flow coefficient for the stage. 
(2) Input Variables: 
XWN water content 
LORS index to specify calculation scheme 
LORS=l for small droplet calculation 
LORS=2 for large droplet calculation 
(3) Output Variables: 
All output variables are specified in Common blocks. 
(4) Usage: 
CALL CSPSI(XWN, LORS) 
SUBROUTINE CSDEVS 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine CSDEVS calculates the value of stator diffusion 
constant, K, for small droplet calculation. After determining 
the value of K, the deviation, 6, can be determined by the 
following: 
6 = 6" + K {(V,/V,> - (V2/V3)*3 
(2) Input Variables: 
XW water content 
V2F1 absolute velocity at stator inlet 
V3M absolute velocity at stator outlet 
V2V3S ratio of absolute velocity at stator inlet and 
absolute velocity at stator oulet at the design 
point 
I stage 
(3) Output Variable: 
FK diffusion constant 
(-4) Usage: 




The subroutine CDEVSL calculates the value of stator diffu- 
sion constant, K, for large droplet calculation. After 
determining the value of K, the deviation, 6, can be deter- 
mined by the following: 
6 = 6* + K {(v2/v3) - (v2/v3)*} 
(2) Input Variables: 
XW water content 
V2M absolute velocity at stator inlet 
V3M absolute velocity at stator oulet 
V2V3S ratio of absolute velocity at stator inlet and 
absolute velocity at stator oulet at the design 
point 
I stage 
(3) Output Variable: 
FK diffusion constant 
(4) Usage: 
CALL CDEVSL(XW, V2C1, V3M, V2V3S, I, FK) 
;UBROUTINE CSDEV 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine CSDEV calculates the value of rotor diffusion 
angle, K, for small droplet calculation. After determining 
the value of K, the deviation, 6, can be determined by the 
following: 
8 = 6* + K ((l&/w,) - &/k/3)*) 
(2) Input Variables: 
SPEEDF rotor speed 
xw water content 
V3MR relative velocity at rotor outlet 




ratio of relative velocity at rotor inlet and 
relative velocity at rotor outlet at the design 
point 
stage 
(3) Output Variable: 
FK diffusion constant 
(4) Usage: 
CALL CSDEV(SPEEDF, XW, V3MR, V2:4R, V3DV2, I, FK) 
SUBROUTINE CSDEVL ~--~- 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine CSDEVL calculates the value of rotor diffusion 
constant for large droplet calculation, After determining the 
value of K, the deviation, 6, can be determined by the follow- 
ing: 
6 = 6* + K ((W,/W,) - (k!*/W3)*t) 
(2) Input Variables: 
SPEEDF rotor speed 
xw water content 
V3r,!R relative velocity at rotor outlet 
V2MR relative velocity at rotor inlet 
V3DV2 ratio of relative velocity at rotor inlet and 
relative velocity at rotor outlet and the design 
point 
I stage 
(3) Output Variable: 
FK diffusion constant 
(4) Usage: 




The function DELK70 calculates the difference between diffu- 
sion constant at 90 per cent rotor speed and diffusion con- 
stant at 70 per cent rotor speed. 
(2) Input Variables: 
I stage 
Tl (W*/W3) - (W*/1”13)* 
(3) Output Variable: 
DELK70 difference between diffusion constant at 90 per 
cent rotor speed and diffusion constant at 70 





The function DELK80 calculates the difference between diffu- 
sion constant at 90 per cent rotor speed and diffusion con- 
stant at 80 per cent rotor speed. 
(2) Input Variables: 
I stage 
Tl (I*j2/‘43) - (w2/~‘~3)* 
(3) Output Variable: 
DELK80 difference between diffusion constant at 90 per 
cent rotor speed and diffusion constant at 80 






The function DELKlO calculates the difference between diffu- 
sion constant at 90 per cent rotor speed and diffusion con- 
stant at 100 per cent rotor speed. 
(2) Input Variables: 
I stage 
Tl 042/w3) - (w2/bI3)* 
(3) Output Variable: 
DELKlO difference between diffusion constant at 90 per 
cent rotor speed and diffusion constant at 100 
per cent rotor speed 
(4) Usage: 
DELKlO( I, Tl) 
FUNCTION DPHI 
(1) Description: 
When the efficiency-flow coefficient curve is input at ref- 
erence speed, the function DPHI alters the curve for off- 
reference speed. 
(2) Input Variables: 
I stage 
ISPD rotor speed in per cent 
(3) Output Variable: 






The subroutine CSETAl corrects the stage efficiency for the 
presence of water in the small droplet calculation. 
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(2) Input Variables: 
I stage 
J index for speed 
K index for point on a particular speed 
XW water content 
PHID flow coefficient at design point 
PHIR flow coefficient 
ETAD stage efficiency before correction for the 
presence of water 
(3) Output Variable: 
ETF\D stage efficiency after correction for the pres- 
ence of water 
(4) Usage: 
CALL CSETAl(1, J, K, XW, PHID, PHIR, ETAD) 
SUBROUTINE CSETAL 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine CSETAL corrects the stage efficiency for the 
presence of water in the large droplet calculation. 
(2) Input Variables: 
I stage 
J index for speed 
K index for point on a particular speed 
XW water content 
PHID flow coefficient at design point 
PHIR flow coefficient 
ETAD stage efficiency before correction for the pres- 
ence of water 
ETADD stage efficiency at design point 
(3) Output Variable: 
ETAD stage efficiency after correction for the pres- 
ence of water 
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(4) Usage: 
CALL CSETAL(1, J, K, XW, PHID, PHIR, ETAD, ETADD) 
SUBROUTINE CSPSD 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine CSPSD alters the pressure coefficient for off 
design speeds. This subroutine is the same as one used in 
NASA-STGSTK program. 
(2) Input Variables: 
All input variables are specified in Common blocks. 
(3) Output Variables: 
All output variables are specified in Common blocks. 
(4) Usage: 
CALL CSPSD 
SUBROUTINE CSPAN ------ 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine CSPAN alters flow coefficient and pressure 
coefficient for blade reset. This subroutine is the same as 
one used in NASA-STGSTK program. 
(2) Input Variables: 
All input variables are specified in Common blocks. 
(3) Output Variables: 





The subroutine CSOUPT calculates the stage performance and 
prints them out in the small droplet calculation. 
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(2) Input Variables: 
FAIO initial flow coefficient 
ISTAGE stage 
FLOW1 mass flow rate 
ALFAl absolute flow angle at rotor inlet 
BETA1 relative flow angle at rotor outlet 
(3) Output Variables: 
BETA2 relative flow angle at rotor outlet 
vz axial velocity 
ALFA2 absolute flow angle at rotor outlet 
,4LFA3 absolute flow angle at stator outlet 
DELTG rise in stagnation temperature of gas phase 
DELTW temperature rise of water 
Wl relative velocity at rotor inlet 
w2 relative velocity at rotor outlet 
Vl absolute velocity at stator inlet 
v2 absolute velocity at stator outlet 
(4) Usage: 
CALL CSOUPT(FAI0, ISTAGE, FLOWl, ALFAl, BETAl, BETA2, VZ, 
ALFA2, ALFA3, DELTG, DELTW, Wl, W2, Vl, V2) 
SUBROUTINE CSOUPT2 
(1) Description: 
The subroutine CSOUPT2 calculates the stage performance and 
prints them out in the small droplet calculation. 
(2) Input Variables: 
FAIO initial flow coefficient 
ISTAGE stage 
FLOW1 mass flow rate 
ALFAl absolute flow angle at rotor inlet 
BETA1 relative flow angle at rotor outlet 
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(3) Output Variables: 
BETA2 relative flow angle at rotor outlet 
vz axial velocity 
ALFA2 absolute flow angle at rotor outlet 
ALFA3 absolute flow angle at stator outlet 
DELTG rise in stagnation temperature of gas phase 
DELTW temperature rise of water 





relative velocity at rotor outlet 
absolute velocity at stator inlet 
absolute velocity at stator outlet 
CALL CSOUPT(FAI0, ISTAGE, FLOWl, ALFAl, BETAl, BETA2, VZ, 
ALFA2, ALFA3, DELTG, DELTW, Wl, 1*!2, Vl, V2) 
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APPENDIX 3 
ILLUSTRATIVE TEST CASES FOR 
THE NASA-WISGSK CODE 
Two illustrative test cases for the calculation of the Test 
Compressor performance utilizing the NASA-WISGSK Code are presented 
as follows. 
1) Test Case No. 1: Operation with air flow at 100 percent 
of design speed at the meanline 
section of the compessor. 
2) Test Case No. 2: Operation with air-water mixture 
containing large droplets (with a mass 
fraction of 0.04 of water) at 100 
percent of design speed at the meanline 
section of the compressor. 
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Test Case No. 1 
NS(NlJMBER OF STAGE)= 6 
IPERFM=I 
PERFORMANCE nT MEAN 
RRHUS ( I 1 
RC(I) 
RBLQDE ( I 1 
STQGER ( I 1 
STAGES(I) 













Ski ( I ) 
SM( I) 
Sil(I) 








ETFiRD ( I 1 
.:70 1535 d32 476 1.289 272 
.605 .554 .534 .510 . 453 .456 
16.00 20.00 20.00 25.00 28.00 32.00 
34.25 29.56 27.37 28.30 29.17 29.75 
23.67 25.62 26.94 28.41 29.62 38.99 
.923 1.145 1.311 1.445 1.538 1.1530 .774 
.442 .412 .4!.2 .412 .412 -412 
14.00 26.00 28.00 32.00 36.00 30.00 
1.052 I.120 1.037 1.182 I.211 1.283 
.640 1.061 1,093 1.199 1.311 1.087 
I I I I 
.I25 .125 .12: 125 
:125 
.12: 125 
0125 .I25 .125 '125 
2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 $765 i16 
2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2:16 2.16 2.16 
2.149 2.151 2.14& 2.149 2.149 2.147 
1.426 1.575 1.642 1.722 1.7&S 1.336 
0761 1.056 1.252 1.411 1.533 L.L;21 
2.147 2.136 2.127 2.123 2.116 2.!.00 
1.502 1.573 1.637 1.712 1.7E6 1.784 
0 934 1 :976 15% 1.31E 1.453 1,548 1.592 
0 SE3 .S67 . 9q.s .923 .902 
.97t' D SEE I sr.5 .922 .908 .363 
42.72 42.74 41.E2 4.2.65 44.00 45.07 
25.79 17.17 13.12 13.76 14.33 14.43 
35.15 40.11 43.X 45.00 42,31 48.71 0 
12.19 11.13 10.51 ll..El 13032 29.28 21.99 
1.154 l.lGS 1,221 1.237 1.230 1.215 
1.152 1.159 1.213 1.2X 1.221 1.203 
.S66 o SE,c ~ 568 C65 0 srjz * - 0 s54 
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&.~-=.~..~..~.~.~~.~C~.~.~.~Q.~.~.~~.~.~.~~.~.~.~.~,.~~ 1 I’;PUT D,,Tfl Q;:.-~.>.~.~-~~ ~-2.x.> ~*IP~~l~~~~~--~~~**~mI* 
FNF(FRRCTION OF DESIGN CGI3?ECTED SPEED)=1.000 
XDIN(IN%TIAL WRTER CONTENT OF SNALL DROPLET)= 0 
XDDLN(INITIAL WATER CONlENT OF LGRGE JX@PLET)= 0 
RxlilED( mmcx RELATIUE EdHKUITY)= . 00 FEI? CENT 
%CHL!(INITILIL MZTHANE CONTENT)= 0 
TOG ( COilPGESSOR INLET TOTAL TEMF’ZQTUEE OF GAS )= 518 o 70 
TC1-I (COMPRESSOR INLET TEM~~ERdTUkE OF ljRCPLl?ET )= 513 s 70 
PO (COMPRESSOR INLET TOT% FRESsiJ;?E)=211~080 
DINCINITIIL DRCIPLET DIAMETER OF SMF’LL DDJFLET)= 20.0 
miN( mm-ux G,?c?LET DIfmzTE R OF LARGE URO?LET )= 600.0 
FNDCDESIGN ROTATIONRL SPEED)=51120.0 
DSMI-ISS (JXSIGN 1’1f1SS FL09 PATE > = .3755 
COiV’R~SSOR INLET Tl?rTfJL TEMXRATURE (GAS P%SE 1 518 0 70 R 
ClJl”rpEESS~F I[\!LET TlJTf:L P~$33J~~=2~~~.~13 L~/FT-:u2 
PREC(PERCENT OF WITER Ti-IfIT REEGUND I-‘;FTER Ii’iPI!NSE MENT)= 50.0 PERCENT 
ROTOR SPEED=51120.0 RPM 
CORRECTEU ROTOT: SPEED= 5’1120.0 EPX( lOO.OFER CENT OF DESIGN COXRECTED SPEED) 
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TOTAL TEMPERATURE AT COKPRESSOR INLET= 518.70000 
TOTAL PRESSURE flT COMi=RESSOR INLET= 2116.80 
STATIC TEMPERATURE AT COI’IPRESSOR IT‘;LET= 436.28109 
STnTIC PRESSURE AT COMPRESSOR INLET= 1813.73 
STnTIC DENSITY f?T COMPRESSOR INLET= .06850 
ACOUSTIC SPEED HIT COMPRESSOR INLET=1092.25914 
AXIAL UELOCITY hT COIIPEESSOR IFLET= 518.81873 
MACH NUMEER m- COtiPRES3UR INLET= .47500 
STREfiMTUBE AREA AT COMPRESSOR INLET= .01057 








5410 143 2<42.7&7 
WIRL f%SULUTE RELATIVE TAN COMP TRN COMP 
UELCC I TY UELOCITY UELOCITY oi RBS UEL OF REL UEL 
ROTOR INLET 538.iG53!. 
RViOR GUTLET 525 D 97105 
725.32398 150.52734 485.62003 









ROTOI? INI-ET ~5.6~000 







4Z2 0 637 1767.579 ,667 

















o 01036 1.42600 .55GEE 
.oc337 1.50200 .54559 
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***** STAGE= 2 **Q** 
TOTAL TOTAL STATIC STRTIC STATIC 
TEMP PRESSURE TEMP PRESSURE DENSITY 
ROTOR INLET 541.148 2438.554 511.984 2008.852 .074 
ROTOR OUTLET 566.141 2340.915 522.316 2142.394 .077 
AXIAL ABSOLUTE RELATIUE TAN COMP TAN COMP 
UELOCITY VELOCITY UELOCITY OF RBS UEL OF REL UEL 
ROTOR INLET 549.21299 591.88727 730.68951 220.67386 481.94532 









ROTOR INLET 702.617 .534 .659 







AES FLOW REL FLOW STREF;MTUBE 
ANGLE QNGLE AREA RRDIUS 
FLOW 
COEFFICIENT 
ROTOR INLET 21.89000 41.26765 
ROTOR OUTLET 36.81569 24.65154 
1.57500 .5637@ 
1.57300 .60285 
STFlGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO QT DESIGN FOINT= 1.15SOO 
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY r9T DESIGN POINT= .93231 
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO HIT DESIGN POINT= 1.16500 
ROTOR ADIRBRTIC EFFICIENCY AT DESIGN POINT= .96600 











RELATIUE TAN COMP TAN COMP 
UELOCITY OF ABS UEL OF REL UEL 
ROTOR INLET 574.81563 60S.26663 784.29006 198.93541 533.57089 
ROTOR OUTLET 614.43SSO 781.11343 662.59507 482.28950 247.98627 
ROTOR ABS MflCt-1 REL MACH 
SPEED NUMBER NUMBER 
ROTOR INLET 732.506 

















ROTOR INLET 19.09000 42 SE692 . .ooso3 1.64200 .59G26 
ROTOR OUTLET 38.12332 21 97830 . .00708 1.63700 .63736 
STATIC STRTIC STATIC 
TEMP PRESSURE DENSITY 
535.362 2323.868 .oai 
549.786 2533.049 .086 
REL TOTAL 
PRESSLJRE 
STFlGE TOTf?L PRESSURE RnTIO FIT DESIGN POINT= 1.21300 
STAGE RDIfXATIC EFFICIENCY f?T DESIGN POINT= .93464 
ROTOR TOTQL PT:ESSURE AnTI AT DcSIGN POINT= 1.22100 
ROTOR ADILlBATIC EFFICL‘ENCY QT ITSiGN FOiNT= .96800 
ROTOR TOTAL TEKPERATURE RATIO AT j?ESIGN POINT= l.OG062 
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ROTOR INLET 600.462 3428.282 






OF ABS UEL 
TAN COMP 
OF REL UEL 
ROTOR INLET 580.04590 614.69778 809.54747 203.47020 564.72453 











ROTOR INLET 768.195 
ROTOR OUTLET 763.734 
AES FLOW 
ANGLE 
.526 .632 623.519 3912.431 







ROTCR INLET 19.33000 44.23321 .00692 1.72200 .60169 







563.069 2839.988 .094 
585.841 3118.359 .lOO 
STAGE TOTQL PRESSURE RATIO QT DESIGN POINT= 1.22800 
STfJGE ADIfABnTIC EFFICIENCY RT DESIGN POINT= .S3002 
ROTOR TOTHL PRESSUi?E RATIO AT DESIGN POINT= 1.23700 
ROTOR QDIABQTIC EFFICIENCY f-AT DESIGN POINT= .96500 













AXIAL fiBSOLUTE RELATIUE TAN COMP TAN COMP 
UELOCITY UELOCITY UELOCITY OF ABS UEL OF REL UEL 
ROTOR INLET 566.&4149 625.22167 826.78513 215.68308 582.40082 







REL TOTRL REL TOTAL 
TEMP PRESSURE 
ROTOR INLET 7C8.084 
ROTO:? OUTLET 787.823 
RES FLOW 
ANGLE 
-518 ,635 663.653 4798.526 







ROTOR INLET 20.:8000 44.7&240 .00591 1.78900 .60873 





606.962 3506.755 ,108 
625.197 3857.244 .116 
STQGE TOTnL PRESSURE RnTIO fAT DESIGN POINT= 1.22100 
STRGE ADIFIEATIC EFFICIENCY RT DESIGN POINT= .92580 
ROTOR TOTAL FI’;‘TSS;!RE Ratio AT DES-GN POITJT= 1.23000 
ROTOR fiDIQBRTIC EFFICIENCY AT DESIGN POINT= .95200 
ROTOR TOTAL TEHPERfdTURE RATICI FIT DESIGN POINT= 1.06311 
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TOTOL TIjTRL STATIC STATIC STATIC 
TEPIP PRESSURE TEriP PRESSUi?E DENSITY 
ROTOR INLET 679 D 732 5140.325 646.933 431s. 354 
ROYOR OLlTLET 720.25~r GES5.455 6G5.9ii9 4736.291 
AXIAL 
VELOCITY 
l?GTOR INLET 557.1S574 
ROTOR OUTLET GO3035773 
ROTOR 
SPEED 
ROTOR INLET s19. OS?. -506 . GG9 
ROTOR OUTLET 7q5 SK7 u D rJ ,642 .518 
ROTOR INLET 21.15000 45.22772 
ROTOR OUTLET 41 932&Z . 22.614S4 
fiBSOLUTE RELATIUE TAN COFiP 
UELOCITY UELUCIi-Y OF ABS UEL 
629 605EG 0 
El 1 O”67” OI c 
RES KfiCII 
rKli:6ER 
833.74045 227.16890 531.86199 

























STAGE TOTAL PRZZJRE R;ATiO FiT DESIGN POINT= 1.20300 
STLlSE LlDIAEATiC EFFICIEr~CY AT EESIGl1 POIlYT= .92x5 
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RQTIO AT EESIGI‘I POINT= 1.21500 
ROTOR LlDIAEnTiC EFFICIENCY nT DESIGN POIFIT= .95400 
ROTOR TOTQL TEKPERATURE RATIO f?T DESIGN FOINT= 1.05962 
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+*+t++*b+*?zis*% DESIGN POINT INFORMfiTION ~?~*%itit~-t~-rr-~I +ii+ 
++*****=** OUERALL PERFORMANCE AT DESIGN POINT **** ***9i(* 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE= 518.70 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE= 2116.80 
CORRECTED MASS FLOW RaTE= 3.168 
OUERALL TOTAL PRESSURE RnTIO=2.9334 
OUERQLL TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO=1.3SS6 
OUERALL ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .9223 
OUERALL TEMPERQTURE RISE= 201.559 
42103 41227 42387 44423 44578 4s623 
IGU 
BETlSR(I1 
BET2SR(I) 31.78 24.65 21.98 22.13 22:85 22:Sl 
AINCSRCI) -.69 -1.47 1.25 1.38 .78 .16 
ADEUSR(1) 5.33 7.48 S.S6 a.37 S.52 8.38 
BETlSS(1) 33.20 35.82 38.13 33.55 40.54 41.93 
BET2SS(I) 21.89 19.09 19.33 20.18 21.15 34.86 15.61 
AINCSS(1) -1.S5 -3.29 -5.23 -5.4% -5.77 -6.78 
ADEUSS(1) 9.70 7.36 8.82 8.37 7.83 5.58 
TD(I) 518.7 541.1 566.1 600.5 639.4 673.7 
OMEGS(1) .009 .021 -025 .028 .029 .024 
OMEGR(I.1 .113 .018 .ola .016 .004 .036 
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t.~.~Q.~..~~.~~~fGQ.~.-=-~~*** INITIAL FLOW CCEFFICIENT= .500 (STQGE= 1 1 *.XX-3iX-~*B*-i:.**b*~.~.*.~* 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.16675 
STQGE TOTQL TEtiPERATURE R;ITIO= 1.04756 
STAGE ADIABQTIC EFFICIENCY= .94581 
STnGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .501 
AXIRL UELOCITY= 480.05 
ROTOR SPEED= 958.68 
x-ROTOR INLET* =ROTOR 0IJTLET.x *STATOR OUTLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 2116.8000 2463.7801 2463.7801 
STATIC PRESSURE 1635.E585 2047.8529 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 518.7000 543.3687 543.3687 
STnTIC TEMPERATURE(GAS) 498.0506 515.0967 
STATIC DENSITY(GAS) .0631 .0745 
AXIAL UELOCITY 480.0486 467.4542 
ABSOLUTE UELOCITY 436.4330 583.2886 
RELATIUE UELOCITY 694.6045 567.1588 
BLF;DE SPEED 702.6172 
TANG. COMF’. OF nBS. UEL. 
y;: ;;v; ypm;; 
c’ 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 502.0251 321: Li’37 
QCOUSTIC SPEED 1093.5459 1112.1022 
ABSOLUTE MQCH NUMBER .455& .524S 
RELATIUE MRCI-I NUMEER .6352 .5100 
FLOW COEFFICIENT .soo7 .4881 
FLOW AREn .0104 . 0093 
fiBSOLUTE FLOW ANGLE 15.6100 36.7349 21.8900 
RELATIUE FLOW RNGLE 46.2813 34.4322 
INCIDENCE 3.5613 1.5849 
DEUIATION a.7422 
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*C*~~.~-~QQE~.n~E~~CC.~Q.~ INITILlL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 1 1 *-ra-****f**********~* 
STAGE PERFORMANCE f?FTER INTER-STRGE ADJUSTMENT(JPERFM=2) 
STAGE TOTAL FRESSURE RATIO= 1.16675 
STAGE TOTf?L TEMPERRTURE RATIO= 1.04756 
STAGE fiDIfJBQTIC EFFICIENCY= .94773 
a-STQGE INLET-x a%STfi.zE OUTLETH. =STRGE OUTLET*+ 
(EEFORE INTER- (RFTER INTER- 

















































GMASS= 0 34491 .3449l .34.49 1 
TMASS= m 34.491 .34431 .34491 
ws= .ooooo . OGOOO .ooooo 
RHO& .07G49 .07444 .07856 




543 o 36874 
.07S56 
543.35874 
TW= 513.70000 0 
TWW= 513.7ooco 0 513.7oo:o 
P= 2116.EOCOO 2469 .78012 2469.72012 
TB= 671 0 406% 0 679.03308 
TDELI= 271 .SSSOG 273.23823 273.23829 
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*~~**99~+P*+~~~~****4+ INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (STAGE= 2 1 ******************* 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.19107 
STAGE TOTFlL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.05518 
STAGE FlDIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .92667 
STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .503 
AXIAL UELOCITY= 482.20 
ROTOR SPEED= 959.57 
kROTOR INLET* *ROTOR OUTLET* *STATOR OUTLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 2469.7801 2941.6925 2941.6925 
STATIC PRESSURE 2130.2903 2311.9417 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 543.3687 573.3511 573.3511 
STQT IC TEMPERATURE (GAS 1 520.9302 535.2941 




TANG. COMP. OF ABS. UEL. 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 
ACOUSTIC SPEED 
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER 
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 
















ABSOLUTE FLOW ANGLE 
















+***C*************** INITIFlL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 2 1 **************+***** 
STAGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENT(JPERFM=2) 
STAGE TOTFlL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.19107 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RRTIO= 1.05518 
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .92822 



















































UMASS= .ooooo .ooooo .ooooo 































;;= 2469.78012 679. 3308 2941.69246 2941.69246 687.89220 
TDEW= 273.23829 274.66767 274.66167 
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t**t**4*****Q+*Q***t INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (STAGE= 3 1 l *****t*t***t*t***t 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.23327 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06669 
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .92335 
STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .514 
AXIAL VELOCITY= 492.32 
ROTOR SPEED= 958.24 
*ROTOR INLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 2941.6925 
STATIC PRESSURE 2555.6014 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 573.3511 
STATIC TEMPERATURE(GAS) 550.8154 
STATIC llENSITY(GAS) .0870 
AXIAL UELOCITY 492.3213 
ABSOLUTE UELOCITY 520.9716 
RELATIUE UELOCITY 747.2351 
BLADE SPEED 732.5063 
TANG. COMP. OF ABS. UEL. 170.3853 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 562.1210 
ACOUSTIC SPEED 1149.6996 
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER .4531 
RELATIUE MACH NUMBER .6499 
FLOW COEFFICIENT .5138 
FLOW AREA .0080 
ABSOLUTE FLOW ANGLE 19.0900 






























****80*+*~i+*-~.~~~0CX INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 3 1 *********f**=******* 
STAGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE hIlJUSTMENT(JPERFM=2) 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.23327 
STAGE TOTnL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06669 
STAGE ADIABf?TIC EFFICIENCY= .92441 
*aSTAGE INLET*= *SST&GE OUTLET= 
(BEFORE INTER- (AFTER LNTER- 

















































RHOM= .06904 .09264 
RHOG= .08698 .09264 
TG= 573.35113 611.56634 
TW= 513.700~0 0 
TWW= 0 
P= 2541.69246 3627.88778 



























TOTAL PRESSURE RFITIO= 1.24777 
TOTnL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.07115 
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .51401 
STQGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .512 
AXIQL VELOCITY= 491.04 
ROTOR SPEED= 958.68 
%ROTOR INLET% =ROTOR OUTLET* *STATOR OUTLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 3627.8878 4526.7581 4526.7581 
STATiC PRESSURE 3181.1072 3530.5184 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 611.5663 655.1013 655.1013 
STnTIC TEMPERATURE(GAS1 589.1312 610.3937 
STATIC DENSITY(GAS) .1012 .1084 
AXIAL UELOCITY 491.0360 521.6561 
fiBSOLUTE UELOCITY 520.3705 734.5837 
RELATIUE UELOCITY 772.1853 576.9815 
BLADE SPEED 768.1948 763.7337 
TANG. COMP. OF nBS. UEL. 172.2471 517.192s 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 595.5478 246.5412 
ACOUSTIC SPEED 1188.6369 1209.8965 
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMEER .4378 .GO71 
RELATIUE MfXH NUMEER .6496 .4763 
FLOW COEFFICIENT 05122 .S508 
FLOCI QREA .0069 .OOEl 
AESOLUTE FLOli ANGLE 19.3300 44.7538 
RELQTIUE FLOW ANGLE 50.5129 25.2960 





*.~*.*8r-8~.~.~~..~.~~~~~-“~~.~ INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= ,500 (ISTAGE= 4 1 *~-x~**x~*Q*****C**f**~* 
STAGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENT(JPERFM=2) 
STAGE TOTQL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.24777 
STnGE TOTAL TEMPEEATURE RATIO= 1.07115 








































TMASS= .344Yl .34491 .34491 
us= .ooooo .ooooo .ooooo 
RHUA= .11118 . LOSlG . 12629 
RHUi’l= .06904 . 10816 . 12623 
RHOG= .I0123 .10816 
TG= 611.58634 655.10129 
TW= 0 
TWW= 513.700~0 0 
P= 3627.68778 4526.75812 4526.75812 
TB= 692.82458 0 710.75001 





















GEE~-P-~.Q~.~XO~BQ-~-Q~~f~ INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .5ijO (STAGE= 5 ) ~~XXQXX~~B~.~EICI*~~ 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.24015 
STAGE TOThL TEMPERATURE RQTIO= 1.06967 
STAGE ADIQBQTIC EFFICIENCY= .30502 
STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .513 
RXIAL UELOCITY= 491.33 
ROTOR SPEED= 958.68 
r-ROTOR INLET% =ROTOR OUTLET* .sSTATOR OUTLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 4526.7581 5613.8784 5613.8784 
STLlTIC PRESSURE 3598.7705 4431.6060 
TOTAL TEMPERATURECGfX 1 655.1013 700.7430 700.7430 
STQTIC TEMPERRTURE(GAS) 632.4225 E55.2672 
STATIC DENSITY(GAS) .llE;S .I268 
AXIAL UELOCITY 491.3271 515.3153 
ABSOLUTE UELOCITY 523.4605 741.7059 
RELATLUE UELOCITY 785.1231 574.6752 
BLQDE SPEED 758.0839 787.8235 
TANG. COMP. OF ABS. UEL. 180.5iE5 533.4582 
TYING. COKP. OF REL. UEL. 617.5054 254.3652 
ACOUSTIC SPEED 1230 5834 
ABSOLUTE MfXM NIJMEZR : 4252 
125300193 
.5515 
RELATIUE MKI-1 NUl’iEEl? c6411 .456G 
815.0505 
FLOW COEFFICIENT 05125 0 5454 
FLOW Al?EA .0059 D c)os3 
ABSOLUTE FLOll FiNGLE 20.1600 45.5311 21.1500 
RELnTIUE FLOE ANGLE 51.4920 26.2714 
INCIDENCE 7.4Y20 -.3!.85 
CEUIRTION 11.5414 
‘145 
*+*********+******** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 5 1 *******~********++*+ 
STAGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENT(JPERFM=E) 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.24015 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06967 
STAGE_ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .90499 
**STAGE INLET** **STAGE OUTLET** 
(BEFORE INTER- 
STAGE ADJUST- 









































































*****t**x~*********** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .5oo (STAGE= 6 ) tt+t*~~++**t+++++t+s 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.22475 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06583 
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .89836 
STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .505 
AXIAL UELOCITY= 487.17 
ROTOR SPEED= 557.79 
=ROTOR INLET* *ROTOR OUTLET* =STATOR OUTLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 5613.8784 6875.8088 6875.8088 
STATIC PRESSURE 5002.4952 5515.2479 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 700.7430 746.8730 746.8730 
STATIC TEMPERATURE(GAS1 678.2178 701.7038 
STF\TIC DENSITY(GAS) .1383 .1473 
AXIAL UELOCITY 487.1682 500.2128 
ABSOLUTE UELOCITY 522.3545 740.2563 
RELATIUE UELOCITY 796.8461 559.2849 
BLADE SPEED 815.0509 755.8534 
TANG. COMP. OF ABS. UEL. 188.4712 S45.6800 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 630.5797 250.1734 
ACOUSTIC SPEED 1274.0547 1255.5266 
ABSOLUTE MACH NUMBER .4100 .5712 
RELATIUE MACH NUMBER .62S4 .4316 
FLOW COEFFICIENT .5086 .5335 
FLOW AREA .0051 .0047 
ABSOLUTE FLOW ANGLE 21.1500 47.4852 
RELATIUE FLOW ANGLE 52.3113 26.5712 





l **~OQGXB**CP.~.XBEI** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 6 1 ****Q**=***~~******** 
STAGE PERFORNANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENTCJPERFM=2) 
STAGE TOTnL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.22475 
STClGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RaTIO= 1.06583 

































































































***it+**++* OUERALL PERFORMANCE ********* 
INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .50 
CORRECTED SPEED=51120.0 1.000 FRACTION OF DEIGN CORRECTED SPEED 
INITIFlL WATER CONTENT(SMALL DROPLET)= 
INITIAL WATER CONTENTCLARGE DROPLET)= z 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT(TOTAL)= 
INITIAL RELATIUE HUMIDITY= .O PER CENT 
INITIAL METHANE CONTENT= 0 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE= 518.70 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE= 2116.80 
CORRECTED MASS FLOW RATE OF MIXTURE= .34S( 2.910) 
CORRECTED MASS FLOW RATE OF GAS PHASE .345( 2.910) 
OUERALL TOTAL PRESSURE RAT10=3.2482 
OUERALL TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO=1.4399 
OUERALL ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .9046 
OUERALL TEMPERATURE RISE OF GAS PHASE= 228.173 
149 
Test Case No. 2 
RRKUB(I) :70 1 * g-5 s 1 .'3 5.2 1 .c :76 -* 1 2 r8 9 1 5672 
K(i) :I205 c;s4. 
2b,OO 
.5x .510 .483 :456 
i?BLWlr(I) 16.02 20.00 25.00 2G.00 32.00 
STAGER( I ) 34.25 23.56 27.37 22.30 2Y.17 25.75 
5TF;GES ( i 1 23.67 25.62 260'34 2G.41 25.82 38.59 
c'!wu9(I) .%3 1.145 1.311 1.445 1.538 1.580 .774 
SC(i) .4e .4!2 .412 .412 ,412 .412 
SELABE ( I ) 14.00 2;;.00 22.00 32.00 36.00 30.00 
SIG!Jn?(I) 1.052 1.120 1.037 l.lE2 1.211 1.283 
S'iGUMS( I) .WO 1.061 1.093 1.155 1.311 1.087 
FFI~STL~I) I I I i 1 
GF;PR ( I 1 .125 0 125 ‘125 .125 .125 .12: 
GFi?S( i) 
2;:; 





Rl?TIPII) 2.16 2.16 
Sf?TIP(I) 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 RV(I) 2.149 2.151 2.148 2.149 2,149 2.147 
Rrl(Ij 1.42G 1.575 1.6C.2 1.722 1.7&Y 1.8X 
1?1-I ( I ) .781 1.056 1.252 1.411 1.533 l-C21 
Z-l(I) 2.147 2.132 2.127 2.123 2.118 2.LOO 
SM(i) 1.502 1.573 1.637 1.712 1.7GG 1.734 
SW(i) .5X 1.152 1.316 1.453 1.548 1.552 
ELOCK(I) . ES3 .57G .CG7 .545 .Y23 .902 
ELOCI<S( I) 0978 . SGG .s45 .922 .soa ,063 
EETlPiT?( I) 42.72 42.74 41.62 42.E 44.00 45.07 
BET2EiTC(I) 25.75 17.17 13.12 13.76 14.33 14.43 
EETlIlS(I) 35.15 40.11 43.36 45.00 46.31 48.71 0 
BET2MS ( i 1 12.19 11.13 10.51 11.8~ 13.52 25.28 21.99 
?R12D(I) _._u, 1 I=& 1.165 1.221 1.237 1.220 1.215 
Pl?13D(I) 1.152 1.159 1.213 1.225 1.221 1.208 
ETfJ?D(I) . sg;s .%6 .S63 .CG5 .ss2 .554 
150 
FNF(FRACTION OF DESIGN CORRECTED SPEED)=l.OOO 
XDIN(INITIAL WATER CONTENT OF SMALL DROPLET)= 0 
XDDIN(INITIAL WATER CONTENT OF LARGE DROPLET)= .040 
RHUMID(INITIAL RELATIUE HUMIDITY)= .OO PER CENT 
XCH4(INITIAL METHANE CONTENT)= 0 
TOG(COMPRESSOR INLET TOTQL TEMPRATURE OF GAS)= 518.70 
TOWICOMPRESSOR INLET TEMFERnTURE OF DROPLRET)= 513.70 
PO(COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE)=2116.80 
DINCINITIIL DROPLET DIAMETER OF SMALL DROPLET)= 20.0 
DDIN(INITIAL DROPLET DInMETER OF LARGE DROPLET)= 600.0 
FNDCDESIGN ROTATIONAL SPEED)=51120.0 
DSMW3(DESIGN MASS FLOW RATE)= .3755 
COMPRESSOR INLET TATfiL TEMPERATURE(GAS PHASE) 518.70 R 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTFlL PRESSURE=2116.80 LB/FT=2 
PREBCPERCENT OF WATER THAT REBOUND AFTER IMPINGE MENT)= 50.0 PERCENT 
ROTOR SPEED=51120.0 RPM 
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED= 51120.0 RPM( lOO.OPER CENT OF DESIGN CORRECTED SPEED) 
151 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE AT COWEESSOR INLET= 518.70000 
TOTAL PRESSURE nT CUMFRESSOR INLET= 2116.80 
STLlTIC TEMPERftTLlRE AT COKFRESSOR INLET= 496.28109 
STfJTIC PRESSURE HIT COMPRESSOR INLET= 1813.73 
STQTIC DENSITY QT COMPRESSOR INLET= .06850 
FICOUSTIC SPEED HIT COMFRESSOR INLET=1092.25314 
AXIAL VELOCiTY QT COMFRESSOR INLET= 518.81873 
KACI-I NUMEER QT COMPRESSOR I;lLET= .47500 
STRERMTUBE fiREA RT COMFRESSDR INLET= .0’057 
FLOW COEFFICZENT f?T CCtiFRESSGR INLET= .53817 
152 
DESIGN POINT INFORMATION ******it**** +** 
TOTQL TOTF;L 
T EilP PRESSURE 
518.700 2116.&00 
541.148 2442 787 . 
FlXIfiL RBSOLUTE RELATIVE TAN COMP TAN COMP 
UELOCITY UELOCITY UELOCITY OF ABS UEL OF REL UEL 
ROTOR TNLET 538.76531 
ROTOR OUTLET 525 e 97105 
725.32398 150.52734 485.62003 
618.75550 344.14838 325.90306 
ROTOR RES MACH REL MACH 
SPEED NUI’IEER NUPIBER 
REL TOTAL 
PRESSURE 
ROTOR INLET 636.147 
ROTOR OUTLET 670.051 
FIBS FLOW 
ftIGLE 








REL FLOW STREAMTUBE 
f,NGLE AREA RiXIIUS 
FLOW 
COEFFICIENT 
ROTOR INLET 15.GlOOO 42.03015 . 01036 1.42600 .55886 
ROTOR OUTLET 33.19714 31 D 78325 .00987 1.50200 .54559 
STATIC STATIC STATIC 
TEIIP PRESSURE DENSITY 
492.637 1767.579 .067 
508.269 1961.576 .072 
STAGE TOTQL PEESS’Ji?E RATIO FIT GESIGN POEkIT= 1.15200 
STF;GE nDIflBnTiC EFFICIENCY AT DE:CJIGl’i POINT= .95383 
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE AfiTIO RT fiESEGi$ POINT= 1.15430 
ROTClR ADInBnTIC EFFICIENL’Y AT IjESIGli FOII‘JT= .96SOO 
ROTOR TOTQL TEhPERATURE ERTIO AT BESIGN i=OINT= 1.04328 
153 
DESIGN POINT INFORMATION *****=*.x**** *** 
TOTAL TOTfiL STQTIC STATIC STATIC 
TEMP PRESSURE TEKP PRESSURE DENS1 TY 
541.148 2438.554 511.984 2008.852 .074 
566.141 2840.915 522.316 2142.394 .077 
FiXIAL I%SOLUTE RELATIUE TFlN COMP TAN COMP 
UELOCITY UELOCITY VELOCITY OF ABS UEL OF REL UEL 
ROTOR INLET 549.21299 591.88727 730.68951 220.67086 481.94632 
ROTOR OUTLET 561 B 16447 725.94045 639.44211 435.01454 266.71034 
ROTOR AES I%XH REL MACH REL TOTAL REL TOTAL 
SPEED NUMEER NUMBER TEMP PRESSURE 
ROTOR INLET 702.617 
ROTOR OUTLET 701.725 
QES FLOG1 
mzuz 
.534 ,659 556.431 2688.136 







ROTOR INLET 21 .ESOOO 41.26765 .00930 





STAGE -I’OT~L FRESSURE I~ATIO AT DESIGN POINT= 1.15900 
STQGE AD”AERTIC EFFICIENCY AT DESIGN POINT- .93231 
ROTOR TO‘inL FI?ESEURE ROTi AT DESIGN POINT= 1.16500 
ROTOR FIDIAEF;TIC EFFICIENCY QT EESIGN POINT= .96GOO 










ROTOR INLET 566.141 




3450 E’j2 0 
fiES@LUTE 
UELOCI.iY 
535 D 362 2323.868 .081 
549 b 785 2533.049 .086 
RELATIVE 
UELOCITY 
TAN CON? TAN COMP 
OF fms UEL OF REL UEL 
RoToR INLET 574.C1563 













REL TOTClL REL TOTAL 
TEMP PRESSURE 
ROTOR INLET 732. SO6 





.692 586.533 3199.070 
.577 586.263 6929.751 
REL FLOW STREAMTUBE 
F,NGLE AREA RRDIUS 
FL0l.I 
COEFFICIENT 
ROTOR INLET 19.09000 42.26652 . 00803 1 .GS200 .59626 
ROTOR OUTLET 38.12932 21.97850 .00708 1.63700 .63736 
STRGE TOTnL PRESSURE RhTIO kT DESIGN POINT= 1.21300 
STRG~ ADIMBATIC EFFICIENCY nT DESIGI‘I POINT= .93464 
ROTOR TUTnL PRESSURE RQTIO FiT DESIGN POINT= 1.22100 
ROTOR ADIAERTIC EFFICIENCY RT DESIGN POINT= .96800 











ROTOR INLET 580.04590 
ROTOR OUTLET 619.63965 
ROTOR 
SPEED 
614.69778 809.54747 203.47020 564.72459 







ROTOR INLET 768.195 

















ROTOR INLET 19.33000 44.23321 .OOG92 1.72200 .60169 







569.069 2839.938 ,094 




OF ABS UEL 
TAN COMP 
OF REL UEL 
STnGE TOTAL PRESSURE RnTiO nT DESIGN POINT= 1.2~900 
STAGE ADInEnTiC EFFICIENCY nT DESIGN POINTY .93002 
ROTOR TOTnL PRESSURE RnTIO AT DESIGN POiN’T= 1.23700 
ROTflR RDIAEf?TIC EFFICIENCY fiT DESIGN POINT= ss500 
ROTOR TOTnL TEMPERRTURE RnTIO LlT DESIGN POINT= 1.06431 
156 
TOTQL TOTAL STRTIC STATIC STATIC 
TEMP PRESSURE TEIIP PRESSURE DENSITY 
ROTOR INLET 639.381 4209.930 606.962 3506.755 .108 
ROTOR OUTLET 679.732 5178.214 625.197 3357.244 .116 
AXIAL i%SOLUTE 
UELOCITY UELOCiTY 
ROTOR INLET 586.&4149 625.22167 
ROTOR OUTLET 617.OESEE 811 CE444 .I 
ROTOR AES MACH REL MACH REL TOTAL REL TOTAL 
SPEED NUMZR NLIMBEI? TEMP PRESSURE 
ROTOR INLET 798.094 .518 0 Em 663.653 4798.526 
ROTOR OUTLET 787.823 ,663 a 547 662.302 9691.778 
ES FLOW [?EL FLOW STREAMTUBE 
l?NGiE F;NGLE fIREn 
ROTOR INLET 20.1E000 44.78240 . 00591 






OF RBS UEL 
TAN COHP 










STRGE TOTClL FEESSUPE RATIO FIT DESIGN POINT= 1.22100 
STF,GE fKlIAEATIC EFFICIENCY fiT DESIGN FilINT- .92530 
RO-rOR TOTfil_ FFESSIJRE EQj-10 <IT JjESPGN FUj:N-j-= 1.23000 
ROTOI? ADInEOTIC EFFICIEi’:!Z’ PI-I- DESIGN POINT= .962OL7 















OF ABS UEL 
TAN COMP 
OF REL UEL 
ROTOR INLET SE7019574 629.606C6 833.74045 227.16890 591.88199 
ROTOR O’JTLET 603 o 397’73 811.OS676 654.61329 542.02320 253.83017 
R3TOi? AES MKH REL MACH 







ROTOI? INLET 819.051 







REL FLOW STREAMTUBE 
FiNGLE RREA RADIUS 
FLOW 
C'OEFFICIENT 
ROTOI? INLET 21.15000 45.22772 .00511 1.83600 .60910 
figTO:! OIJTLET 4.1 ‘3’72i3g llruJ 22.81454 . 00467 1.78400 .62591 
STRTIC STATIC STATIC 





STAGE TDTQL PKSSUI?E RATIO AT COSIGN POINT= 1.20800 
FjTGGE f)iJIf:E()TIi E[:[=ICiENcy f1-i LESiGN pOINl-= .92365 
r;O’iOR Tf~‘!.p$- Fi:-: LSSIJ;:E T:;JTIO A-i DESIGN POINT= 1.2iSOO 
l?Oi’Ol? rXJIC;ERTIC EFFICIETXY RT DESIGN POINT= .95400 
POTOR TCIThL TEI~‘iFXATURE RRTIO Q-i GESIGN POINT= 1.05962 
158 
U-E~IC+X+Q~CP*~C DESIGN POINT INFlJRMQTION x-x******~X-ZX+ i++ 
*=~~-+~r-x+c+ OVERfiLL PERFORMANCE AT DESIGN POINT **** ****** 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE= 518.70 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE= 2116.80 
CORRECTED MnSS FLOW RATE= 3.168 
OUERALL TOTr?L PRESSURE RATIO=2.9334 
OUERALL TOTAL TEMPERATURE RRTIO=1.3666 
OUERALL ADinBATIC EFFICIENCY= .9223 
OUERfiLL TEMPERATURE RISE= 201.559 
1 2 3 4 5 6 iGU 
BETlSR(1) 42.03 41.27 42.67 44.23 44.78 45.23 
EET2SR( I) 31.78 24.65 21.99 22.13 22.65 22.81 
AINCSR(1) -.69 -1.47 1.25 1.36 .78 .16 
ADEUSR( I) 5.99 7.48 8.&6 8.37 6.52 8.38 
EETlSS(I) 33.20 36.62 3E.13 39.55 40.54 41.93 
EET2SS(I) 21.E9 19.09 13.33 20.18 21.15 34.86 15.61 
AINCSS(1) -1.95 -3.29 -5.23 -5.45 -5.77 -6.78 
fuJEUSS(1) 9.70 7.96 8.62 8.37 7.63 5.58 
TD(I) 518.7 541.1 566.1 600.5 639.4 679.7 
OHEGS ( I 1 .009 .021 :E rn 028 .029 .024 
OHEGR(1) ,113 .OlS ,016 .004 .03ti 
159 
STLlG~ FLOW CCEFFiCiENT= .C,S2 
WEfL UELOCITY= 477.45 
ROTOR SPEED= S5E.66 
aROTOR INLET= -::;?OTOR OUTLETs: ssSTnTOR O’JTLETs 
TOTAL Pl?ESSURE 2116.EOOO 2443 D 5450 2443.5450 
STQTIC Pl?ESSURr. lE31.74.12 2026 0491 
TOTfAL TEMPERQTUWE( GKi 1 51E.7000 54~.6271 543.6271 
STRTIC TEMPERATURE ( GAS 1 452 m 2756 515.0376 




495.73r.s y;I; ssr;s 
RELATIUE UELOCITY 693.3375 s&979 
ELnDE SPEED 626 * ic.74 670. 0514 
TANG. COHP. OF fV3S. UEL. Ja.d-2 I?? rcr.2 350.5041 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 502.7512 3!.9 5474 I 
702.6172 
ACCUSTIC SPEED 1093 d D 7509 1112 0 (l3sJ’ 
RESOLUTE HfiCl-I NUMEER .4532 0 5275 
RELQTIUE MACH NUMEER .6339 .s113 
FLOll COEFFICIENT .c,S&O 04910 
FLOW QRE~I .0104 . oos9 
ftESOLUTE FLOW QNGLE 15.6100 3s. 6957 21 .8900 
RELQTIUE FLOW ANGLE 46.47&6 34.1937 
INCIDENCE 3.75&6 1.5457 
DEUInTION 8.4437 
160 
******t********+**** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 1 1 ++*+++**+****+t*t*tt 
STAGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENT(JPERFH=31 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RFITIO= 1.15672 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.04806 
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .88429 




xu= .ooooo .ooooo 
xw= 
xww= .040:0 .040:0 
XWT= .04000 .04000 
XAIR= .96000 .96000 
XMETAN= 0 0 
XGAS .96000 .96000 
WHASS= 0 
WWMASS= .01431 .014& 
WTMASS= .01431 .01431 
AMASS= .34340 .34340 
CHMASS= 0 
UMRSS= .ooooo . ooooo” 
GHASS= .34340 .34340 
TMASS= .35771 .35771 
ws= .ooooo .ooooo 
RHOA= .07649 .07304 
RHOM= .07160 .07608 
RHOG= .06918 .07304 
TG= 518.70000 543.62714 
TW= 513.70000 0 


































**~f*OO~~-=.~C~-~.-~.~~~9-~ INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (STAGE= 2 1 ***********+**+**++ 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE Rf?TIO= 1.17978 
STAGE TOTFlL TEMPERQTURE RATIO= 1.05521 
STAGE ADIABQTIC EFFICIENCY= .87441 
STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .505 
nXIf?L UELOCITY= 4E5.01 
ROTOR SPEED= 959.57 
aROTOR INLET= aROTOR OUTLET+ aSTATOR OUTLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 2442.5450 28Z8.7433 2888.7433 
STATIC PRESSURE 2108.3969 2257.6036 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 513.6271 573.6432 573.6432 
STATIC TEMPERAT-URE ( GAS 1 520.9261 534.7088 
STATIC DENSITY(GAS) .0759 .0792 
AXIAL UELOCITY S&5.0120 513.6592 
LlBSOLUlE UELOCITY 522.6978 684.6335 
RELATIUE UELOCITY 702.1670 570.8697 
BLI=IDE SPEED 702.6172 701.7250 
TANG. COMP. OF AES. UEL. 194.8752 452.6337 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 507.7420 249.0912 
ACOUSTIC SPEED lllE.2865 1132 9858 
fiBSOLUTE MACH NUMBER .4674 :6043 
RELQTIUE MACH NUKBER .6279 .5039 
FLOW COEFFICIENT .5054 ;5386 
FLOW fiREn .0093 -0084 
fiBSOLUTE FLOW f9NGLE 23. .8300 4i .3863 
RELATIUE FLOW ANGLE 46.3116 25.8704 





~.p~.~“.“*.-.~.*.~..~~.p~-4QQ.~* z % ,. . . 2.. INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= ,500 (ISTAGE= 2 1 ***IK+************** 
STAGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJlJSTMENT(JPERFM=3) 
STfiGE TOTQL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.17978 
STfAGE TOTQL TEMPERQTURE RATIO= 1.05521 




















































































***?i-***+~.*+**+****** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (STAGE= 3 1 l **f+**********+*** 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RFITIO= 1.22015 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06595 
STQGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .88472 
STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .523 
AXIAL UELOCITY= 501.06 
ROTOR SPEED= 958.24 
*ROTOR INLET* *ROTOR OUTLET* *STATOR OUTLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 2888.7433 3524.7140 3524.7140 
STATIC PRESSURE 2496.9126 2718.3592 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 573.6432 611.4751 611.4751 
STRTIC TEMPERATURE(GAS) 550.3001 567.8526 
STQTIC DENSITY(GA5) .0851 .0897 
AXIAL UELOCITY 501.0593 537.7831 
WSOLUTE UELOCITY 530.2132 724.9365 
RELfiTIUE UELKITY 750.7661 590.6081 




TANG. COMP. OF ABS. UEL. 173.4094 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 559.0969 
ACOUSTIC SPEED 1149.1717 
AESOLUTE MACH NUMBER .4614 
RELATIUE M!-KH NUMBER .6533 
FLOW COEFFICIENT .5229 
FLOLI fiREn .0030 
f%SOLUTE FLOW ANGLE 19.0900 
PELATIUE 
INCIDENCE 














*Cl**QEC*~*Q***-x**** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 3 1 ******************** 
STAGE PERFORMfiNCE RFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENT(JPERFM=3) 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.22015 
STnGE TOTnL TEMPERQTURE RATIO= 1.06595 


















































































5-2 .s z ,F -2 ->* .s .z -2 -2 -2 .> -2 .> -2 .x -3 .x INTTIRL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .5Ol) (STAGE= 4 ) ++w~~?af+++s~+t***t~ 
STnGE TOTfiL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.24003 
STAGE TOTfiL TEFIPEKRTUWE Rr?TIO= 1.06975 
STAGE FIDIREQTIC EFFICIENCY= .9054S 
STRGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= 0528 
A::IAL UELOCITY= 505. E4 
ROTOR SPEED= 958.66 
TOTLlL PRESSURE 
=ROTOR INLET-=- =ROTOR OUTLET= *STATOR OUTLET* 
3524.7140 4370 7663 0 4370.7663 
STQTIC PRESSURE 3065.3014 3378.4066 
TOTQL TEKPERRTURE!GAS) 611.4751 654.1230 654.1230 
STQTIC TEMPERATURE(GAS) 587.6443 607.9245 





TANG. COMP. OF RBS. UEL. 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 
fXOUSTIC SPEED 
fiBSOLUTE MACH NUMEER 








7;7’7?11 D rl-- 
















OBSOLUTE FLOL-I LlNGLE 19.3300 43 0 6636 20.1800 
AELnTiUE FLOGS LlNGLE 49.4278 24.6782 
INCIDENCE 6 01 ‘;778 -1-3364 
CEUInTION 10.9182 
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+ j$ ~.~~..~~.~.~.~~.~.~.~~~*pQg.~~ INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= ,500 (IST~GE= 4 ) t****************t** 
STQGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENT(JPERFM=3) 
STAGE TOTnL PRESSURE RRTIO= 1.24003 
STRGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06975 

















































































~.~*9**0GX+~*~-Qi**r** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .51)0 (STAGE= 5 ) +t++~f+*t+++t+*+ttt 
STAGE TOTRL PRESSURE RQTIO= 1.23254 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RRTIO= 1.06806 
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY= .89928 
STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT= .531 
AXIAL UELOCITY= 509.08 
ROTOR SPEED= 958.68 
GROTOR INLET* 
TOTAL PRESSURE 4370.7663 
STATIC PRESSURE 3824.4632 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE(GAS) 654.1230 
STRTIC TEMPERATURE(GAS) 629.7729 
STLlTIC DENSITY(GAS) .113s 
RXIAL UELOCITY 509.0775 
BLQDE SPEED 736.0839 
TANG. COMP. OF f?BS. UEL. 187.1023 
TANG. COMP. OF REL. UEL. 610.9816 
fiBSOLUTE UELOCITY 542.3718 755.0109 







fKOUSTIC SFEED 1228.4506 
ABSOLUTE MF;CI-I NUtlEER .4415 
RELATIUE MACH NUMEER .6474 
FLOW COEFFICIENT .53iO 
FLOW QREfl .0059 
fiBSOLUTE FLOW QNGLE 20.1800 
RELnTiUE FLOll ANGLE 50.1965 
INCIDENCE 6.1965 
DEUIRTION 















Q.~..~..~B.~~I~.~P~~P=~****** INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 5 ) ++++++++++++++**++++ 
STLlGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENTCJPERFM=3) 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.23254 
STAGE TOTfAL TEMPERRTURE RATIO= 1.06806 
STAGE ADIQBQTIC EFFICIENCY= .89922 




xu= .ooooo .ooooo 
xw= 0 0 
xww= .04000 .04000 
XWT= .04000 .04000 
XRiR= .S6000 .96000 
;;X-;"N= 0 0 .96000 .SGOOO 
WMFISS= 0 0 
I-!WMASS= .01431 .01431 
WTMASS= .01431 .01431 
AP!RSS= .34342 .34342 
CHMASS= 
UMASS= . ooooo” . ooooo” 
GMr%S= .3434 0 .34340 
TMCSS= .35771 .35771 
ws= .ooooo .ooooo 
RHOA= . 12524 .11937 
RHOM= .07160 .12434 .14183 
RHOG= . 1 lPE5 . 11937 .14183 
TG= 654.12303 698.64174 698.64174 
TW= 513.70000 0 0 
TWW= 513.70008 0 513.70008 
P= 4370.76630 5387.14558 5387.14558 
TB= 708.83369 0 723.33915 




















z s .> Q 8 .x. -2 .> ., -2 Q -2 -2 ;1- .x. .; .> -2 .x. .> INITIAL FLOGl COEFFICIENT= .500 (STAGE= 6 1 ****f%***Q***x-*X*** 
STAGE TO-if-X PRESSURE RQTIO= 1.22195 
STAGE TOTnL TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06404 
STfiGE ADIQBQTIC EFFICIENCY= .91275 
SThGE FLOlJ COEFFiCIENT= m 520 
fWI.RL UEiOCrTY= ‘37.49 
ROTOR SPEED= 957.79 
?:RI)TOR INLET” aROTOR OUTLET= %TATOR gUTLET* 
TOTf?L PRESSURE 53E7.14.56 6582.2080 6582.8080 
STQTIC PRESSURE 4750 EE12 
TOTQL TEMFEROTLlRE(GAS) GCk.6417 
5234.7740 
743.3658 743.3258 
STRTIC TEMPERATURE (G&S 1 674.1926 696.7068 
STRTIC DENSiTY(GAS) 0 I.321 .1409 
OXIfiL UELOCITY 507.4E65 52007245 
RBSOLUTE UELOCTTY Sc,S.lr,O3 752.4057 
EELATZUE UELOCETY E03.3152 578.6237 
BLfXE SPEED E19.0509 795.3534 
TANG. COi’rP. OF ABS. UEL. 1SG .3317 543.1026 
TK’IG o COKP. OF REL. UEL. 622.7iS 252.7503 
ACOUSTIC SPEED 1270.3452 1291 0.30" +~~*3 
bXSOLLlTE WKZ-I PIUMEER .4263 a5826 
RELQTEUE IWXI-I NUllBEE a6324 .4432 
FLOW COEFFICIENT ,525s 05558 
FLOM nREQ 0 0051 .0047 
fZCOLUTE FLOLJ ONGLE 21.1500 46.2051 
RELQTIUE FLOA fJNGLE 50.6216 25.2911 





~..~..~~i ““-..--“., ..-..-....... i.~.* ..-. .&;+. “-r..--l .-... i i .-.:= c INITInL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .500 (ISTAGE= 6 1 
STAGE PERFORtiQNCE F;FTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTtlENT(JPERFM=2) 
STfiGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO= 1.22195 
STAGE TOTfYw TEMPERATURE RATIO= 1.06404 
STnGE ADT_ABATIC EFFICIENCY= .c11223 
x.zSTF;GE INLETt:.% u-::.STfiGE OUTLET-m r-%TAGE OUTLET-** 
(EEFORE INTER- (RFTER TNTER- 
STfiGE ADJUST- STRGE ADJUST- 
MENT 1 MENT 1 
;g 
.ooooo .ooooo .ooooo 
G 0 0 
xww= 
XWT= i : 00 
XA?.R= 1.00000 1.00000 l..ooooo 
XMETAN= 0 0 0 
XGfS 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
WMASS= 0 0 0 
WWMASS= 0 0 
WTMf?ZiS= 
AMASS= .34342’ .34342’ 
i 
.34342 
CHMASS= 0 0 UMAS = .ooooo 00000 . ooooo” 
GMASS= .34342 : 34342 .34342 
TMASS= .34342 .34342 .34342 
L-IS= .ooooo .ooooo .ooooo 
RHOfl= 14453 





RHOG= .13211 14061 .16408 





P= 5387.14558 6582.60601 6582.80801 
TE= 723.33915 0 735.58638 
TDEW= 335.97580 338.53428 338.53428 
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” - - ” - - .. . . .~c-~.~.;-;;s;;;;;;; @JEYYfiLL pERFO#nKCE +~~-:.;:->.~;:..~ 
INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT= .50 
CORRECTED SFEEs=51120.0 1.000 FRACTION OF DEIGN CORRXTED SPE;rD 
INITIQL l-!QTER COF;TENT(Sb%LL DROPLET)= 0 
INITEfJL WATER CONTENT(LkRGE DROPLET)= .OSO 
INITInL WATER CONTENT(TOTAL)= .Or,O 
INITIRL RELnTIUE I-iL!ilIDITY= .O PER CENT 
INiTIAL METI+iNE CONTENT= 0 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTfiL TEIEIPERQTURE= 512.70 
COMPRESSOR INLET TOTOL PRESSURE= 2116.&O 
CORRECTED MASS FLOG1 RATE OF MIXTUKE= .358( 3.018) 
CORRECTED MASS FLOW RFlTE OF GAS PI-KSE .343( 2.897) 
OUERALL TOTAL FRESSLIRE RRTIO=3.10SZ 
OUERALL TOTkL TEbFERRTUi?E RRTIO=1.4332 
OUER~ILL FlDIfXQTIC EFFICIENCY= .&7SO 
OUERQLL TEKBERflTURE RISE OF GfS F&&E= 224.686 
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APPENDIX 4 
PROGRAM SOURCE LIST 
C MAIN 
PROGRAM MAIN (INPLJT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPEG=OUTPUT) MfiIN 
c ++++++++t+t++CC++C+++++++++++t++++++++t+i.t++++i--~+t-~t+~-++++++++ MAIN 
C PROGRAM NASA-WISGSK MQIN 
CCi-C++++++t+t++tt+t+t+++ ++++++t+CtCt+++++f++++++++++t+++++tt~ it I +++++++++I-+ MAIN 
ABSTRACT: 
THIS PROGRAM CODE HAS BEEN PRODUCED FOR THE STUDY OF THE RXIAL FLOW 
COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE FOR THE GAS-WATER DROPLET MIXTURE FLOW. 
THE MIXTURE CONSIST5 OF TWO TYPES OF DROPLET SIZES AND THREE 
KINDS OF GASEOUS PHASES.THIS PROGRAM CODE IS WRITTEN ESPECIALLY 
FOR AIR+WFITER URPOR+METHANE+SMALL DROPLET+LARGE DROPLET. 
THIS FORTRAN COMPUTER CODE CQN PREDICT THE DESIGN AND OFF-DESIGN 
PERFORNRNCE OF QXIAL FLOW CONPRESSOR. STAGE AND OUERALL PERFORMANCE 
ARE OBTQINED BY A STAGE-BY-STAGE CALCULATION. 
t-itCi+-L-t+++-it+t++tttt+t~~~~+tt++ttt+t-~t+i--~i--~+-ittt+++++++++i-+++++++++t++ 
RRHLlB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
t++++9tl~t++tt++t+tSt++t+++ttt-~+i4t+.~ r-r r 
SRHUE(7) 9 SC(7) 9 SBLLlDE(7) 9 STAGES(7) 
’ ( J t-i+++ ~+++++++++++++++++++ 
REAL ND, NU, KA, M, MMffZS, MMASSl 
RERL NMRSSO 
SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(Gj t AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 
COMMON /PERDUE/ 
SIGUNS(7) , BETlSS(7) , BET2SS(7) , AINCSS(7) , ADEUSS(7) 


















































COMMON /UECTOR/ CPCO(61, TITLE(12)r RT2(12), RH2(12)r RT3(12), 
XRH3(12), PHIREF(121, PSIREF(121, ETAREF(121, PHIDES(l2,9,8), 
XPSIDES(12,9,8), ETfiDES(12,9,8), PHI(12,9,8), PSI(12.9,8), ETA(1239 
X,8), DPHIA(121, DPSIA(121, DETA(121, NSTAGE(12), PCTSPD(91, 
XBET2N(12,9), BLEED(12,9), TT(131, PT(1311 PR(12). TR(121, PRO(121, 
XTRO(121, ETAO(121, BET3MR(12,9), UZ2N(l2t9), UZ3M(12,9), AREA2(12) 
X, HREA3(12), RN2(12jt RN3(12), UT2(12), UT3f.121, UN2(12), UM3(12) 
X,BAT2NR(12,9),DPSIS(12,9),RSOLM(l2~. RK2N(12), CB2N(12). CB2NR( 
X12)9 CB3NR(12), RINCM(12)p RDFM(121, SK2N(12), SINCN(121, BET3N(12 
X,9), PHIFIX(l21, DPHIF(12),CPREF(12), GFlREF(12j,ETAINP(12) 










COMMON /SCALER/ RU, PI, G, AJ. RAD, RG, DCP, GJ, G2J, RPNRAD, NSTA 
X. NSPE, NPTS, PO, TO, DESRPN, DESFLO, UNITS 
X, CP, GAMMA, GMl, GFl, GF2, GF3, SPDPSI, SPDPHI, DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP 
Xt XfiRt XMET, XSTM 
Xt STAGEN, SPEEDN, CHAPTS. WTMOLE 





DIMENSION DDAUE(201, WWMASS(3),WTMASS(3) 
DIMENSION TMASS(3).GN4SS(3),XAIR(3),XMETAN(3)rXGAS(3),F~ISTL~6) 
DIMENSION XBLEED(6) 
DATA NSTAGE/1,2,3,4,5,6.7,8,9,10,11,12/, RU/1545.44/, PIi3.141592 



































































































C C MAIN 





























































NUMBER OF STAGE 
ROTOR INLET RUDIUS AT HUB FOR I-TH STAGE IN INCH 
ROTOR CHORD FOR I-TH STAGE IN INCH 
NUMBER OF ROTOR BLADE FOR I-TH STAGE 
ROTOR STAGER ANGLE FOR I-TH STAGE IN DEGREE. 
STATOR INLET RUDIUS AT HUB FOR I-TH STRGE IN INCH 
STATOR CHORD FOR I-TH STAGE IN INCH(I=NS+l,IGU) 
NUMBER OF STATOR BLRDE FOR I-TH STAGE (I=NS+l,IGU) 
SOLIDITY OF ROTOR FOR I-TH STAGE 
FRACTION OF DESIGN CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED FOR A PRRTICULAR 
SPEED 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT (MASS FRACTION) OF SMALL DROPLET 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT (MRSS FRACTION) OF DARGE DROPLET 
INDEX FOR CENTRIFUGQL CALCULATION (ICENT=l WHEN XDIN=O 
OTHERWISE ICENT=2) 
SANE AS ICENT 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE AT COMPRESSR INLET IN RANKIN 
WATER DROPLET TEMPERkTURE AT COMPRESSOR INLET IN RANKIN 
TOTAL PRESSURE AT COMPRESSOR INLET IN LB/FT**2 
INITIAL WATER DROPLET DIAMETER IN MICRON(SMALL DROLLET) 
INITIAL WATER DROPLET DIAMETER IN MICRON(LARGE DROPLET) 
ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED AT DESIGN SPEED IN RPM 
DESIGN UALUE FOR COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE 
IN RANKIN 
DESIGN UALUE FOR COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE 
IN LB/FT**2 
INITIAL METHANE CONTENT(MASS FRACTION) 
INITIAL RELATIUE HUNIDITY(PER CENT) 
MOLECOLAR WEIGHT OF AIR 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF WATER UAPOR 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF NETHQNE 
PERCENT OF WATER THAT REBOUND AFTER IMPINGEMENT 
MAX. DIAMETER FOR SMRLL DROPLET IN MICRON 
STATOR STAGER ANGLE FOR I-TH STAGE IN DEGREE 
GAP BETWEEN I TH STAGE ROTOR AND I-l TH STAGE STATOR 
IN INCH 
GAP BETWEEN I TH STAGE STATOR AND I-l TH STAGE ROTOR 
IN INCH 
QMOUNT OF BLEED AT I-TH STAGE OUTLET 
ROTOR INLET TIP RADIUS FOR I-TH STAGE IN INCH 
STATOR INLET TIP RADIUS FOR I-TH STAGE IN INCH 




RADIUS AT ROTOR INLET WHERE PERFORMANCE 
IS CARRIED OUT WHEN IRAD=l,IN INCH 
RADIUS AT ROTOR INLET WHERE PERFORMANCE 
IS CARRIED OUT WHEN IRAD=2,IN INCH 
RADIUS AT ROTOR INLET WHERE PERFORMANCE 




RADIUS AT ROTOR OUTLET WHERE PERFORMANCE CALCULATION 
IS CARRIED OUT WHEN IRAD=lrIN INCH 
RADIUS AT ROTOR OUTLET WHERE PERFORMANCE CALCULQTION 
IS CARRIED OUT WHEN IRAD=2,IN INCH 
RADIUS AT ROTOR OUTLET WHERE PERFORMANCE CALCULATION 
IS CARRIED OUT WHEN IRAD=3,IN INCH 
BLOCKAGE FACTOR FOR ROTOR 
BLOCKAGE FACTOR FOR STATOR 
BLADE METAL QNGLE AT ROTOR INLET FOR I-TH STAGE IN DEG 
BLADE METAL ANGLE AT ROTOR OUTLET FOR I-TH STAGE IN DEG 
BLADE METAL FlNGLE AT STnTOR INLET FOR I-TH STAGE IN DEG 
BLADE METAL ANGLE AT STATOR OUTLET FOR I-TH STAGE IN DEG 
DESIGN MASS FLOW RATE(LB/SEC) 
DESIGN TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO FOR I-TH STAGE ROTOR 












































































































C ETARD(I1 DESIGN ADIfZATIC EFFICIENCY FOR I-TH STAGE ROTOR 
C SAREA(I) STREnM TUBE F;REA AT I-TH STfiGE ROTOR INLET IN FT**2 
E SF;REAS(I> STREAM TUBE fiREn RT I-TH STAGE STATOR INLET IN FT**2 
CALCULATION 
C XBLEED(1) BLEED(MASS FRACTION) 
c <.A , t+i-it-it+C+fJrt+i-+t-ii.~it,~t,~.i,~~+.i,~i~-it,~t,- I tf++t+t+ttt-b-l-l--i+t+++t++++++++++ 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 


























































READ(5t126) XDIN, ICENT,XDDIN,IICENT 
FORMAT(F5.3v Il,F5.3~11) 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































IF(iRAD.EQ.3) UU2(I)=UHUB2(1) MAIN 
IF(IRAD.EQ.l) RADIl(I)=RT(I) MAIN 
IF(IRAD.EO.l) RADI2(I)=ST(I) MAIN 
IF(IRAD.EQ.2) RADIl(I)=RM(I) MAIN 
IF(IRAD.EQ.2) RADI2(I)=SM(I) MAIN 
IF(IRAD.EQ.3) RADIl(I)=RH(I) MAIN 
IF(IRRD.ECI.3) RfVlI2(I)=SH(I) MAIN 
151 CONTINUE MAIN 
c +++++++++b++++i-+++++ff++C3+++C+f3++++f+++~++i++++++++++~+++i++ MAIN 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC MAIN 
C C MAIN 
C PRINT OUT OF INPUT DATn MAIN 
C C MAIN 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC MAIN 
WRITE(691600) MAIN 
16130 FORflAT(lH1,5X,~an~aa~~~~**~~~~~*~*-~~~~***~*% INPUT DfJTQ I+Y++*cxx** MAIN 




















FORMAT(lHO,lX,#NS(NUMBER OF STAGE)=*, 12) 
IF(IUNIT.EG.l) WRITE(6,1601) 
FORMATIlH 9 1X, AJNIT=ENGLISH UNIT+!) 
IF(IUNIT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,1602) 




FORMAT( 1H 9 1X, =PERFORMANCE AT TIP21 
IF(IRf?D.ECl.2) WRITE(6,1605) 
FORMAT(lH .lX,$PERFGRMANCE QT MEAN;r) 
IF(IRAD.EB.3) WRITE(6,1606) 
































































































































































































IF(IAREA.EQu2) WRITE(6,1821) (SAREA(I),I=l,NS) 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,~SRREA(i)=r3X~6(FlO.7,1X)) 
IF(IAREA.EO.2) WRiTE(6,1&22) (Sf?REAS(I)lI=l,NS1l 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,~SAREAS~I~f,2X,7~FlO.7,1X)) 
18GO FORMAT~lHO,1X,~FNF(FR~CTION OF DESIGN CORRECTED SPEED>=s,F5.3> 
WRITE(691810) XDIN,XDDINPRHUMID~XCH~ 
1810 FORMAT(lHO,lX,~XDIN(INITIAL WATER CONTENT OF SMALL DROPLET)=#,F5.3 
S9/,2X9+XDDIN(INITIQL WATER CONTENT OF LARGE DROPLET)=#,F5.3,/, 
52::~ gRHUMID( INITIfJL RELQTIUE HUMIDITY )=f, F6.2,1X, #PER CENT#, /, 
B2XpgXCH4(INITIAL METHANE CONTENT)=g,F5.3) 
WRITE(6,1820) TOG, TOW, PO 
1820 FORMAT(lHO,lX,~TOG(COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL TEMPRATURE OF GAS)=*, 
6F7.2./,2X,sTOW(COMPRESSOR INLET TEMPERATURE OF DROPLRET)=#,F7.2,/, 
$2X9sPO(COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE)=g,F7.2) 
WRITE(6,1830) DIN,DDIN 
1830 FORMAT(lHOs 1X, *DIN( INITIIL DROPLET DInMETER OF SMALL DROPLET)=*, 



















































































































































1870 FORMAT(1HO,1X,#COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE=#,F7.2slX,#LB/FT++2 
$2) 
WRITE(6,1880) PREB 
1880 FORMAT(lHO,lX,~PREB(PERCENT OF WATER THAT REBOUND AFTER IMPINGE 
GMENT)=#rFS.lrlX,fPERCENTf) 
WRITE(6,1900) FN 
1900 FORMAT( lH0, 1X, *ROTOR SPEED=#, F7.1,1X, #RPM*) 
WRITE(6,1910) CRPM,FNFN 
1910 FORMAT(lHO,lX,#CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED= #,F7.1,1X,#RPM+,*C+,2X,F5.1, 










: ROTER SPEED AND RADIUS E 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 



































IF(FAi.GT.1.0) GO TO 398 



























































































TB(1) = WICEPT(TG(l), P(1)) 
























FIPMS = XR 5 MMASS 
wi’iOSS( I)=XW( I)‘;-MMFISS 
WWMnSS(l)=XWW(1)“MMASS 
wTMASS(i)=XWT( 1)sMMASS 







GMO=GMASS ( 1) 
WMO=WMASS(1) 
wwrio=wwmss(l) 







































































































































































k IGU E 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C IGU IMPINGEMENT 
CALL WICISS(S~RADIl(1)~ XW(1) , XG , RHOG~l~.O.O,UZ,WWlrWW2rUW~ 
AMIMPS=WW 
AMWAKS = ANINPS * (l.O-PREB) 
AHREBS=fVlINPS*PREB 
C++f++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i++++++~+++~++++~~++++++++++++~++ 






IF(XDIN.GT.O.O.OR.XDDIN.GT.O.O~ GO TO 628 
GO TO 629 
628 CALL WICWAK(RHOG(1),UZ,DWAKE,DWAKEM) 
629 CONTINUE 
c +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-I-++ i++++-+++++++++++++++++++++ 
C IGU OUTLET 
WMASS(3) = WNASS(1) 

















WNASS(3) = WMASS(1) 
WWMASS(3)=WWMASS(l) 
UMASS(3) = UMASS(1) 
WS(3) = US(l) 
TDEW(3)=TDEW(l) 
RHOA(3) = RHOA 
RHOM(3) = RHOM(1) 
RHOG(3) = RHOG(1) 
TG(3) = TG(1) 
TW(3) = TW(1) 
TWW(3)=TWW(l) 
P(3) = P(l) 
TB(3) = TB(l:, 
XU(2)=0.0 










































































































































WMASS(2) = 0.0 
wWMASS(2)=0.0 
UMASS(2) = 0.0 
WS(2) = 0.0 
RHOA(2)=0.0 





P(2) = 0.0 









IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,300) ISTAGE 
FORMAT(lHO,5X,fIST~GE=~,Il,2X,#~IGU~#) 
IF(IPRINT.EB.2) WRITE(6,301) PRRTIO,TRATIO,EFF 
FORMAT(lH0,5X,3(F12,5,5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.EB.2) WRITE(6,302) FAI, UZ, XA 
FORMAT(lH0,5X,3(F12.5,5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,303) MMASS, AMASS, ANIMPS, ANREBS, ANWAKS, 
lAMIMPR, AMREBR, AMKAKR 
303 FORMAT(1HO.5X,8(F12.5,2X)) 

















IF(IPRINT.ECI.~) WRITE(6,305) XU(l), XU(21, XU(3) 
FORMAT(1HO,5X,~XU=~,3(F2O~lO,5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.EiJ.2) WRITE(6,306) XW(l)r XW(2) 9 XW(3) 
FORMAT(1HO,5X,~XW==,3(F20.10,5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,307) WMASS(l), WMASS(2) , WMRSS(3) 
FORMAT(1HO,5X,fWMASS=f13(F20.10,5X~) 
IF(IPRINT.E~.2) WRiTE(6,308) UMASS(1) , UMASS(2) , UMRSS(3) 
FORMRT(1HO,5X,AY’lASS=~,3~F2O.lO~5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,309) US(l) 9 USC21 9 USC31 
FORMRT(~HOP~X,~WS=~~~(F~O.~O,~X)) 
IF(IPRINT.E~.2) WRiTE(6,310) RHOn(l) , RHOA(2) , RHOA(3) 
FORMAT(1HO,5X,~RHOf7==,3(F20.10s5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.E0.2) WRITEC6,311) RHOM(l)v RHOM(21rRHONC3) 
FORMAT(1HO,5X,~RHOM=~,3~F2O.lO~5X)) 
iF(IPRINT.EB.2) WRITE(61312) RHOG(l),RHOG(2),RHOG(3) 
FORMAT(1HO,5X,~Rt~OG==~3(F20.10~5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.EO.2) WRiTE(6,313) TG(l),TG(2),TG(3) 
FORMAT~1HO,5X,~TG=~,3(F20.10,5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.E0.2) WRITE(6s314) TW(l),TW(2).TW(3) 
FORMAT(lHO~5X,=TW=~,3(F20.1095X)) 
IF(IPRiNT.E~.2) WRiTE(69315) P(l),P(2),P(3) 
FORMAT(1HOe5X,~P=~s3(F2O.lO,5X)~ 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6s316) TB(l),TB(2),TB(3) 
FORMAT~1H0,5X.~TB=#,3(F20.10,5X)) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,321) TDEW(l),TDEW(2),TDEW(3) 
c +-~+++i-++-i-+++Sfi--l-+-i9+CJrSf+Ct~ ++++++++i-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 












































































































































































C ++++fii-++~+-i-i+9+9+9++i-~+~+++~~~~~~i-~ C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C C 








IF(IPRINT.EKl.2) WRITE(6e8000) JPERFN 
8000 FORMAT( 1H0, s STAGE PERFORMANCE CALCULATION (JPERFM==,I2,* )#) 
IF(JPERFIl.EO.2) GO TO 1301 
iF(JPEEFrl.E0.3) GO TO 1302 
1301 CALL CSOUPT(FhIO, ISTQGE, MM&%, ALFRlr BETA19 BETA29 UZ, ALFA2, ALFA3, 
XDELTGPGELTW,W~,W~~U~,U~) 
GO TO 1303 





LFIU2.LT.0.0.0R.UZ.GT.1000~0) WRiTE(6,1304) UZ 
1304 FORMAT( ll-IO, 1)’ ,, $AXIAL UELOCITY IS TOO HiGH OR TOO LOUAsUZ=s, 
SF1 0.5) 




: ROTOR IMPINGEMENT E 
C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C ROTOR IMPINGEMENT (SMGLL DROPLET) 
IF(IPRINT.EB.2) WRITE(698010) 







Ai~i~cE~=ArlZMFR~PEEB~100 o 0 
~riWRla?=f?lIM?r?~( 1. C-PRSE/lOO.O) 











































































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,609) ANINPR,AMREBR,ANWAKR,AMNOIR~ 
$XWNOIR,XWREBR,XWWAKR 
609 FORMATClH ,7(F12.5,1X)) 
c ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~u 
C ROTOR IMPINGEMENT~LARGE DROPLET) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,8020) 














IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,6090) BNIMPR,BNREBR,BMWAKRIBMNOIR~XWWNOR~ 
JXWWRER, XWWWAR 
6090 FORMAT(lH ,7(F12.5,1X)) 
c u+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 









IF(AMWAKR.GT.O.0) GO TO 630 
630 
631 














IF(BNWAKR.GT.O.0) GO TO 6310 
B~,DAUE~1~,D1,D2,D3,DLIMIT,AMSLL,AMLGE,DSLL,DLGE~ 










IF(BMWAKR.GT.O.0) GO TO 6312 























































































































































































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,614) UZ,ALFA,Dl,D2,D3,WWMfiSS(2)s 
BWMASS(2)rUMASS(2)rXW(2)1XU(2) 
614 FORNAT(lH rlO(F12.5rlX)) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6r615)WS(2),DAUE(N),DDAUE(N)1RHON(2~~RHO~ 
3(2),RHOM(2),RHOG(2) 




C CENTRIFUGAL ACTION IN ROTOR E 
C 
~ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C CENTRIFUGAL EFFECT IN ROTOR(SMALL DROPLET) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,8040) 





































































































































































c CENTRIFUGAL EFFECT IN ROTOR(LARGE DROPLET) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,8050) 
8050 FORMfiTClHO,# CENTRIFUGAL ACTION IN ROTOR (LRRGE DROPLET)#) 
DELtlAS=O.O 
DELNWW=O.O 














































C STATOR IMPINGEMENT E 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 
C STATOR IMPINGEMENT(SMALL DROPLET) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,8060) 





















































































































































617 FORMATIlH r8(F12.5,1X)) 
c ++++++++++++++++9+++++++++++++++++++++++++++u+++++++++++++++++++u++ 
C STATOR IMPINGEMENT(LARGE DROPLET) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(698070) 








IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6.6617) XWW(2),XA,RHOA(2),UZ,WW~BHIMPS,BM 
BREBS, BMLlRKS 




C STATOR WAKE 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) MRITE(6r8080) 




IF(AMWAKS.GT.O.0) GO TO 632 
GO TO 633 








IF(BMWAKS.GT.O.0) GO TO 6330 
GO TO 6331 










IF(BMWAKS.GT.O.0) GO TO 6332 
























































































































































































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,615) RHOA(2),UZ,f?LFR,Dl,D2,WWMnSS(3) 
G,WMASS(3),UMf%S(3),XW(3),XU(3) 
619 FORMAT(lH ,lO(Fl2.5,lX)) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,620) DfAJE(N),TG(3),TW(3) 
620 FORMAT(lH ,3(Fl2.5,lX)) 
IF(WMASS(2).GT.O.O.AND.WWMASS(2).GT.O.O) GO TO 951 
IF(WMASS(2).GT.O.O) GO TO 551 



















GO TO 950 
951 CONTINUE 
c +++++++-.++++++++-i-++++++++++++i++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 




GO TO 708 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,8050) 
8050 FORMAT(lHO,s CENTRIFUGQL RCTION IN STATORz) 





RI-IOGAS=RHOG (2 1 
RliUB=SRMUB( ISTAGE 1 





































































































































































C HEAT TRANSFER 
P 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 




FORHAT(lHO,# HEAT TRANSFERS) 
DELTGH=O.O 
DELTWH=O.O 
IF(DAUE(N-2).GT.O.O.AND.DAVE(N).GT.O.O) GO TO 8121 








$9 DELZ( ISTAGE) 9 UZ, WMASSl, UMLlSSl, AMASS, CHMASS, CPG, CPW, DELTGH 








IF(DDAUE(N-2).GT.O.O.AND.DDAUE(N).GT.O.O) GO TO 8123 











$9 DELZ( ISTaGE), UZ, WM%Sl, UMASSl, AMASS, CHHASSt CPG, CPCJ, DELTGH 







iF(IPRINT.Ecl.2) WRITE(6,627) DELTG2,DELTW2,DELTG3.DELTU3,TG(3)r 
STW(3),TWW(S),TRATIO 


























































































































































Il=(DAUE(N-2).GT.O.O.nND.DAUECN).GT.O.O) GO TO 636 
GO TO 637 
636 CFiLL WICMAS(WS(l),TW(l),TW(3)9P(1),P(3)1TG(1)~TG~3~~DZ~PWBl~PWB2 
SPPW~,PW~,UZ,D~UEN~PD~UEN~~W~~UH~SS(~),UM~SS~,WM~SS(~),WM~SS~, 
EDMDTAUv AMASS, WE 1 
637 DMDTAl=DMDTAU 
IF(DMDTOl.LT.O.0) DHDTAl=O.O 
DfiUEN2=CBRUE ( N-2 1 
DAUEN=DDAUE(N) 
DZ=DELZ ( IS’TQGE 1 
RE=O 0 0 
DKDTAU=O.O 
IF(DDAUE(N-l).GT.O.O.ANQ.DDAUE(N).GT.O.O1 RE=REAUE 
IF(DDAUE(N-2).GT.O.O.RND.DDnUE(N).GT.O.O~ GO TO 6360 
GO TO 6370 
6360 CnLL W%CM~S~WS~l~,TWW~l~sTWW~3~,P~l~~P~3~,TG~l~,TG~3~,DZ~PWBl~PWB2 
S,FW1~PW2eUZ,DAUEN2eD~UEN~KW2,U~lASS~l~,UMASS2~WWMASS~l~~WHASS2, 











I~i*lnSS=~M~S~-;CI-;MASS+UM~SS( 3 1 +WTMRSS (3 1 
Timss ( 3 1 =Milffrss 
GI’i:ISS(3)=TMASS(3)-WTMASS(3) 
X11( 3 1 =wilass (3 )4lHASS 
XWW~3~=~WM~SS~3~/Mi7ASS 






















IF(IPRINT.E0.2) WRITE(6,624) WWMASS(~),XWW(~),DDIVJE(N),WMQSS(~~, 
BUMASS(3),XW(3),XU(3),WS(3),DAUEo 








































































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,625b RHOA($),RHOM(3),RHOG(3),DMDTA11DMD 
$TA~,PW~,TW(~)VTG(~) 










; OUTPUT(STAGE PERFORMANCE) 
C 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 
WRITE(6,400) FAIO, ISTAGE 
400 FORHAT(lHl,lX,#**r*+*************** #,1X, 








402 FORHAT(lHO,SX,#STAGE PERFORMANCE AFTER INTER-STAGE ADJUSTMENTz, 
B#(JPERFH=#, Il,#)#) 
WRITE(6s401) PRATIO,TRATIOtETAACISTAGE) 
401 FORMAT(lHO,SX,#STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO=#.Fl2.5,/, 
36X.zSTAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO=f,F12.5,/, 
36X,&TAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY=#,Fl2.5) 
WRITE(6,4025) 




















FORHATClH ,33Xl#(BEFORE INTER-#,GX,#(AFTER INTER-#) 
WRITE(6,4027) 
FORMAT(lH *34X,#STAGE ADJUST-#,7X,#STAGE ADJUST-#) 
WRITE(6,4028) 
FORMAT(lH ,34X,fMENT)f,lSX,#MENT)#1 
WRITE(6,405) XU(l), XU(l), XU(3) 
FORMAT(lH rSX,#XU=#,3(Fl5.5,5X)) 












WRITE(6,407) WMASS(l)r WMASS(1) , WMASS(3) 
FORMAT(lH ,5X,#WMASS=#,3(FlS.S,5X)> 
WRITE(6,4070) WWMASS(l),WWHASS(l),WWHQSS(3) 





WRITE(6,4073) CHMASS,CHMASS, CHMASS 
FORHFIT(lH .SX,#CHMASS=$,3(FlS.S,SX)) 
























































































WRITE(6,409) WS(1) , WS(1) , WS(3) 
FORMAT(lH ,5X,#WS=#,3(F15.5,5X)) 
WRITE(6,410) RHOA(1) , RHOA(2) 9 RHOA(3) 
FORMAT(iH ,5X,#RHOA=#,3(F15.5,5X)) 







































C C MAIN 
C BOILING MAIN 






GO TO 450 
IF(XDIN.GT.O.0) GO TO 460 
GO TO 450 
















































454 FORMAT(1H0,10(F10.5,2X)) MAIN 
450 CONTINUE MAIN 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ MAIN 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC MAIN 
C C MAIN 
C BLEED MAIN 
C C MAIN 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC MAIN 
IF(XBLEED(ISTAGE).GT.O.O) GO TO 456 MAIN 
GO TO 455 MAIN 































































































IF(ISTAGE.EQ.NS) GO TO 902 
























421 FORMAT(lHl,f*-x+******* OUERALL PERFORMANCE *********#) 
WRITE(6,4220) FAIO 
4220 FORMAT(lHO~lX,~INITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT=#,F5.2) 
WRITE(6,423) CRPM,FNF 
423 FORMAT( lH0, lXt#CORRECTED SPEED=*rF7.1v5X,F5.3vlX, 
S#FRACTION OF DEIGN CORRECTED SPEED*) 
WRITE(6~424)XDIN~XDDIN,XWTO,RHUMID,XCH4IN 
424 FORMAT(1HO,1X,#INITIAL WATER CONTENT(SMALL DROPLET)=#,F5.3v/r 
$2X,#INITIAL WATER CONTENTCLARGE DROPLET)=#gF5.3,/. 
32X,#INITIAL WATER CONTENT(TOTAL)=#,F5.3,/, 
32X,#INITIAL RELATIUE HUMIDITY=f.FS.l,lX,*PER CENT#,/t 
32X,#INITIRL METHANE CONTENT=#gF5.3) 
WRITE(6,425) TOG 
425 FORMAT(1HO~1X,#COMPRESSOR INLET TOTFlL TEMPERATURE=#sF8.2) 
WRITE(6,426) PO 




427 FORMAT(lHO,lX,#CORRECTED MFlSS FLOW RATE OF MIXTURE=*,F6.3, 
$#(#,F6.3,#)#) 
WRITE(6,428) CMASS2,C2MASS 
428 FORMAT(lHO~lX,#CORRECTED MASS FLOW RATE OF GAS PHASE gpF6.3, 
Bf(f,F6.3,2)#) 
WRITE(6,429) OUALPR 




















































































































































GO TO 901 
998 STOP 
END 
TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO=#,F6.4) 
ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY=#,F6.4) 



















BDELUU2, DELUL2, AKl. AK2, AK31 




























































RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7) , SBLADE(7) , STAGES(7) 
SIGUMR(6) 9 BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 



























ALFAlR = ALFAl * PA1 / 180.0 
El 
= UZ / COS ( ALFAlR 1 
= uz * TAN ( ALFAlR 1 
WSl = U(ISTAGE)- US1 
T = WSl / UZ 
BETAlR = ATAN ( T) 
BETA1 = BETA~R * 180.0 / PRI 
TT = UZ **2 + US1 442 
Wl = SQRT ( TT 1 















































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,6090) BMIHPR,BMREBR~BMWAKRIBMNOIR,XUWNOIR~XWWNOR~ 
P;XWWRER, XWWWAR 








BBETA2, CDF. OMEGRF 1 
OMEGA~=OMEG~IF 
DELP2=OMEGA2*0.5+RHOG(l~~GC*~Wl**2) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,6091> OMEGA2,DELP2 














































































































































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6r6092) OMEGQ3rDELP3 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,#OMEGA3=#,2F10.5) 
REAUEl=REAUE 




US2 = UZ * TAN ( BETA2R 1 
us2 = UU2(ISTAGE) - WS2 
TTT=US2/UZ 
;b;;$R = ATAN ( TTT 1 
= ALFA2R * 180.0 / PA1 
TTTT = UZ ** 2 + WS2 ** 2 
w2 = SQRT ( TTTT 1 
TTTTT = UZ ** 2 + US2 ** 2 
































IF(JJ.EQ.2) GO TO 201 























































































IF(UZ.LT.O.O.OR.UZ.GT.ASPEED) GO TO 999 




IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,203) JJ,UZ 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,I1,2X,#UZ2=#,F10.5) 
JJ=JJ+l 
IF(UZ.LT.O.O.OR.UZ.GT.ASPEED) GO TO 999 
GO TO 200 






IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,204) JJ,UZ 
FORMAT(1HO,1X,I1,2X,#UZ2=#,FlO.5) 
JJ=JJ+l 
IF(UZ.LT.O.O.OR.U.Z.GT.ASPEED) GO TO 999 
IF(JJ.EQ.20) GO TO 999 
GO TO 200 
uz2cL=uzm 
IF(JJJ.EQ.2) GO TO 2010 








IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,2030) JJJIUZ 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,I2,#U222=Z,F10.5) 
JJJ=JJJ+l 
GO TO 2000 






IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,2040) JJJ.UZ 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,I2,#U222=#,F10.5) 
JJJ=JJJ+l 
IF(JJJ.EQ.20) GO TO 3000 






































































































IFCIPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,3003) OMEGA4rDELP4 








6616 FORMAT(lH ,lX,#IMPINS#) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6.6617) XWW~2)~XA,RHOG(2)~UZ~WW~BMIMPSIBM 
BREBS, BMWAKS 








BBETA2, CDF, OMEGAF) 
OMEGA5=OMEGAF 
DELP5=OMEGA5*0.5*RHOG(21/GC*(U2**2) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,6618) OMEGA5rDELP5 






IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) lJRITE(6,6619) OMEGAGpDELP6 



















IF(JJJJ.EQ.2) GO TO 3010 






















































































































































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITEC6,3030) JJJJIUZ 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,I2.2X~#U233=f~F10.5~ 
JJJJ=JJJJ+l 
GO TO 3001 






IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE16,3040) JJJJeUZ 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,I2rAJ233=#,F10.5) 
JJJJ=JJJJ+l 
IF(JJJJ.EQ.20) GO TO 4000 
GO TO 3001 
TRATIO=TG(3)/TG(l) 
CALL WICPRP~XA,XU~3~,XCH4,TG~3~,RMIXICPMIX,GAMM~~Gl~G2,G3~ 
G4=1.O/G1 -. -__ -- 
ETAA(ISTAGE)=(PRATIO9wG4-l.O)/(TRATIO-1.O~ 
WRITE(6,404) FAIO, ISTAGE 
FORMAT(lHl,lX,~~.nn~r**~*~********* $9 1x9 
BZINITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT-~.1X,F5.3,1X,2(STAGE=~~I2~lX, 
5~)~,2X,~~~*a~*~nns~~******~~~) 
WRITE(6,401) PRATIO.TRATIO,ETAA(ISTAGE) 
401 FORMAT(lH0,5X,fz?iTAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO=#sF12.5,/r 
56X,gSTAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO=g,F12.5s/, 
86X,#STfiGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY=g,F12.5) 
WRITE(6.402) FAi1.U21,UTIPG(ISTAGE) 
402 FORMAT( lHO,5X, #STF;GE FLOW COEFFICIENT=#, F5.3,/, 
$6X, #AXIAL UELOCITY=#, F7.2,/, 
86X1 #ROTOR SPEED=ss F7.2, /) 
WRITE(6,403) PR13, PR131, PRREL,PR23 
403 FORMAT( 1H 9 5X, $STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO(ACTUAL)=#.F12.5,/, 
56X,zSTAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO(IDEAL)=Z.F12.5,/, 
56X, *LOSS FACTOR IN ROTOR=*, F12.5~1, 
56X,#LOSS FACTOR IN STATOR=#. F’2.5, /) 
WRITE(6,405) 
405 FORMAT(1H0,24X,2~ROTOR INLET* *ROTOR OUTLET* *STATOR OUTLET**) 
WRITE(6.406) P(l).P(2),P(3) 
406 FORMAT(lH ,lX,gTOT$AL PRESSURE*,~OXI~(F~O.~,~X)) 
WRITE(6.407) PSl,PS2,PS3 
407 FORMAT(lH ,1X,+STATIC PRESSUREfp9Xv3(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,408) TG(l).TG(2),TG(3) 
408 FORMAT(lH ,lX,tiTOTfiL TEMPERATURE(GAS)=r3X13(F10.415X)) 
WRITE(69409) TSl, TS2rTS3 
409 FORMAT(lH ,lX,KfiTATIC TEMPERATURE(GAS)s,lX,3(FlO.4~5X)) 
WRITE(6.410) RHOG(l),RHOG2rRHOG3 
410 FORMAT(lH slX,&TATIC DENSITY(GAS)~rSX,3CFlO.4~5X)) 
WRITE(6,411) RHOM(1).RHOM2,RHOM3 



























































































FORMAT(lH ,lX,#ABSOLUTE UELOCITYf,7X,3(F10.4r5X)) 
WRITE(6,414) Wl,W2 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,#RELATIUE UELOCITY#,7X.2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITEI6,415) U(ISTAGE).UU2(ISTAGE),U(ISTAGE+L) 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,fBLADE SPEED$,13X,3(F10.4s5X>) 
WRITE(6,416) USl,US2 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,#TANG. COMP. OF ABS. UEL.sr2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,417) WSl, WS2 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,*TRNG. COMP. OF REL. UEL.#,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,418) ASPEDl,ASPED2,ASPED3 
FORMAT(lH , lX.#ACOUSTIC SPEED+9 lOX,3(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,4191 AMAClrAMAC2,AMAC3 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,#RBSOLUTE MACH NUMBER#.4X,3(F10.4~5X)) 
WRITE(6r420) AMACHl,AMACH2 




FORMAT(lH ,lX,fFLOW AREA#,15X,3(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,423) ALFAi,ALFA2,ALFA3 
FORMAT(lHO,lX,i%BSOLUTE FLOW ANGLE$,5X,3(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,424) BETAlsBETA2 









C SUBROUTINE WICMAC E 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
SUBROUTINE WiCMACl ISTAGE, AMASSM. TOlG, PRES, M, UZ, Ct XWl, ALFA, 
REAL II 9 MA19 MC19 MA2, MC2, MANEW, MCNEW 


















RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) t STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7) , SBLADE(7) , STAGES(7) 
SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) 9 ADEUSR(6) 





















































































































































































IF(J.LT.50) GO TO 300 
WRITE(6,403) ISTAGE 
FORMfiT(lHO,#MZ DOES NOT CONUERGE AT STAGE=#,Il) 











FUNCTION WICASD ( XW , RHOG , CG 1 
RHOW=62.2567 
CW = 4956.04 
SIGUMA = ( XW * RHOG 1 / ( RHOW - XW * ( RHOW - RHOG 1) 
Al = ( l.O-SIGUMA 1 * RHOG + SIGUMA * RHOW 
A2 = ( l.O- SIGUMA 1 / I RHOG * CG* CG 1 
A3 = SIGUMA e’ ( RHOW * CW* CW) 
A4 = Al * ( A2 + A31 

















































































































IF(N.GT.50) GO TO 13 
GO TO 12 
BET2N=X2 
GO TO 15 
WRITE(6,201) 

























































































































: FUNCTION WICMTK 
C WICMTK 
C WICMTK 
C C WICMTK 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC WICMTK 
FUNCTION WICMTK(SITACS,AMACHl,DELDEQ,fiK2) WICMTK 
10 
11 


































lWW1 , ww2 , ww 1 
REAL LWC 














RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7> , SBLADE(7’) , STAGES(7) 
SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 































































PA1 = 3.1415926 
B1 = 1.0 
B2R = ( 30.0 - BETA1 + STRGER ( N 1) * PFlI / 180.0 
B2 =,COS ( B2R 1 
LWC=XWl/XG*RHOGl 
DSl=O.O7=RC(N) 
BETAlR = BETr?l* PAL / 180.0 






WWl = LWC -x Wl * Bl * Al 
WW2 = LWC * Wl * B2 * A2 









lWW1 3 ww2 , ww 1 
REF;L LWC 















RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7) , SBLADE(7) s STAGES(7) 
SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 








N = ISTAGE 



























































































WW1 = LWC -2 IJ1 % Bl Q fll 
WW2 = LWC B U2 4 B2 * A2 






C SUBROUTINE WICISS E 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 




. COMMON /PERDUE/ JPERFM,RHOG(3)~RERUP1RERLOW,RESUP,RESUP,RESLOW 
OHEGS(7I,OMEGR(6),GGPR(6),GfiPS(6) 
PREB,RRTIPIE),SRTIP(8),~~~1,~~~2,~~~3,S~RE~(6j,S~RE~S(7) 
RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(61 , STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7) , SELADE(7') , STAGES(7) 
SiGUMR(6~ , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 


















Y ,, BETlllR(6),BE'T2MR(6)~BETlMS(7),BET2MS(7),RADI1(6).RADI2(6) 

























































X9 RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
x, SRHUB(7) , SC(7) , SELADE(7) , STAGES(7) 
X, SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 
XI SIGUHS(7) , BETlSS(7) , BET2SS(71 , AINCSS(7) 9 ADEUSS(7) 
Xt UTIPG(6).UTIP~6),UTIPDCG),UOUCG)rUME~N~6~,UHUB~6~,U~6~,F~I 
x9 AREA(G).AREAS(7).UU2(G),UTIP2(6)rUMEAN2(6),UHUB2(6),IPRINT 






































































































































: SUBROUTINE WICWAK E 
UISCOF=1.20E-3 
SIGUHA = 4.6534E-3 
GC = 32.174 
WE=21.0 


















: SUBROUTINE WICHET E 
~cccccccccccccccccccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SUBROUTINE WICHET(TGl,TG3,TWl,TW3rDAUEN2,DAUEN2,DrVJEN, 














































































REAL ND . KA , NU , HHFlSS,NU 
DELTGH=O.O 
DELTWH=O.O 
IF(WHASSl.LT.l.OE-6) GO TO 
PA1 = 3.1415927 
DAUEAU=(DAUEN2+DAUEN)/2.0*1 
IF(DAUEAU.LT.l.OE-6) GO TO 
RHOW = 62.54 
11 
.$E-6r3.2802 
ND = WMASSl / ( RHOW * 4.0 / 3.0 * PA1 * ( DAUEAU / 2.0 1 ** 3) 
KA = 0.015 / 3600.0 
PR=0.7 
NU=2.0+0.6*SQRT(RE)*PR**O.33 
HCONUE = KA 1 DRUEAU * NU 
J=l 
10 DELT=((TGl-TWl)+CTG3-TW311i2.0 









IF(J.EQ.21 GO TO 10 
EROR=RBS(DELHET(J-l)-DELHETCJ-2)) 
EPS=O.OOOl 
IF(J.GT.50) GO TO 11 





: SUBROUTINE WICHAS E 
~ccccccccccccccccccc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SUBROUTINE WICMAS( HWl , TWl , TW2 . PPl , PP2 9 TGl 9 TG2 9 DZ 9 
1 PUB1 , PUB2 , PWl , PW2 , UZ , DDAUEl , DDAUE2 , HW2 9 UMASSl , 
1 UMASS2 , WMASSl , WMASS2 , DMDTAU , AMASS 9 RE) 
PUB1 = WICPWB(TWl)*l44.0 
PUB2 = WICPWB( TW2 )*144.0 
PWl = ( HWl * PPl 1 / ( HWl + 0.6219 1 
DHDTl = WICMTR( TGl , TWl , PPl , DDFlUEl , UZ 9 DZ 9 WMASSl 9 
1PWl rRE) 
PW2ASl = PWl 
DMDT2 = WICMTR( TG 2 , TW 2 , PP2 , DDAUE2 9 UZ 9 DZ 9 WMASSl 9 
lPW2ASl 9 RE) 
DMDTAU = ( DMDTl + DMDT2 1 / 2.0 
UMASS2 = UMASSl + DHDTAU 
WMASS2 = WMASSl - DHDTAU 
HW2=UMASS2/AMASS 
PW2CLl = ( HW2 * PP2 1 / ( HW2 + 0.6219 1 
PW2AS2 = PWl * 1.05 
DMDT2 = WICMTR( TG2 , TW2 , PP2 , DDAUEE , UZ 9 DZ 9 WMASS2 9 
lPW2AS2 , RE) 
1 / 2.0 
( HW2 + 0.6219 1 
, PW2CLl 9 PW2AS2 9 PW2CL2 1 
DMDTAU = ( DMDTl + DMDT2 
UHASS2 = UMASSl + DMDTAU 
WHASS2 = WMASSl - DMDTAU 
HW2 = UMASS2 / AMASS 
PW2CL2 = ( HW2 * PP2 1 / 
2 PW2ASN = WICNEW ( PW2ASl 
PW2ASl = PW2AS2 
PW2CLl = PW2CL2 
PW2AS2 = PW2ASN 
DMDT2 = WICMTR( TG2 , TW2 , PP2 , DDAUE2 , UZ , DZ 9 WHASS2 9 PW 
12AS2 ,RE) 
DMDTAU = ( DMDTl + DMDT2 1 / 2.0 
UHASS2 = UMASSl + DHDTAU 








































































HW2 = UHASS2 / AMASS 
PW2CL2 = ( HW2 * PP2 1 1 ( HW2 + 0.6219 1 
ERROR = ABS ( PW2AS2 - PW2CL2 > 
EPS = 0.01 
IF ( ERROR . GT . EPS 1 GO TO 2 






C FUNCTION WICHTR : 
FUNCTION WICMTR(TTG,TTW,PPP.DRUE,UZ,DZ,MMASSIPW,RE~ 
REAL KG , ND 9 MMASS 
IF(DAUE.LT.l.OE-6) WICHTR=O.O 
IF(DAUE.LT.l.OE-6) GO TO 10 
DD=DAUE*l.OE-6*3.2802 
T = ( TTG + TTW 1 / 2.0 
PA1 = 3.1415926 
RHOW = 62.2567 
RR = DD / 2.0 
TT = T * 5.0 / 9.0 




KG = DU / DD * SH 
HU=1115.3279-0.6840909*(TTW-460.01 
PWBB=PW+29.0/18.0*0.45/HUrPPP*(TTG-TTW) 
R = 85.78 
ND = MMASS / ( RHOW * 4.0 / 3.0 * PA1 * RR ** 3 > 
WICHTR = KG * 4.0 * PA1 * RR ** 2 * ( PWBB / TTW - PW / TTG > / R 















IF(TSTAGC.LT.100.0) GO TD 40 
IF(TSTAGC.GE.100.O.AND.TSTAGC.LT.2OO.O~ GO TO 41 
A=5.45142 
B=2010.8 
GO TO 42 
A=5.9778 
B=2224.4 







































































c +++t+t++tttt++tt++++++t+t+t++++t++ut+tttttut+t+tt+uttt+ttt++t+ WICNEW 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC WICNEW 
C C UICNEW 
C FUNCTION WICNEW C WICNEW 
C C WICNEW 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC WICNEW 

















IF(TSTAGC.LT.100.0) GO TO 20 
IF(TSTAGC.GE.100.O.AND.TSTAGC.LT.2OO.O) GO TO 21 
A=5.45142 
B=2010.8 
GO TO 22 
20 A=5.9778 
B=2224.4 















IF(TSTAGC.LT.100.0) GO TO 40 






GO TO 42 
A=5.9778 
B=2224.4 



















































































C SUBROUTINE UICCEN C WICCEN 
209 
SUBROUTINE WiCCEN(RZER0, UZERO. DD, UZt DELZZ, ALFAAU, FN, IRS, RHOGAS, 
~RHUBP R2,U2,ITIP,UZTIME, XG,XA, XUU, XCH4,RTIPIN) 
C iRS=l: STnTClR 




IF(DD.LT.l.OE-6) GO TO 12 











































IF(TIME.GT.ENDTIM) GO TO 12 
IF(JJJ.EQ.JJ) GO TO 12 










BRSTAUE, RTIP, DMIN, DMOUT, AMASW2, DELMAS) 
C AHASWl:HASS FLOW RATE OF WATER IN A STREAM TUBE IN INTEREST 
C AHASWT:TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE OF WATER WHICH ENTER THE COMPRESSOR 
: 










































































































IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(Gr200) AHASW2,AHASWlrDHIN,DHOUT,DHCENT, 






: SUBROUTINE UICDHL E 
C I- ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 









AHASWl:MASS FLOW RATE OF WATER IN A STREF\H TUBE IN INTEREST 
AHASWT:TOTAL MASS FLOU RATE OF WATER WHICH ENTER THE COMPRESSOR 













IF(Rl.GT.RSTl) GO TO 110 
DMIN=DMCENT 
DMOUT=DHCENT 










































































































































































































C SUBROUTINE WICSIZ E 
~ccccccccccccccccccc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SUBROUTINE WICSIZ~WHASSL,WMASSS,AMINGl,~MING2~~MING3~DL~DS~Dl~D2, 










IF(D2.GT.DLIMIT) AHL=AML+AHING2 w1cs1z 






IF(ERROR.LT.l.OE-6) GO TO 100 







































































: SUBROUTINE WICPRP E 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
SUBROUTINE WICPRP(XAIR,XH20,XCH4,TtRMIX, CPMIX,GAMMAv GlpG2sG3) 
CT INR 
C CPMIX IN BTLVLBM-R 



















































































































































































: SUBROUTINE WICGSL : 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 
SUBROUTINE WICGSL~OMEGAS,SIGUMA.BET1S,BETlS,BET2S,~INCIS~~DEUIS~~M~CHl, 





































IF(N.GT.50) GO TO 13 
GO TO 12 
BET2N=X2 
GO TO 14 
WRITE(6.201) 
FORMAT(lH0,2DO NOT CONUERGE2) 








: SUBROUTINE WICSDL : 
SUBROUTINE WICSDL(CHORD,SIGUMA,BETA1,BETA21UG,RHOG, 

















: SUBROUTINE WICSTL 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 
SUBROUTINE WICSTL( ISTAGE, IROTOR,DAUt Wl, W2r DELU,U2, U3r WMASS, UZI N 
8. BETAl, BETA29 ALFA2, ALFA3. MMASS. DELUU2, DELUL2r 
3OMEGRU,OMEGRL,OMEGSUIOMEGSL,DRAtRUIDRAtRL,DR~GSU,DR~GSL~RE~UE~ 
C IROTOR=l ROTOR 
C IROTOR= STATOR 
REAL M, MMASS 




X9 RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
XI SRHUB(7) , SCI7) , SBLADE(7) , STAGES(7) 
XI SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 














































































IFjIROTOR.EQ.2) GO TO 100 













































FORMAT(lHO,#DROPLET DRAG SUMMARY2) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,720)DELUUlrDELUU2,DELULl,DELUL2,CDRU~CD 
BRUU, CDRL, CDRLL 







IF(IPRINT.EQ.2) WRITE(6,2010) RUPlrRUP2,RLOWlsRLOW2 
2010 FORMAT(lH0,4(F10.5,2X)) 
GO TO 200 

















































































IF(WMASS.GT.O.0) GO TO 5002 
























FORMAT(lHO,#DROPLET DRAG IN STATOR (SUMMARY)+) 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.2)WRITE(6,721) DELUU~,DELUU~,DELUL~,DELUL~,CDSU,CDSUVCD 
BSUU, CDSL, CDSLL 
2007 



























































































































































































SUBROUTINE WICUT(ISTAGE, ASPEEii, ALFAi,UZ, Ui, 
1USl , WSl 9 BETA19 Wl , BETA2 , US2 , US2 , ALFA2 , W2 , U2 , 
lALFA3 .U3,AKl,AK3) 




X, RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
X9 SRHUB(7) 3 SC(7) , SBLADE(7) , STAGES(7) 
X, SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 








PA1 = 3.1415927 
ALFAlR = ALFAl * PA1 / 180.0 
Ul = UZ / COS ( ALFAlR 1 
US1 = UZ * TAN ( ALFAlR 1 
US1 = U(ISTAGE)- US1 
T = US1 / UZ 
BETFIlR = ATAN ( T) 
BETFll = BETAlR l 180.0 / PA1 
TT = UZ **2 + WSl **2 
Wl = SQRT ( TT 1 
AMACHl = Wl / ASPEED 
CALL WICBOA (OMEGR(ISTAGE)r SIGUMR ( ISTAGE 1 , BETlSR ( ISTAGE 
l),BET2SR(ISTAGE), 
1 AINCSR ( ISTAGE 1 , ADEUSR ( ISTFlGE 1 , 
lAMACH1 , BETA1 , DEQS,DEQN.SITACSVSITACNIBET~N ,FMRl(ISTAGE), 
1AK1,AK3.UZ,UZ,U~ISTAGE~,RADI1~ISTAGE).R~DI2~IST~GE~~ 
BETA2 = BET2N 
BETA2R = BETA2 * PA1 / 180.0 
US2 = UZ * TAN ( BETA2R 1 
US2 = U(ISTAGE) - US2 
TTT=US2AJZ 
ALFA2R = ATAN ( TTT 1 
ALFA2 = ALFA2R * 180.0 / PA1 








































































W2 = SORT ( TTTT 1 WICUT 
TTTTT = UZ l * 2 + US2 ** 2 WICUT 
U2 = SQRT ( TTTTT 1 WICUT 
AMRCH2 = U2 / ASPEED WICUT 
CALL WICBOh (OMEGS(ISTAGE), SIGUMS(ISTAGE) , BET'lSS(ISTAGE) , WICUT 
lBET2SS ( ISTAGE 1 , AINCSS ( ISTf?GE 1 9 ADEUSS C ISTAGE 1, WICUT 
lAMACH2 I ALFA2 9 DEQS, DEQN, SITACSI SITACN. BET2Ns FMA2( ISTAGE), WICUT 
1AK1,AK3~UZ,UZ,O.O,RADI2~ISTAGE~,RADI1~IST~GE+l~~ WICUT 





c++++++++++++++++++++$+++++++++++$++++++~+++++++++++++++++ +++i+++ WICSPD 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC WICSPD 
t- 
i SUBROUTINE WICSPD z 
~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc~ 
SUBROUTINE WICSPD(AMASS,ISTAGE) 
REAL M, MIN, Ml, M2r MlRELv M2REL 






















































































































FORMAT(1Hl,f+*********~*~~** DESIGN POINT INFORMATION **+*******+* 
$s+f ) 
WRITE(6,lOlO) 
1010 FORMAT(lHO,lX,f***** COMPRESSOR INLET *****Z) 
URITE(6,1020) TOINePOIN, TSIN,PSIN,RHOGIN 
1020 FORMAT(lHO,lX,$TOTAL TEMPERATURE AT COMPRESSOR INLET=f,FlO.S,/, 
62XvsTOTQL PRESSURE AT COMPRESSOR INLET=#.F10.2./, 
$2X,#STATIC TEMPERATURE QT COMPRESSOR INLET=#,FlO.Sv/, 
$2X,sSTATIC PRESSURE AT COMPRESSOR INLET=*,F10.2,/, 
32X,#STATIC DENSITY AT COMPRESSOR INLET=grFlO.S) 
WRITE(691030) AIN,UZIN,MIN.AREAS(NSl~~F~IIN 
1030 FORMAT(lHO,lX,zACOUSTIC SPEED AT COMPRESSOR INLET=#vFlO.Ss/v 
$2X,zf9XIAL UELOCITY AT COMPRESSOR INLET=#rFlO.Sr/, 
$2X,*MACH NUMBER AT COMPRESSOR INLET=z,FlO.S,/, 
B2X,sSTREAMTUBE ARER AT COMPRESSOR INLET=#,FlO.S,/v 








































































































































































IF(ISTRGE.GT.NS) GO TO 101 







































IF(JJ.EQ.2) GO TO 201 










GO TO 200 
















































































































































































































1110 FORMAT(lHO,lX,ZROTOR INLET#,lX,S(F10.3,3X)) 
WRITE(Grll201 TG(2).P(2).TS2,PS2,RHOGS2 
1120 FORMAT(lH ,lX,#ROTOR OUTLET#,S(F10.3,3X)) 
WRITE(6,llll) 
1111 FORMAT( lHO,16X, #AXIAL#, 6X, #ABSOLUTE#r 5X, #RELATIUE#, 5X, #TAN COMPA 
$SX,#TAN COMP#,~,15X,#UELOCITY#,5X,zUELOCITY~,5X,#UELOCITY#,4X, 
B#OF ABS UELf, 3X. #OF REL UEL#) 
WRITE(6,1130) UZl,Ul,Wl,USl,WSl 
1130 FORMAT(lHO,lX,#ROTOR INLET#,lX,S(FlO.S,3X)) 
WRITE(6,1140) UZ2tU2tW2vUS21WS2 
1140 FORMAT(lH ,~XI#ROTOR OUTLET#rS(F10.5,3X)) 
WRITE(6,1141) 
1141 FORMAT( lH0, 15X1 #ROTORfr 7X, fABS MACH*, 5X, #REL MFICH2, 5X, ;cREL TOTAL& 
WRITE(6,llSO) U(ISTAGE),MlrMlREL,TRELlrPRELl 
34X, *REL 
1150 FORMAT(lHO,lX,#ROTOR INLETZ,lX,S(F10.3,3X)) 















































































































































WRITE(6,1160) UU2(ISTAGE),M2,M2REL,TREL2,PREL2 WICSPD 
1160 FORMAT(lH ,lX,#ROTOR OUTLET#rS(F10.3,3X)) WICSPD 
I=ISTAGE WICSPD 
IF(ISTRGE.EQ.l) I=8 WICSPD 
WRITE(6,1161) WICSPD 
1161 FORMAT( lHO,14X, #!ABS FLOUti, 5X, #REL FLOWZ, 4X, 6TREAMTUBEh 18X, WICSPD 
SfFLOW?c, /, 16X, #ANGLE#, 8X, fFINGLE$r 8X. ZAREAf. 9X, #RADIUS?!, 5X, WICSPD 
B#COEFFICIENT#) WICSPD 
WRITE(6,1170) BET2SS(I-l),BETlSR(ISTAGE),AREA(ISTAGE), WICSPD 
BRADIl(ISTAGE),FAIRIN WICSPD 
1170 FORMAT(lHO.lX,~ROTOR INLET#,lX.SIFlO.S,3X)) WICSPD 
WRITE(6.1180) BETlSS(ISTAGE)rBET2SR(ISTAGE)rAREAS(ISTAGE~, WICSPD 
$RADI2(ISTAGE),FAIOUT WICSPD 
1180 FORMAT(lH ,lX,#ROTOR OUTLET#,S(FlO.S,3X)) WICSPD 
WRITE(6,1190) PR~~,ETASG,PR~~D(ISTAGE),ETARD(ISTI‘~~E)~TR~~ WICSPD 
1190 FORMAT(lHO,lX,#STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO AT DESIGN POINT=#,FlO.S, WICSPD 
3/,2X.#STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY AT DESIGN PCINT=#,FlO.S,/,2X, WICSPD 
B#ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO AT DESIGN POINT=#rFlO.S,/,2X, WICSPD 
B#ROTOR ADIABFlTIC EFFICIENCY AT DESIGN POINT=+,FlO.S,/,2X, WICSPD 
%ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO AT DESIGN POINT=#rFlO.S) WICSPD 































C REPEAT WICSPD 
TG(l)=TG(3) WICSPD 
P( l)=P(3) WICSPD 
IF(ISTAGE.EQ.NS) ADEUSS(NSJ=BET2SS(NS)-BET2MScNS) WICSPD 
ISTAGE=ISTAGE+l WICSPD 
IF(ISTAGE.EQ.NSl) GO TO 101 WICSPD 
GO TO 100 WICSPD 
C OUERALL PERFORMANCE QT DESIGN POINT WICSPD 






C PRINTOUT OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE AT DESIGN POINT WICSPD 





















































































421 FORMAT(lHO,f~~***~**** OUERALL PERFORMRNCE fJT DESIGN POINT i*++ 
$-z***a*ji) 
WRITE(6J425) TOIN 
FORMAT(lHO,lX,#COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE=Z,F8.2) 
WRITE(6,426) POIN 
FORM~IT(~HO~~X,#COMPRESSOR INLET TOTAL PRESSURE=#,F10.2) 
WRITE(6,427) CMASS 






















FORMAT(lHO,lX,+OUERALL TOTFlL PRESSURE RATIO=#,F6.4) 
WRITE(6,430) OUFlLTR 
FORMAT(lHO,lX,rOUERALL TOTRL TEMPERATURE RATIO=#,F6.4) 
WRITE(6.431) OUALEF 
FORMAT(lHO,lX,+OUERALL ADIQBATIC EFFICIENCY=#,F6.4) 
WRITE(6,432) OUALDT 



































END C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~++++++~++++++++++++++++~+++++++++++++++++ cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
cc *** STGSTK - A COMPUTER CODE FOR PREDICTING MULTISTAGE RXIAL FLOW cc 
E 
COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE USING A MEANLINE STAGE STACKING METHOD. 
















































































































































RRHUB(6) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7) , SBLADE(7) , STAGES(7) 
SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 







XRH3(12), PHIREF(121, PSIREF(121, ETAREF(12)s PHIDES(12,9,8), 
XPSiDES(12P9,8), ETADES(12,9,8), PHI(12,9,8), PSI(12,9,8), ETA(12,9 
X,8), DPHIA(121, I;FSIfi(l2), DETA(12)r NSTAGE(121, PCTSPD(91, 
XBET2M(12s9), BLEEDI12991, TT(131, PT(131, PR(12). TR(121, PRO(12)v 
XTRO(l2). ETAO(121, BET3MR(12,9), UZ2M(12,9), UZ3M(12,9), AREA2(12) 
X, nREF13(12), RM2(12), RM3(12)r UT2(12), UT3(12), UM2(12), UM3(12) 
X,BAT2MR(12,9),DPSIS(l2,91,RSOLM(l2)r RK2M(12), CB2M(12)r CB2MR( 
X12j9 CB3MR(12), RiNCM!12), RDFM(12)r SK2M(12), SINCM(121, BET3M(12 
X,9), PI-IIFI::(12), DPMiF(12),CPREF(12), GFlREF(12),ETAINP(12) 










COMMON /SCQLER/ RUP PIv G, AJ, RAD, RG, DCP, GJ, G2J, RPMRADI NSTA 
XP NSPE, NPTS, POs TO, DESRPM, DESFLO, UNITS 
X,CPIGAMMR,GM~,GF~,GF~,GF~,SPDPSI~SPDPHI,DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP 
X,XOR,XMET,XSTM 
XISTAGENvSPEEDi'ivCHAPTS.WTMOLE 
C *t* CALCULRTE FIXED PQRRMETERS 
PO = POS144.0 













BET2M(I,l) = BET2M(I,l)/RAD 
RK2M(I) = RK2M(I) + CB2MR(I) 






IF(ETADES(l,l,l) .EQ. 0.0) CALL CSETA 
CALL csPsI(o.oo, 1) 
DO 100 I=l.NSTA 




DO 101 I=lrNSTA 










































































































































DO 102 I=l,NSTA 




DO 103 I=l,NSTA 




DO 104 I=l,NSTA 




DO 200 I=l,NSTA 




DO 201 I=lpNSTA 




DO 202 I=l,NSTA 
DO 202 K=l,NPTS 
PSID3L(I~l,K)=PSIDES(I, 1,K) 
CONTINUE 
CALL CSPSIIO. 125r2) 
DO 203 I=l,NSTA 




DO 204 I=l,NSTA 
DO 204 K=l,NPTS 
PSIDSL(I,lrK)=PSIDES(I,l,K) 
CONTINUE 
DO 800 I=1112 
DO 800 J=l,NSPE 
DPSIS(1, J)=O.O 
CONTINUE 
IF (SPDPSI.EQ.l.O) CALL CSPSD 
CALL CSPAN 
DO 51 I=l,NSTA 
BET2M(I,l) = BET2MIIvl) * RAD 
BET3MRcI,l) = BET3MR(I,l) * RAD 
WRITE INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT 
WRITE (6,2120) 
IF(UNITS.EQ.1.0) THEN 













2051 FORMAT (1lOH STAGE PHIREF PSIREF ETFlREF CPREF 












































































































































FORMAT(lH-# STFlGE UZ2M UZ3Mz) NASA 
DO 177 I=l,NSTR NASA 
WRITE(6,3473) I,UZ2M(I~1)~UZ3M(I~1) NASA 
FORMAT(4X.I2,F14.2rFll.2) NASA 
CONTINUE NASA 
DO 52 I=l,NSTA NASA 
BET2M(I.l) = BET2M(I,l) / RAD NASA 
BET3MR(I,l) = BET3MR(I,l) / RAD NASA 
WRITE (6.2120) 
WRITE (6,2052) (NSTAGE(I),I=1,12)r (PCTSPDCJ), (DPSIS(I,J), I=1912 
l),J=l,NSPE) 
2052 FORMAT (20X,27H DPSIS(STAGE,PCT SPD) TABLE//40X, 13H STAGE NUMBER/ 
18H PCT SPD,12(15,3X)//(13F8.4)) 
DO 60 I=lrNSTA 
c ** 
DO 60 J=l,NSPE 
DO 60 K=l,NPTS 
PHI(I,J,K)=PHIDES(I,J,K) 
IF cSPDPHI.EQ.1.0) PHI(1, 
XREF(I))**(l.O/SPEEDF) - 1 





PSIS(1, J,K>=PSIDS(I, 1.K) 
PSI(I,J,K)=PSIl(I.l,K) 
J,K) = PHI(I,J,K)*(l.O + ((PI 
.O)*l.O*ABS(l.O - SPEEDF)) 






ETA(I,J,K) = ETADES(I,l,K)*ETARAT(J) + DETA(I1 
60 CONTINUE 














2060 FORMAT (20Xg3SH COMPUTED CHI?RACTERISTICS FOR STAGE NO.r13// 
13(30H PHI PSI ETA )/(9Fl 
20.4)) 





C *** SUBROUTINE CSINPT READS AND WRITES THE INPUT DATA 
C Qs* ALL INPUT DATA MUST BE ENGLISH UNIT 
C *=* UfiLUE OF INPUT DRTA fSPEEDNf MUST RLWAYS BE 1.0 
C *=* UALUE OF INPUT DATA AelNITSic MUST ALWAYS BE 0.0 
COMMON /UECTOR/ CPCO(61, TITLE(12)r RT2(12), RH2(12), RT3(12), 
XRil3(12), PHIREF(121, PSIREF(121, ETRREF(121, PHIDESc12,9,8), 
XPSIDES(12,9,8), ETADES(12*9,8), PHI(12,9r8), PSI(12.9,81, ETA(12r9 
X181, DPHIA(12)1 DPSIA(121, DETA(121, NSTAGE(121, PCTSPD(91, 
XBET2M(12,9), BLEED(12,9), TT(13)r PT(131, PR(12)r TR(12>, PR0(12), 
XTRO(121, ETAO(121, BET3MR(12,9), UZ2M(12.9), UZ3M(12,9), AREA2(12) 
Xv AREA3(12), RM2(12), RM3(12). UT2(12). UT3(12)v UM2(12), UM3C12) 
X~BAT2MR(12,9),DPSIS(l2,9),RSOLtl~l2~, RK2M( 121, CB2M( 121, CB2MR( 
X121, CB3MR(12), RINCM(121, RDFM(12)r SK2M(12), SINCM(121, BET3M(12 
X,9)1 PHIFIX(121, DPHIF(12)tCPREF(12), GFlREF(12).ETAINP(12) 










































































































































COMMON /SCALER/ RIJ, PI. G, AJ, RHD, RG, DCP, GJ, G2J. RPMRAD, NSTA 
X9 NSPE, NPTS, PO, TO, DESRPil, DESFLO, UNITS 
X,CP,GAMMA,GMl,GFl,GF2,GF3,SPDPSI9SPnPHI,DRDEUG, DRDEUN. DRDEUP 
X9 XAR, XMET. XSTM 




1000 FORMAT (12A6) 
























READ (5,4444) STQGEN, SPEEDN, CHAPTS , PO. TO, DESRPM, DESFLO CSINPT 
FORMAT(7FlO.O) CSINPT 
WRITE(6,2OlOj STFIGEN, SPEEDN, CHAPTS , PO, TO, DESRPM, DESFLO CSINPT 













FORMAT( lH-, 5X, $MW AIR==, F7.4,3X, =MW METHRNE=*, F7.4,3X, #MU STEAM=#, CSINPT 
*F7 4,3Xs#MW MIXTURE=#,F7.4) 
WRiTE(6,1004) XAR, XMET, XSTM 
1004 FORMHT( lH-s 5x9 =MASS FRfVZTION AIR=*, F6.4,5X, #MASS FRACTION METHANE= 
wsF6.4,5X,$MASS FRACTION STEAM=#.F6.4) 
CCP = RG/AJ 
GJ = G%J 
G2J = GJ*2.0 
RPMRAD = PI/360.0 
1010 FORMAT (8FlO.O) 
2010 FORMAT (72H STAGES SPEEDS POINTS PO IN TO IN DES 
* RPM DES FLOW//(7F10.3)////) 
READ (5,lOlO) SPDPSI, SPDPHI, DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP. UNITS 
WRiTE (6,2011) SPDPSIS SPDPHI,DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP, UNITS 
2011 FORMAT (6OH SPDPS I SPDPHI DRDEUG DRDEUN DRDEUP 
XUNiTS~'(CF10.1)~~~~) 
READ (5,1020) (CPCO(I),I=1,6) 
WRITE(6e2020) (CPCO(I),I=1,6) 
1020 FORMAT (3E20.8) 




2020 FORMAT (072H CPCO(1) CPCO(2) CPCO(3) CPCO(4) C 
lPCO(5) CPC0(6)//(6E12.5)////) 
2021 FORMAT (072H CPCM(1) CPCM(21 CPCM(3) CPCM(4) C 
lPCM(5) CPCM(6)//(6E12.5)////) 
2022 FORMAT (072H CPCS(1) CPCS(2) CPCS(3) CPCS(4) C 
lPCS(5) CPCS(6)//(6E12.5)////) 
NSTA = STAGEN 
NSPE= SPEEDN 
NPTS = CHAPTS 
READ (5,lOlO) (RT2(1), I=l,NSTA) 
READ (5~1010) (RH2(I),I=l,NSTA) 
READ (5,lOlO) (RT3(1),1=1,NSTA) 
READ (5,lOlO) (RH3(I),I=l,NSTA) 
READ (511010) (BET2M(I,l),I=l,NSTA) 
READ (5,lOlO) (CB2M(I), I=lrNSTQ) 
READ (5~1010) (CB2MR(I), I=l,NSTA) 









































REnD (5,lOlO) (RK2M (I), I=l,NSTFI) 
READ(5,lOiOl (RK3M(I)9I=l.NSTfi) 
READ (5,lOlO) (RSOLM(I), I=l,NSTFI) 
READ (5~1010) (SK2HII).I=lrNSTQ) 





2030 FORMAT (1lOH STfiGE RT2 RH2 RT3 RH3 
X BET2M CB2M CBEMR CB3MR RK2M RSOLM, 10H 
XSK2M~~(5X,I5r4F10.4.5F10.2,FlO.4,FlO.2~~ 
WRITE (6,2120) 
WRITE (6920311 (NSTAGECI), PR(I1, ETAINP(I)s I=l,NSTA) 




2120 FORMAT (IHO////) 
READ C5,lOlO) (ETfiRQT(J).J=l,NSPE) 
WRITE (6~2120) 
WRITE (6~21211 (PCTSPD(J)rETARQT(J), J=l,NSPE) 
2121 FORMAT (201-l PCTSPD ETfiRAT//(2F10.4)) 
DO 21 I=l,NSTA 
READ (5,lOlO) (BLEED(I,J)vJ=l,NSPE) 
21 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6~21201 
WRITE (6~2041) (NSTAGE(I),I=1,12). (PCTSPD(J), (BLEED(I,J), -I=1912 
l),J=l.NSPE) 
2041 FORMAT (20X,27H BLEED(STAGE,PCT SPD) TRBLE//40X, 13H STAGE NUMBER/ 
1EH PCT SPDs12(15,3X)//113F8.3)j 
DO 30 I=l,NSTf? 
READ (5,lOll) (PHIDES(I,l,K),K=l,NPTS) 
READ (5,1012) (PSIDES(I,lrK)tK=l,NPTS) 
REFID C5,1013) (ETADESII,l,K)pK=l,NPTS) 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 300 I=l,NSTA 











DO 50 I=l,NSTA 
WRITE (6,2120) 
WRITE(6.2050) NSTRGE(I), ((PHIDES(I,J.K).PSIDES(I 
lrJ,K),ETADES(I,J,K),J=l,l),K=l,NPTS) 









2050 FORllFlT (20X, 41H INPUT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS FOR STAGE--v 13/j 
13(30H PHIDES PSIDES ETADES)/(SFl 
20.4)) 
C *s-z CHANGE METRIC INPUT INTO ENGLISH UNITS 
IF (UNITS.NE.l.O) GO TO 53 
PO = PO/O.689476 
TO = TO~9.0/5.0 
DESFLO = DESFLOj0.453592 
DO 51 i=l,NSTA 









































































































































RH2cI.1 = RH2(11/2.54 
RT3cI) = RT3(1)/2.54 
RH3(1) = RH3cIjj2.54 
DO 52 J = 1,NSPE 












E *=* SUBROUTINE CSPREF CALCULATES PQRAMETERS AT DESIGN SPEED AND FLOW 
CONDITIONS 
COMNON AJECTOR/ CPCO(G), TITLE(121, RT2(12), RH2(12), RT3(12), 
XRH3(12), PHIREF(121, PSIREFc12), ETAREF(121, PHIDES(12,9,8), 
XPSIDES(12.9,8), ETADES(12,9,8), PHI(12,9,8), PSIC12,9s8), ETA(12,9 
X98), DPHIA(121, DPSIA(12), DETA(121, NSTAGE(12), PCTSPD(51, 
XBET2M(12,9), BLEED(12,91, TT(13)r PT(13). PR(1211 TR(121, PRO(12)r 
XTRO(121, ETAO(121, BET3MR(1295), UZ2M(12,9), UZ3M(12,9)t AREA2(12) 
Xt AREF13(12), RM2(12), RM3(12), UT2(12), UT3(12)v UM2(12), UM3(12) 
X~BAT2MR(12r9),DPSIS(l2~3),RSOLM(l2), RK2M(12), CB2M(12). CB2MR( 
X12), CB3MR(12), RINCM(121, RDFM(121, SK2M(12), SINCM(121, BET3M(12 
X,9), PHIFIX(121, DPHIF(12)rCPREF(12), GFlREF(12)rETAINP(12) 
X,FLOCAL(12,9), ETARQT(31, DB2M(i2,9), DB2MR(12,9)sDB3M(12,9),DB3MR 
X, NSPEv NPTS, PO, TO, DESRPM, DESFLO, UNITS 

















CALCULATIONS AT ROTOR INLET 






IF((ABS(WCAL - DESFLO)/WCAL) .GT. 0.005) GO TO 30 
CPREF(1) = CP 
GMREF(Il=GAMMA 
GFlREF(1) = GFl 
PHIREF(I)= UZ2M(I,J)AJT2(1) 





lK-l))/ (PHIDES(I,J,K)-PHIDES(I,J,K-1)) + PSIDES(I,J,K-1) 
ETAREF(I)= ~ETADES~I,J,K~-ET~DES~I,J,K-1~~*~PHIREF~I~-PHIDES~I,J, 
lK-l))/ (PHIDES(I,J.K)-PHIDES(I,J,K-1)) + ETQDES(I,J,K-1) 
GO TO 70 


































































IF (PSIREF(I).EQ.O.O) GO TO 71 
PR(I)= (1.0 + PSIREF(I)*UT3(I)*UT3(I)~~GJ*CP*TT(I~~~**GF2 
71 CONTINUE 
IF(ETAREF(I).EQ.O.O) ETAREF(I)= ETAINP(1) 
TR(I)= 1.0 + (PR(I)**GF3-l.O)/ETAREF(Ij 
TT(I+l)= TT(I)*TR(I) 
IF (PSIREFtI1.EQ.O.O) PSIREF(1) = GJ*CP*CTT(I+l)-TT(I))*ETr?REF(I) 







IF(I .LE. NSTA) GO TO 20 
DO 80 I=l,NSTFI 
UT2M= UZ~M(IIJ)*TAN(BET~M(I,J)) 





CALCULATIONS AT ROTOR OUTLET 
UZ3M(I,J)= DESFLO/~RHOS~QREA3(1)) 
UT3M= (CPs(TT(I+l)-TT(I))=GJ + UM2(I)*UT2M)/UM3(1) 
U= SQRT(UZ3M(I,J)=2 + UT3M"*2) 
CP=CPFM(TS) 
RHOS = RHOT*(1.0-U*U/(G2J*CP~TT(I+l)))asGF1 
TS = TT(I-I-l)a(RHOS/RHOT)~-aG~1. 
WCAL= RHOS~AREA3(Ij*UZ3M(I,J) 
IF((ABS(WCAL-DESFLO)/WCAL) .GT. 0.005) GO TO 81 
BET3M(I,J) = ATAN2(UT3M,UZ3M(I.J)) 
SINCM(I) = BET3M(I,J)*RAD - SK2M(I) 
UT3MR= UM3( I) - UT3M 
BET3MR(I,J)= ATAN2(UT3MR,UZ3M(I,J)) 
RINCM(Il= BAT2MR(I,J)+RAD - RK2M(I) 
U2MR= UZ2M(I,J)/COS(BAT2MR(I,Jjl 
U3MR= UZ3M(I,J)/COS(BET3MR(I,J)) 
U3DU2R(I) = U3MR42MR 





RDFM(I)= 1.0 - U3MRAJ2MR + (RM3(I)*UT3M 
XRM2(I))/RSOLM(I)/U2MR 
DB2M(IvJ) = BET2M(I,J) 
DB2MR(I,J) = BAT2MR(I,J) 
DB3M(I,J) = BET3McIsJ) 
DB3MR(I, J) = BET3MR(I, J) 





E *** SUBROUTINE CPFM(TS) CALCULfiTES SPECIFIC HEAT FROM STATIC 
TEMPERATURE USING FIFTH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
COMMON /UECTOR/ CPCO(G), TITLE(12)r RT2(12), RH2(12), RT3(12). 
XRH3(12). PHIREF(121, PSIREF(12)r ETAREF(12). PHIDES(12,9,8), 
XPSIDES(12,9,8), ETADES(12,9.8), PHI(12,9.8). PSI(12,9sB). ETA(12,9 
X.81, DPHIA(121, DPSIA(121, DETQ(12)r NSTAGE(121, PCTSPD(3)v 
XBET2M(l2,9). BLEED(12,3), TT(131, PT(13)r PR(121, TR(121, PRO(121, 
XTRO(12)r ETAO(12). BET3MR(12.9). UZ2M(12,9), UZ3M(12,9)s AREA2(12) 
X9 AREA3(12)r RM2(12), RM3(12), UT2(12), UT3(12), UM2(12), UM3(12) 
X,BAT2MR~12,9),DPSIS(l2,5~,RSOLM(l2~, RK2M(12), CB2M(12), CB2MR( 
X12), CB3MR(12). RINCM(12). RDFM(12)r SK2M(12), SINCM(12)s BET3M(12 
X,9), PHIFIX(12)v DPHIF(12),CPREF(12)r GFlREF(12),ETAINP(12) 




























































































































COMMON /SCALER/ RUP PI, G, AJs REID, RG, DCP, C-J, G2Js RPMRAD, NSTA 
%9 I’ISPE, N?TSP PO, TO, DESRPM, DESFLOI UNLTS 
Xs CP, GAilMRs GMl, GFlr GF29 GF3, S?BPSI s SPDPHI, DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP 
x9 XflR9 XMET, XSTM 
X, STAGEN SPEEBN, CHRPTSI WTMOLE 




c (5) aTSasiScz.TS.;:-l‘S j j ~~$61 I 495 
CPM=(CPCM(l );(CPCM(2)~TS)+(CPCtl(3j~TSn-iS)+(CPCM(4)”TS”TS”TS)+(CPCN 
c-( 5)‘;-TS-zTSz-T5::.TS) jx-518o 251 
Cl=FM= ( ( CPfl’-:%R) -i (CPS~XSTM) -i ( CPMsXMET 1) /4 177.8 
TS=TSs-?. D 8 
GAMMA=CPi=M/ (CPFII-DCP) 
GM1 = GF;iYMA - 1.0 
GFl = l.O/CMl 
GF2 = GRi”iMC)/GMl 
GF3 = leO/GF2 
REPURN 
END 
C +C+9-:-S--:--i-:-,~-i-i~-~--:~, _’ J r r r9+~3i-0~i3Ci-i-b9i-i-6-iCi-~~~,~~~~,~-:.i--i~~-i~~~~~~-ii-~~~++++~~~ 
SUGR0LlTiNE CSETA 
C ~~~ SL’E(?OUTINE CSETA GErIER~TES LlDTnBLlTiC EFFICIENCY UERSUS FLOW 
C COEFICIENT 
COi?MON AJECTCi[?/ CPCO(G), TITLE(121, RT2(12), RH2(12), RT3(12), 
XRH3(12)1 PHIFEF(l2), PSIREF(12), ETAREFm(12j, PHiDES(12.9,8), 
XPSIDES(1299,8), ETfiDES(12,9sEj9 PHI(12,998)9 PSI(12,9e8), ETA(12,9 
Xv8j9 DPHI~(12)s DPSIk(12js PETA(12), NSTASE(12jP PCTSPD(S), 
XBET2M(12,9), BLEED(12,3), TT(13), PT(13)s PR(121, TR(121, PRO(121, 
xTl?O(l2!)~ ETF.O(12), EETXMR(12,9), UZ2M(l2,9j9 UZSM(12991, AXEA2(12) 
X, AREA3(12)9 Rt12(12), RM3(12), UT2(12)e UT3(12je UM2(12), UM3(12) 
X7EAT2MR(12~S),DPSIS(12~9j,l?SOLM(12)~ RK2M(12)9 CB2M(12), CB2FIR( 
*,PSID4L(12,2s8)9PSID5L(i2,2Ps)gPSIlL(12,2,8) 
~~PSI2L(12,2~8).PSI3L(12,2,8)9PS14L(12,2~8)~PSISL(l2,2,8) 
COMi-iON /SCALER/ RUs PI, G, f?Js RQD, RGs DCP, GJ, G2Js RPMRAD, NSTF! 
Xt NSPE, NPTS, POP TO. DESRPM, DESFLOs UNITS 
X, CP, GAMMA, GML p GFL, GF2, GF3, SPDPSI, SPDPHi 9 DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP 
X, XAR, XMET, XSTM 
X, STAGEN SPEEDN, CHAPTS, WTMOLE 
J=l 
C *** TWO PfiRLlBOLFlS ARE USED FROM STF;LL AND CHOKE TO DESIGN CONDITIONS 
DO 10 I=l,NSTA 
RF;M=O.76 
PSiYRS= (PHIDES(i,J,l) - PHIREF(I))=@ 





CS= ETAREF( I) + AS-zPHIREF( I )=-2 
CC= ETfiREF(I) + AC-=PHIt?EF( I j-=2 
DO 20 I<=19 NPTS 

















































































































11 ETADES(I,J,K) = (A!+PHIDES(I,J.K) + BS)=PHIDES(I,J,K) + CS 
GO TO 20 
12 ETADES(I,J,K)= ETAREF(1) 








C CCSbfCi--i9C-~9$3$9$3C-~-i~~i-- ’ :--’ .’ ’ -’ J I-’ -i-i+-!-+++++++fi-f+++++++++++++++++++++ CC. rrrrr. r 
SUEROUTINE CSPSI !XWNP LOI?Sj 
C *so SUEROYTZKE CSPSI Cf?LCULATES PRESSURE COEFICIENTS FOR INPUT FLOW 
C COEFICIENTS 
CUMi“lOFI /UECTOl?/ CPCO(61, TITLE(121, RT2(12), RH2(12), RT3(12), 
XRi-13(12), PHIl?EF(12)9 PSIREF(121, ETfiREF(121, PHIDES(12,9,8), 
XPSiDESIl2P978), ETADES(12,9,8), PHI(12,9,8). PSI(12,9,8), ETA(12.9 
X98). DPHIf!(12j, DPSI~(l2)s DETAI121, NSTAGE(121, PCTSPD(31, 
XB;<T2M( P2,3) 9 ELEED(12931, TT(131, PT(1311 PR(121, TR(121, PRO(121, 
XTE0(~2), ETfi0!12), EET3i”lR(1299), UZ2M(12,9), UZ3M(12,9), AREA2(12) 
XS cREA3(12)9 lr:i12(L2je RM3(12), UT2(12), UT3(12), UM2(12)1 UM3(12) 
ZoERT2K~~L2,3~eDPSIS~l2,9~,F?SOLtl~l2~, RK2M(12), CB2M(12), CB2MR( 
X12) e CE’MT)( 12) RIi:CM(12), RDFM(121, 
XP~)~ PHT'FT‘X(12;, DPkiiF(12),CPREF(12) 
SK2M( 121, SINCM( 121, BET3M( 12 




CIM~lr3i‘l /SCFiLER,’ MU. Pir GP nJ, R:‘IDP RGs DCP, GJ, G2J, RPMRAD, NSTA 
XP NSPEp IVTS, FOP TO, DESRPM, DESFLO. UNITS 
Xe CPs GAlii’iFlp G[lil 9 GFl 9 GF2P GF3P SPEPSI 9 SPDPHI 9 DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP 
X, ::A!?:l XMET, >!STIl 
X.;z;“GENv SPEEDN, CHFti’TS, WTMDLE 
DO 100 I:=lpNPTS 
I=1 
TTTi) = TO 
PT(Ij = PO 
UZ2=UZ2i’:<I~J)-=PHIDES(I~J,K)~PHIREF(I) 
UT2=UZ2=i’MN (DB2il( Iv 1) 1 
UT2l?=UM2 ( I 1 -UT2 
E2MR=ATlw2 ( u ER 9 uz2 1 
E2il=DB2i‘l( I, l j 
10 UZ3M(is.J) = UZ2il(Ip J)aPHIDES( 
U2r;ir! = UZSi4(ig J)/CfiS(E2l”li?) 
EET3MR(I9J) = DBZi”ii?(I,L) 
UT2M = UZ3M(I, J)“TFiri(E2?ij 
,J23 = ,Ji37,:.<.2 .;. ,J,,3j‘l(i, J)+.$ 
I, J,K)/PHIREF(I 1 
RI-iOT = PT(I)‘(TT(i)c~G) 
Ri;US = RHOT’:(1.0 - U2S/(G2J”CPREF(I)-~TT(I1))9nGFlREF(I) 
CESFLC = EH0S:;-f,T?EC12 ( I 1 WZSN ( I, J 1 
TS = TT(I) 
iD = 0 
11 UT3M = UM3(I) - UZ~II(I,J)~TFIN(BET~~‘IR(I,J)) 
CP=CPFM(TS) 
DT = (UM3( I )GUTSM - UM2( I )~UT2M)/(GJ~%P) 
TRR = (DT + TTcI))/TTiI) 
PTA3 = PT(i)=(l.O i- ETQDESI19J,K)*(TRA - l.O))**GF2 






















































































































TS = TTA3*(RHOS/RHOT)**GM1 
WCAL = RHOS*AREA3(I)*UZ3M(I,J) 
IF (TRA.GE.l.O) GO TO 12 
DT = 0.0 
GO TO 13 
12 ID = ID + 1 
UZ3M(I,J) = DESFLC/(RHOS*AREA3(1)) 
U3MR = UZ3M(I,J)/COS(BET3MR(I.J1) 
C *** OPTION TO ALTER ROTOR DEUIRTION ANGLE FOR OFF DESIGN FLOW 
C COEFICIENT 
IF(LORS.EQ.l) CALL CSDEU~SPEEDF,XWN,U3MR,U2MR,U3DU2R~I),I,FK~ 
IF(LORS.EQ.2) CALL CSDEUL(SPEEDF,XWNIU~MR,U~MR,U~DU~R(I)~I,FK) 
IF (DRDEUP.EQ.l.O) 
XDB3MRP(I,K)=-(FK/RAD)+(V3MR/U2MR-U3DU2R(I1) 
BET3MR(I,J) = DB3MR(I.l) + DB3MRP(I,K) 
IF ((ABS(WCAL-DESFLC)/WCAL).iT.O.OOS) GO TO 11 
DLJMY=ETADES(I,J,K> 
IF(LORS.EQ.l) 
BCALL CSETAl (I~JtK,XWN,PHIDES(I,JIK),PHIREF(I),DLlflY) 
IF(LORS.EQ.2) CALL CSETAL(I.J,K,XWN,PHIREF(I)rPHIDES(I,J,K), 
BDLJMY,ETAREF(I)) 
13 PSIDES(1, J,K) = GJ*CP*DT*DUtlY~UT3(1)**2 
DU3DU2 = U3DU2R(I) 
FU3DU2 = U3HR42ilR 







IF((ABS(UZ2-UZ2C)AJZ2).LT.O.O05) GO TO 300 
u22=(u22+u22c)~2.0 
GO TO 301 
300 IF(LORS.EQ.l) CALL CSDEUS(XWN.U2M,U3M,U2U3(I),I,FK) 
IF(LORS.EQ.2) CALL CDEUSL(XWN.U2M,U3N,U2U3(I),I,FK) 
DEUIS=-(FK/RAD)*(U2M/U3M-U2U3(1)) 
B2MC=DB2M(I+l,l)+DEUIS 
IF((ABS(B2M-B2MC)/B2M).LT.O.O051 GO TO 302 
B2M=(B2M+B2MC)~2.0 


















SUBROUTINE CSDEU(SPEEDF, XW, U3MR, U2MR9 U3DU2, I, FK) 
Tl=U3MRAJ2MR-U3DU2 
IF(I.EQ.1.AND.T1.LT.O.O~ GO TO 200 
IF(I.EQ.2.AND.Tl.LT.O.01 GO TO 201 
IFCI.GE.3.AND.Tl.LT.O.O) GO TO 202 













































































































IF(I.EQ.l.AND.Tl.LT.O.0) GO TO 200 
IF(I.EQ.2.AND.Tl.LT.O.O) GO TO 201 
IF(I.GE.3.AND.Tl.LT.O.O) GO TO 202 






















DK = 0.0 
IF (Tl.GT.O.0) GO TO 205 
ISPD = IFIX(SPEEDF"100.0) 
IF (ISPD.EQ.70.0R.ISPD.EQ.691 DK = DELK70(I,Tl) 
IF (ISPD.EQ.80.0R.ISPD.EQ.79) DK = DELK80(I,Tl) 
IF (ISPD.EQ.SO.OR.ISPD.EQ.89) DK = 0.0 
IF (ISPD.EQ.lOO.OR.ISPD.EQ.991 DK = DELKlO(I,Tl) 




IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 2 
IF (I.EQ.3) GO TO 3 
IF cI.EQ.4) GO TO 4 
IF (I.EQ.5) GO TO 5 









































































B = -262500.0 
c = -12219.0 
E 1 zA" 
GO TO ioo 
2A= -31250CL.0 
B = -35417.0 
c = 1875.0 
D = 399.0 
E = 24.0 
3 
4 
D = 93.0 
GO TO 100 
A = -2369792.0 
E = 33.0 
B = -439583.0 
C = -21568.0 
D = 199.0 
i = 36.0 
GO TO 100 
A =-1953125.0 
B = -377083.0 
c = -20109.0 
5 
GO TO 100 
A = -1953125.0 
B = -377083.0 
c = -20109.0 
D = 93.0 
E = 33.0 
GO TO 100 
6 A = -1953125.0 
B = -377083.0 
c = -20109.0 
D = 93.0 





IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 2 
IF (I.EQ.3) GO TO 3 
IF (I.EQ.4) GO TO 4 
IF (I.EQ.5) GO TO 5 
IF (I.EQ.6) GO TO 6 
A = -1093750.0 
; 1 -227083.0 
-14094.0 
D = -87.0 
E = 19.0 







A = -546875.0 
B = -95833.0 
c = -3703.0 
D = 150.0 
E = 15.0 
GO TO 100 
A = -859375.0 
B = -152083.0 
C = -6328.0 
D = 200.0 
E = 19.0 
GO TO 100 
A = -520833.0 
B = -83333.0 
c = -1229.0 
D = 393.0 
E = 23.0 
GO TO 100 









































































B = 183333.0 
C = 22052.0 
D = 1217.0 
E = 33.0 
GO TO 100 
6 A = 1953124.0 
B= 504167.0 
c = 47047.0 
D = 1920.0 





IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 2 
IF (I.EQ.3) GO TO 3 
IF (I.EQ.4) GO TO 4 
iF (I.EQ.5) GO TO 5 
IF (I.EQ.6) GO TO 6 
1 A = -755208.0 
B = -189583.0 
c = -19932.0 
D = -1161.0 
E = -38.0 
GO TO 100 
2 A = - 234375 
B = -66667.0' 
0 
c = -7891.0 
D = -528.0 
E = -20.0 
GO TO 100 
3 A = -1927083.0 
B = - 487500.0 
c = -44948.0 
D = -1921.0 
E = -42.0 
GO TO 100 
4 A = -1510417.0 
B = -350000.0 
C = -30665.0 
D = -1390.0 
E = -36.0 
GO TO 100 
5 A = -4479167.0 
B = -1050000.0 
C = -89396.0 
D = -3420.0 
E = -60.0 
GO TO 100 
6 A = -1562500.0 
B = -393750.0 
c = -38375.0 
D = -1826.0 





IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 2 
IF (I.GE.3) GO TO 3 
1 IF (ISPD.EQ.70.0R.ISPD.EQ.69) DPHI=-0.0357 
IF (ISPD.EO.BO.OR.ISPD.EQ.73) DPHI=-0.0357 
IF (ISPD.EO.3O.OR.ISPD.EG~63) DPHi=O.O 
IF (iSPD.EO.1OO.OR.ISPD.EQ.S3~ DPHI=O.0357 
GO TO 100 















































































































































IF (ISPD.EQ.BO.OR.ISPD.EQ.791 DPHI = -0.0286 
IF ~ISPD.EQ.9O.OR.ISPD.EQ.89) DPHI = 0.0 
IF (ISPD.EQ.lOO.OR.ISPD.EQ.991 DPHI = 0.0286 
GO TO 100 
IF (ISPD.EQ.70.0R.ISPD.EQ.69) DPHI = -0.0333 
IF (ISPD.EQ.BO.OR.ISPD.EQ.79) DPHI = -0.0333 
IF (ISPD.EQ.SO.OR.ISPD.EQ.89) DPHI = 0.0 







IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 304 
IF(I.EQ.2.AND.T3.LT.-0.08) GO TO 300 
IF(I.EQ.2.AND.T3.GE.-0.08) GO TO 301 






















IF(I.EQ.l.OR.I.EQ.2) GO TO 10 
IF(I.EQ.3) GO TO 20 





GO TO 40 
IF(T.LT.O.87.AND.XW.LT.O.O4) Y=l.OSO*XW 
IF(T.LT.0.87.AND.XW.GE.O.04~ Y=O.2333*XW+O.O33 
IF(T.GE.0.87.AND.XW.LT.O.04~ Y=-11.90*(T-0.940)**2+1.0158*XW+0.058 .- 
83 
IF(T.GE.0.87.AND.XW.GE.O.04) Y=-11.9*(1-0.94)**2+0.2733*XW+0.0880 
GO TO 40 











C *** SUBROUTINE CSPSD ALTERS PRESSURE RISE COEFICIENTS FOR OFF DESIGN 
C SPEEDS 
COMMON AJECTOR/ CPCO(G), TITLE(121, RT2(12), RH2(12)~ RT3(12), 
XRH3(12), PHIREF(121, PSIREF(121, ETAREF(121, PHIDES(12,9,8)r 








































































X,8), DPHIC1<12), DPSIR(12)r DE?A(lE), NSTAGE(12)r PCTSPD(911 CSPSD 
XBET2M(12,9)r BLEED(12,9), TT1131, PT(131, PR(12)r TR(12)p PRO(121, CSPSD 
XTRO(121, ETAO(121, BET3MR(12,9), UZ2M(12,9), UZ3M(12,9)r AREA2(12) CSPSD 
Xv AREA3(12), RM2(12)r RM3C12), UT2(12)r UT3(12)r UM2(12), UM3(12) CSPSD 
X,BAT2tlR(12r9),DPSIS(l2,9)rRSOLH~l2), RK2M(12)r CB2M(12)r CB2MR( CSPSD 
X12), CB3MR(12), RINCM(121, RDFtl(121, SK2H(12)* SINCM(12)r BET3M(12 CSPSD 
X.9). PHIFIX(121, DPHIF(12),CPREF(12), GFlREF(12)rETAINP(12) CSPSD 
X,FLOCAL(12,9), ETARAT( DB2M(12,9), DB2MR(12.9),DB3M(12~9)~DB3MR CSPSD 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ CSPSD 








COMMON /SCALER/ RU, PI, G, QJ. RAD, RGe DCP, GJ, G2Jp RPMRAD, NSTA CSPSD 
XI NSPE, NPTS, PO, TO, DESRPM, DESFLO, UNITS CSPSD 
X~CP~GAMMA,GH1,GF1,GF2,GF3,SPDPSI,SPDPHI,DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP CSPSD 
X, XAR, XMET, XSTM CSPSD 
Xt STAGENt SPEEDN, CHAPTS, WTMOLE CSPSD 





TT(I) = TO 
PT(I) = PO 
UZ3M(I,J) = UZ2M(I,l)*SPEEDF 
U2MR = UZ3M(I,J)/COS(DB2MR(I,1)) 
BET3MR(I,J) = DB3MR(I, 1) 
ID = 0 
UT2M= UZ2M(I,l)*SPEEDF* TAN(DB2M(I,l)) 
U2S = UT2Ms*2 + UZ3M(I,J)**2 
RHOT = PT(I)/(TT(I)*RG) 
RHOS = RHOT*(l.O - U2S/(G2J*CPREF(I)*TT(I~~~**GFlREF(I) 
DESFLC = RHOS*AREA2(I)*UZ3M(I,J) 
TS = TTITl . .-, 
tiT3i.l = UM3(I)*SPEEDF - UZ3M(I,J)*TAN(BET3MR(I,J)) 
CP=CPFM(TS) 
DT = (UM3(I)*UT3M - UM2(I)*UT2M)/(GJ*CP)*SPEEDF 
TRA = (DT + TT(I))/TT(I> 
PTA3 = PT(I)+(l.O + ETAREF(I)*(TRA - l.O))**GF2 
TTA3 = DT + TT(I) 
RHOT = PTA3/(TTA3*RG) 
U3S = UT3M-=2 + UZ3M(I,J)**2 
RHOS = RHOT*(l.O - U3S/(G2J*CP*TTA3))**GFl 
TS = TTfi3a(RHOSRHOT)**GMl 
WCAL = RHOS*AREA3(I)*UZ3M(I,J) 
IF (I.NE.l) GO TO 12 
DUZ3i-l = UZ3M(I,J) 
CONTINUE 




XDB3MRN(I,J) = -(10.00~RAD)*(U3MRAJ2HR - U3DU2R(I)) 
BET3MR( I, J) = DB3MR(I,l) + DB3MRN(I,J1 
100 
IF ((ABS(WCAL-DESFLC~~WCAL).GT.O.OOS) GO TO 11 
DPSIS(1, J) = GJ*CP*DT*ETAREF(I)/(UT3(I)*SPEEDF)**2 
DPSIS(I,J) = DPSIS(I,J) - DPSIS(I,l) 
I=I+l 















































SUBROUTINE CSPFlN CSPAN 
C *** SUBROUTINE CSPAN ALTERS FLOW AND PRESSURE RISE COEFICIENTS FOR CSPAN 
C BLADE RESET CSPAN 
COMMON /UECTOR/ CPCO(6)r TITLE(121, RT2(12), RH2(12), RT3(12)r CSPAN 








XPSIDES(12,9,8), ETADES(12,9,81, PHI(12,9,8), PSI(12,9,8), ETA(12,9 
X,8), DPHIA(12)r DPSIA(121, DETA(121, NSTf?GE(12), PCTSPD(S), 
XBET2M(12,9), BLEED(12.91, TT(131, PT(13)r PR(121, TR(12)r PRO(12)s 
XTRO(121, ETAO(121, BET3MR(12,9), UZ2M(12,9), UZ3M(12,9), AREA2(12) 
X, A’REn3(12), RM2(12)r RM3(12). UT2(12), UT3(12), UM2(12), UM3(12) 
X,BAT2MR(12,9),DPSIS(12,9),RSOLM(l2~, RK2M(12>, CB2M(12), CB2MR( 
X12), CB3MR(12), RINCM(12), RDFM(12)r SK2M(12), SINCM(121, BET3M(12 
X,9), PHIFIX(121, DPHIF(12),CPREF(12), GFlREF(12),ETAINP(12) 










COMMON /SCALER/ RU, PI, G, AJ, RAD, RG, DCP, GJ, G2Js RPMRAD, NSTA 
X, NSPE, NPTS, PO, TO, DESRPM, DESFLO, UNITS 
X,CP,GAMMA,GMl,GFl.GF2,GF3,SPDPSI,SPDPHI~DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP 
X, XAR, XMET. XSTM 





90 TS= TT(I) 
DPHIA(1) = 0.0 
DPSIA(1) = 0.0 
DETA(1) = 0.0 
IF[(CB2M(I) + CB2MR(I) + CB3MR(I)).EQ.O 
BET2M(I,J)= DB2M(I,J) + CB2M(I) 
BAT2MR(I,J)= DB2MR(I,J) + CB2NR(I) 
BET3MR(I,J) = DB3MR(I,J) + CB3MR(I) 
UZ2M(I,J)= UM2(I)/(TAN(BET2M(IvJ))+ TAN 
U2MR = UZ2M(I,J)/COS(BAT2MR(I,J)) 
C *** CHANGE IN FLOW COEFICIENT FOR RESET 
.OO) GO TO 93 
DPHIA(I)= UZ2M(I,J)AJT2(I) - PHIREF(1) 
UZ3M(I,J)= UZ2M(I, J) 
UT2H= UZ2M(I,J)*TAN(BET2M(I,J)) 
U2S = UT2H**2 + UZ3M(I,J)**2 
RHOT = PT(I)/(TT(I)=RG) 
RHOS = RHOT*(l.O - U2S/(G2J*CPREF(I)*TT(I)))**GFlREF(I) 
DESFLC = RHOS-%REA2(I)*UZ3M(I, J) 
FLOCAL(I,J) = DESFLC 
92 UT3M= Utl3(1) - UZ3M(I.J) *TnN(BET3MR(I,J)) 
CP=CPFM(TS) 
DT= (UM3(1) * UT3M - UM2(I)*UT2M>/(GJ*CP) 
TRA = (DT + TT(I))/TT(I) 
PTA3 = PT(I)*(l.O + ETAREF(I)=(TRA -1.O))**GF2 
TTA3 = DT + TT(I) 
RHOT= PTA3 /(TTA3 *RG) 
U3S = UT3M**2 + UZ3M(I,J)=2 
RHOS = RHOTa(l.0 - U3S(G2JsCP*TTA3 ))**GFl 
TS = TTA3 *(RHOS/RHOT)**GMl 
WCAL = RHOS*AREA3(I)*UZ3M(I,J) 
UZ3M(I,J) = DESFLC/(RHOS*AREA3(1)) 
U3MR = UZ3M(I, J)/COS(BET3MR(I, J)) 
C *** OPTION TO ALTER ROTOR IIEUIATION ANGLE FOR BLADE RESET 
IF (DRDEUG.EQ.l.O) 
XDB3MRG(I) = -(lO.OO/RAD)*(U3MR/U2MR - U3DU2R(I)) 
BET3MR(I,J) = DB3MR(I,J) + CB3NR(I) + DB3MRG(I) 
IF ((ABS(WCAL-DESFLC)/WCAL).GT.O.OOS) GO TO 92 
C *** CHANGE IN PRESSURE RiSE COEFICIENT FOR RESET 
DPSIA(1) = GJ*CP*DT/CUT3(I)*UT3(I))QETAREF(I) - PSIREF(1) 
93 I = I+1 










































































c++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-H++++++~++++++++ +++++-l++++++++tl-!-l++ CSOUPT 
SUBROUTINE CSOUPT(FAIO~ISTAGE,FLOWl,QLFA1,BETA1,BET~2, CSOUPT 
XUZ,ALFA2,ALFA3,DELTGIDELTW,Wl,W2rVlrU2) CSOUPT 
C PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS CSOUPT 




RR?klB(G) , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7) , SBLADE(7) , STAGES(7) 
SIGUMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 





































































XPSIDES(12,9,8), ETADES(12,9,8), PHI(12,9,8), PSI(12,9,8), ETA(12,9 
X,8), DPHIA(12)r DPSIA(121, DETA(12). NSTAGE(12). PCTSPD(91, 
XBET2M(12,9), BLEED(12,9), TT(13)r PT(1311 PR(121, TR(121, PRO(12)r 
XTRO(121, ETAO(lE), BET3MR(12.9), UZ2M(12.9), UZ3M(12,9). AREA21121 
X, AREA3(12), RM2(12)r RM3(12), UT2(12), UT3(12), UM2(12), UM3(12) 
X,BAT2MR(12,9),DPSIS(l2,9),RSOLM(l2~~ RK2M(12), CB2M(12)r CB2MR( 
X12). CB3MR(12), RINCM(12). RDFM(12)r SK2M(12), SINCM~12)r BET3M(12 
X,9), PHIFIX(121, DPHIF(12),CPREF(12), GFlREF(12)rETAINP(12) 










COMMON /SCALER/ RU, PI, G, AJ, RAD. RG, DCPt GJ, G2J, RPMRAD, NSTA 
X9 NSPE, NPTS, PO, TO, DESRPM, DESFLO, UNITS 
X, CP. GAMMfi, GMl, GFl, GF2, GF3, SPLIPSI, SPDPHI. DRDEUG. DRDEUN, DRDEUP 
X, XAR, XMET, XSTM 




IF (UNITS.NE.l.O) GO TO 81 
FLOWIN = FLOWIN/0.453592 
DFLOW = DFLOW/0.453592 
FLOWFI = FLOWFI/0.453592 
81 CONTINUE 
JS=l 
DO 82 J=l,NSPE 
IF (SPEEDF.EQ.PCTSPD(J)) JS=J 
82 CONTINUE 










WTFLOW = WTFLOW - FLOWIN*BLEED(I.JS) 
U2 = UT2(I)*SPEEDF 
U3 = UT3(I)*SPEEDF 


















IF((ABS(WCAL-UTFLOW)/WCQL).GT.O.O051 GO TO 100 
PHIC = UZ42 
IF(PHIC.GT.PHI(I,JS,NPTS)) GO TO 120 
DO 200 I=l,NSTA 
DO 200 J=l,NSPE 



















































































1 (PHI(I,JS,K)-PHI(I,JS,K-1)) + PSI(I,JS,K-1) 
ETAC=(ETA(I,JS,K)-ETA(I,JS,K-l))c(PHIC-PHI(I,JS,K-l))/ 
1 (PHI(I,JS,K)-PHI(I.JS,K-1)) + ETA(I,JS.K-1) 
GO TO 160 
150 PSIC= PSI(I,JS,K) 
ETAC= ETA(1, JS,K) 
160 CONTINUE 
CALL CSETAl(I,J,K,XWCl),PHIC,PHIREF(I),ETtiC) 
PR(I) = (1.0 + PSIC*U3=U3/ (GJ*CP*TT(I)))**GF2 
TAU = PSIC/ETAC 
TR(I>= 1.0 + (PR(I)**GF3-l.O)/ETAC 
TT(I+l)= TT(I)*TR(I) 




GF30= (GF3 + GF3S)/2.0 
ETAO(I)= (PRO(i)~*GF30 - l.O)/(TRO(I) - 1.0) 
UT2M = UZ * TRN(BET2M(I.l)) 
UT2MR = UMM2 - UTEM 
BAT2MR(I,JSI= ATAN2(UT2MR,UZ) 







UT3tl= (CP*(TT(I+l)-TT(I))*GJ + UMM2 *UT2M)AJMM3 




IF((US).GT.(G2J*CP*TT(I+l))) GO TO 113 












































BET3M(I,JS) = ATAN2(UT3M, UZ3M( I, JS) 1 CSOUPT 
SINCM(1) = BET3MCI,JS)*RAD - SK2M(I) CSOUPT 
UT3MR = lJMM3 - UT3M CSOUPT 
BETBMR(I,JS)= ATAN~(UT~MR,UZ~M(IIJS)) CSOUPT 
U3MR = UZ3M(I,JS)/COSIBET3MR(I.JS)) CSOUPT 
RDFM(I)= 1.0 - UBMRd2MR + (RM3(I)*UT3tl - RM2(1)*UT2M)~(RM3(1) + CSOUPT 
XRM2(I))/RSOLM(I)AJ2MR CSOUPT 
IF (UNITS.EQ.l.O) WTFLOW = WTFLOW*0.453592 CSOUPT 
RDEU(I)=BET3MR(I,JS)*RfiD-RK3M(I) CSOUPT 
BAT2MR(I,JS)=BA-~2MR(I,JS)nRAD CSOUPT 




















































C *** WRITE THE OUTPUT 
WRITE(6,404) FAIOvISTAGE 
404 FORilAT(lHl,lX ) =QQ~~~.~.~.~B**3Q***Q**, #*1X, 
%INITiAL FLOW COEFFICIENT=$, 1x9 F5.3,lX, f(STAGE=fl12~lXt 


























401 FORMAT( lHO,5X, $STAGE TOTLlL PRESSURE RATIO=#r F12.5, /, 










































































































%X,sSTAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY=Z,F12.51 
WRITE(6,402) FAIl,UZl,UTIPG(ISTAGE) 
402 FORMAT(lHO,SX.+STAGE FLOW COEFFICIENT=#,F5.3,/, 































FORMAT(lHO,24X,#*ROTOR INLET* *ROTOR OUTLET* *STFITOR OUTLET*#) 
WRITE(6.406) P(l).P(2)rP(3) 
FORMAT(lH ,1X, +TOTAL PRESSURE#, lOX,3(F10,4,5X) 1 
WRITEC6,407) PSl,PS2 
FORMAT(lH ,lX.#STATIC PRESSURE#,9X,2(F10.4,5X)1 
WRITE(6,408) TG(l),TG(2)rTG(3) 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,gTOTAL TEMPERQTURE(GAS)#r3X,3(FlO.4,5X)1 
WRITEI TSl,TS2 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,SSTATIC TEMPERATURE(GKi)#,lX,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,410) RHOG(l),RHOG(2) 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,STATIC DENSITY(GAS)#,SX,2(FlO.4,5X)) 
WRITEI6s412) UZl,UZ2 
FORMAT(lHO,lX, zAXiQL UELOCITY~,lOX,2CF10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,413) Ul,U2 
FORMRT(lH ,lX,gQBSOLUTE UELOCITY*,7Xs2(F10.4r5X)) 
WRITE(69 414) Wl, W2 
FORMAT( 1H ,1X, f RELATIUE UELOCITY#,7X,2(F10.4,5X)1 
KRITE(69415) U(ISTAGE),UU21ISTAGE),U(ISTRGE+1) 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,gBLADE SPEED~.13X,3(F10.4,5X)~ 
WRITE(69416) USl,US2 
FORMAT(lH rlX,*TANG. COMP. OF ABS. UEL.*,~(F~O.~V~X)) 
WRITE(6,417) WSl,WS2 
FORMAT(lH ,lX,zTflNG. COMP. OF REL. UEL.#,2(F10.4,5X)> 
WRITE(6,416) ASPEDl,ASPED2 
FORNAT(lH ,lX,%COUSTIC SPEED*,lOX,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,419) AMACl,AMAC2 
FORMRT(lH ,lX,gAESOLUTE MACH NUMBER#,~XV~CF~O.~,~X)) 
WR%TE(6,420) AMr?CHl,AMQCH2 




FCIRilAT(lH ,lX,=FLOW AREA#~lSX,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRiTE(6e423) ALFAl,ALFn2,~LFn3 
FORMAT(lHO,lXs+AESOLUTE FLOW ANGLE+,SX,3(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(Gv424) BETAl, BETnil 





IF (UNITS.ECI.L.O) WTFLOW = WTFLOW/0.453592 
GO TO 111 
WRITE(6,2100) I, PHIC 
FORMAT (10H FOR STAGE, 13,18H , COMPUTED PHI IS,F8.4,06H STALL> 
GG TO 111 
~RiTE(6,2110)IvPHIC 
FORMHT (10H FOR STAGE, 13918H I COMPUTED PHI IS,F8.4,06H CHOKE> 
GO TO 113 
FLOWIN=FLUWIN+DFLOW 
IF (FLOWIN.LE.FLOWFI) GO TO 81 
CONTINUE 
DO 112 I=l,NSTA 
DO 112 J=l,NSPE 





SUBROUTINE COUPT2(FAIO, ISTAGE, FLOW19 ALFAl, BETAl, BETA29 
XUZ,ALFA~PALFA~PDELTG~DELTW,W~,W~,U~) 
X, P(3),TG(3)rXA,XU(3),XCH4,XW(3),XWW(3),XWT(3),TW(3),TWW(3) 
C PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 


































































































































































































C *+* WRITE THE OUTPUT 
WRITE(6,404) FAIO, ISTAGE 
404 FORMAT( lH1, lx, ~4~~it~+~**+tt,~ti+*+ f, 1x9 
$$I’NITIAL FLOW COEFFICIENT=r’. 1X, F5.3,lXt ~(STAGE=#I 12,1X, 
$$)#, 2x, #****xa**+a*n****+**#) 
WRITE(6,401) PRATIO,TRATIO,ETAC 
401 FORMAT(lH0,5X,#STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO=f,F12.5r/, 
86Xv;tSTAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO=#,F12.5v/, 
36X,;cSTAGE ADIABFlTIC EFFICIENCY=#rF12.5) 
WRITE(6,402) FAIlrUZl.UTIPG(ISTAGE) 
















































































IF((ABS(WCAL-WTFLOW)/WCAL).GT.O.OOS) GO TO 100 
PHIC = UZd2 
IF(PHLC.GT.PHI(I,JSrNPTS)) GO TO 120 
DO 200 I=l,NSTA 
DO 200 J=l,NSPE 
DO 200 K=l,NPTS 







DO 130 K=2,NPTS 




1 (PHI(I,JS,K)-PHI(I,JS,K-1)) -+ PSI(IrJS,K-1) 
ET~C=(ETA(I,JS,K)-ETA(T,JS,K-l))~(PHiC-PHi(I,JS,K-l))’ 




GO TO 160 
PSIC= PSI(1, JS,K) 
ETAC= ETA(1, JS,K) 
CONTINUE 
CALL CSETAL(I,J,K,XWW(l),PHIREF(i),PHIC,ETAC,ET~REF(I)) 
PR(1) = (1.0 + PSIC=U3nU3/ (GJzCP-zTT(I)))=GF2 
TFIU = PSPIYETAC 
TRIi)= 1.0 + (PR(i)~~GF3-1.O)‘ETnC 
TT(I+1)= TT(I)*TR(I) 
PT(Icl)= PT(I) sPR(I) 
TRO(I)= TT(I+l)/TO 
PRO(I)= PT(I+l)/PO 
GF3S = GF3 
GF30= (GF3 + GF3S)/2.0 
ET~O(I)= (PRO(I)s;“GF30 - l.O)/(TRO(i) - 1.0) 
UT2M = UZ * TAN(BET2M(I.l)) 
UT2MR = UMM2 - UT2M 
BAT2MR(I, JS)= fiTAN2(UT2xRsUZ) 







UT3M= (CP9(TT(I+l)-TT(i))~GJ + U~lM2 *UT2M)‘UMM3 
US= UZ3M ( I, JS ) r-b=2 + UT3Mr-r-2 
CP=CPFM ( TS) 
RHOS= RHOT=(l.O-US’(G2J*CPaTT(I+l)))**GFl 
RHOSM=l.O/((l.O-XWT(l))/RHGS9XWT(l)lRHOW) 
iF((US).GT.(G2J%P%TT(I+l))) GO TO 113 





IF(ABS(WCAL-WTFLClLJ!.GT.O.OOS) GO TO 161 
BET3M(I, JS) = ATAN2(UT3M,UZ3M(I, JS)) 
SINCM(1) = BET3M(I,JS)*RAD - SK2M(I) 
UT3MR = UMM3 - UT3M 
BET3MR(I,JS)= ATAN2(UT3MR,UZ3M(I,JS)) 
U3MR = UZ3M(I, JS)/CUS(BET3MR(I,JS)) 

















































































































































RRHUB(G> , RC(6) , RBLADE(6) , STAGER(G) 
SRHUB(7) , SC(7) I SBLADE(7’) , STAGES(7) 
SIGlJMR(6) , BETlSR(6) , BET2SR(6) , AINCSR(6) , ADEUSR(6) 








COMMON /UECTOR/ CPCO (6 1, TITLE(121, RT2(12), RH2(12), RT3(12), 
XRH3(12)r PHIREF(121, PSIREF(12). ETAREF(121, PHIDES(lZ’,S,&), 
XPSIDES(12,9,&), ETfiDES(12,9,&), PHI(12,9,&), PSI(12,9,&), ETA(12,9 
X,&1, DPHIA(1211 DPSIA(121, DETA(121, NSTAGE(12)r PCTSPD(31, 
XBET2M(12.9), BLEED112,9), TTC13)r PT(13), PR(121, TR(121, PRO(12)r 
XTRO(121, ETAO(121, BET3HR(12,9)~ UZ2H(12,9)9 U%3H(12.9), AREA2(12) 
X, fiREF;3(12), RM2(.12), RM3(12), UT2(12), UT3(12), UH2(12), UH3(12! 
X,BAT2HR(12,9),DPSIS(l2,3),RSOLH~l2~, RK2M(12), CB2M(12)r CB2MR( 
X121, CB3MR(12), RINCM(121, RDFM(l21, Sl:2M(12), SINCM(l21, BET3M(12 
X,9), PHIFIX(121, DPHIF(12),CPREF(12), GFlREF(12),ETAIN?(12) 










COMMON /SCALER/ RU, PI, G, AJ, RAB, RG, DCP, GJ, G2J, RFMRAD, NSTA 
X, NSFE, NFTS, PO, TO, DESRFM, DESFLO, UNITS 
X, CPs GAKMA, GM19 CFl, GF2, Gi‘3, SFDPSI, SPDPHI, DRDEUG, DRDEUN, DRDEUP 









IF (UNITS.NE.l.O) GO TO 81 
FLOWIN = FLOWIN/0.453592 
DFLOW = DFLOW/0.453592 
FLO!-‘FI = FLOWFI/0.453592 
CONTINUE 
JS=l 
DO 82 J=l, NSFE 
IF (SFEEDF.EQ.FCTSPD(J)) JS=J 
CONTINUE 








RHOW=62 0 3 
RHOSH=l.O/((l.O-XWTIl~~/RHOS+XWT(l~~RHOW1 
WTFLOW = WTFLOW - FLOWINzBLEEDIIvJS) 
U2 = UT2(I)*SFEEDF 
U3 = UT3(I)nSPEEDF 
UHM2 = UH2(I)*SPEEDF 
UtlM3 = UM3(I)=SFEEDF 



































































































































406 ‘FORMAT( iH , IX, #TOTAL PRESSUREA lOX,3(F10.4,5X) 1 
WRITE(6r 407) PSl, PS2 
407 FORHATCIH ,lX,#STATIC PRESSUREZ,9X,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE~6,40&) TG(l).TG(2).TG(3) 
408 FORHAT(lH ,lX,ZTOTAL TEHPERATURE(Gf+S)#,3X~3(FlO.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,409) TSl.TS2 
409 FORHAT(lH rlX,#STATIC TEHPERATURE(GAS)f,lX,2(F10..4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,410) RHOG(l),RHOG(2) 
410 FORHAT(lH ,lX,#STATIC DENSITY(GAS)frSX,2CFlO.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6r4121 UZlrUZ2 
412 FORHAT(lHO,lX,#AXIAL UELOCITYf,lOX,2(F10.4r5X)) 
WRITE(6,413) Ul,U2 
413 FORHAT(lH ,lX,#ABSOLUTE UELOCITY#,7X,2(F10.4~5X1~ 
WRITE(6,414) Wl.W2 
414 FORHATClH ,lX,#RELATIUE UELOCITYfr7X,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,415) U(ISTAGE~,UU2(ISTAGE),U(ISTAGE+1) 
415 FORHAT(lH rlX,;cBLADE SPEED#,13X,3(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,416) USlrUS2 
416 FORHAT(lH rlX,#TANG. COHP. OF ABS. UEL.2,2(F10.4vSX)) 
WRITE(6,417) WSl,WS2 
417 FORHAT(lH ,lX,#TANG. COHP. OF REL. UEL.#v2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,41&) ASPEDl,ASPED2 
418 FORHAT(lH ,lX,#ACOUSTIC SPEED#,lOX,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,419) AMACl,AMAC2 
419 FORHAT(lH ,lX,ZABSOLUTE MACH NUHBERZ,4X,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,420) AHACHl,AHACH2 
420 FORHAT(lH ,lX,#RELATIUE MACH NUHBER#,4X,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,421) FAIl,FAI2 
421 FORHAT(lHO,lX,#FLOW COEFFICIENT#,&X,2(F10.4~5X)) 
WRITE(6,422) AAAl,AAA2 
422 FORHAT(lH ,lX,ZFLOW AREAZ, lSX,2(F10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(6,423) ALFAl,ALFA2, ALFA3 
423 FORHAT(lHO,lX,#ABSOLUTE FLOW ANGLE#,SX,3(F10.4.5X)1 
WRITE(6,424) BETAlpBETA2 
424 FORHAT(lH ,lX,#RELATIUE FLOW ANGLE#,5X,3CF10.4,5X)) 
WRITE(69425) AINCIRvAINCIS 
425 FORHAT(lH ,lX,#INCIDENCE2,16X,2(FlO.4r5X)) 
WRITE(6,426) ADEUIR 
426 FORHAT(lH ,1X,#DEUIATION#,30X.l~FlO.415X)) 
IF (UNITS.EQ.l.O) WTFLOW = WTFLOW/0.453592 
GO TO 111 
110 WRITE(Gr2100) 1,PHIC 
2100 FORMAT (10H FOR STAGE, 139 l&H , COMPUTED PHI ISsF&.4,06H STFILL) 
GO TO ill 
120 WRITE(6,2110)I,PHIC 
2110 FORMAT (10H FOR STAGE.I3tl&H , COMPUTED PHI IS,F&.4,06H CHOKE) 
GO TO 113 
111 FLOWIN=FLOWIN+DFLOW 
IF (FLOWIN.LE.FLOWFI) GO TO 81 
113 CONTINUE 
DO 112 I=l,NSTFI 
DO 112 J=l,NSPE 
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